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The defence of the nation, the establishment of law and the maintenance of order are
primary responsibilities of national civil government. To restrain evil behaviour for
the common good of everybody in society is a fundamental function of the laws
enacted by national civil government and, generally speaking, the fulfilment of this
function is (or ought to be) manifested most visibly of all in the practical day-to-day
application of those laws as seen in the law enforcement activities of our courts and
police. An evil behaviour detrimental to society is not and never can be completely
and permanently eradicated simply by virtue of the existence of a law which prohibits
it, but in the existence and enforcement of that law there is certainly the power to
drastically suppress the prevalence and practice of the evil behaviour, and so that law
must be recognised as good and fit for purpose as long as it serves to provide society
with an effective basis and process by which to restrain the evil destructive behaviour.
Good laws cannot eradicate prostitution any more than they might eradicate the crimes
of theft or murder, but good laws properly enforced are certainly capable of
minimising the evil effects of the vice-trade.
Under the Sexual Offences Act 2003 the act of keeping or managing a brothel1 for
prostitution is a criminal offence punishable by up to seven years in prison. To keep a
brothel is not a petty crime – on the contrary it is a serious crime. The full penalty for
the crime of brothel-keeping available under the law provides a level of punishment
and deterrence which reflects the seriousness of the broad-ranging and devastating
consequences caused by the vice-trade not only in the lives of participants but also in
society as a whole; it also recognises the fact that the availability of brothel premises
is the vice-trade’s essential foundation for the easy and habitual pursuit of prostitution
on a scale capable of yielding large sums of money in ill-gotten gains. The law means
that the mere existence of any brothel is by definition illegal and if this law was
rigorously and persistently enforced throughout the UK it would serve most
effectively to deter and suppress brothels and thus minimise the vice-trade, because
without brothels as a base the pursuit of organised prostitution becomes much harder.
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I.e. in which two or more prostitutes are present at the same time.

Police officers commit themselves by solemn oath to uphold the law and they are paid
to do so; they are trained, equipped and resourced to uphold the law at taxpayers’
expense and they are granted legal powers beyond those of the general public in order
to enable them to fulfil their law enforcement duties. The thought that police officers
might knowingly and quite deliberately fail to enforce the law in regard to serious,
obvious and ongoing criminal offences is utterly abhorrent – indeed such corrupt
conduct would amount to gross professional misconduct in a public office – but this
malfeasance is exactly what is happening in regard to virtually all crimes of brothelkeeping being committed in Greater Manchester today. There are presently dozens of
easily-identifiable public brothels operating in Greater Manchester and the only
possible explanation for this is that the police are deliberately ignoring them. Given
that it is a criminal offence to keep or manage a brothel, there is unquestionably at
least one criminal behind every one of these brothels, but the police prefer not to shoot
at these sitting ducks. A high street brothel presents police officers with an obvious
‘open goal’ so why don’t they go ahead and shoot? Who or what stops the police
from doing their job?
There is NO evidence to suggest that GMP is currently operating a secret de facto
‘brothel licensing system’ of brothels in Greater Manchester, by means of which
certain people are secretly ‘licensed’ to keep a brothel (contrary to the Sexual
Offences Act 2003). That is to say: (1) the GMP force has not – as a matter of
unofficial policy, pursued on an organised corporate basis – secretly granted
conditional or unconditional immunity from arrest/prosecution to any brothel-keepers
operating in Greater Manchester in regard of the specific offence of brothel-keeping in
the past twelve years; and furthermore, (2) GMP has never – as a matter of unofficial
policy, pursued on an organised corporate basis – entered into secret negotiations or
formed secret relationships with any vice-trade criminals with a view to granting
conditional or unconditional immunity from arrest/prosecution to any brothel-keepers
operating in Greater Manchester in regard of the specific offence of brothel-keeping in
the past twelve years. There is NO evidence to suggest that the GMP force has a
deliberate policy of toleration towards any particular criminal brothel-keeper based
upon a secret agreement between any criminal and the police; GMP is not ‘licensing’
any specific person(s) to keep a brothel(s) in Greater Manchester.
However, irrefutable evidence and sound reason clearly show that the GMP force is
turning a blind eye to virtually all brothels and to virtually all persons committing the
crime of brothel-keeping in Greater Manchester – and this turning of a blind eye to
(what is a rather obvious) crime undoubtedly constitutes an ongoing act of serious
malfeasance on the part of GMP officers. Though the GMP force is not ‘licensing’
any person to keep a brothel, GMP clearly does have a deliberate policy of ignoring
virtually all brothel-keeping offences of which GMP officers are aware; the GMP
force has a deliberate policy of non-enforcement of the law in regard of the specific
offence of brothel-keeping – and this deliberate tactical non-enforcement policy is
closely related to the GMP force’s misguided strategic parent philosophy and agenda
of so-called ‘harm reduction’ in regard to the vice-trade (indeed ‘harm reduction’ is
the key culprit guilty of crippling proper and effective law enforcement). Whilst it is
true that over the past twelve years the GMP force has arrested and successfully
prosecuted several brothel-keepers, the prosecutions for the offence of brothel-keeping
of this handful of people have been essentially incidental to their prosecutions for
other (usually related) offences; therefore, when the specific offence of brothelkeeping is considered by itself – as a standalone offence separate from additional

concurrent offences (whether vice-related or not) – it is correct to conclude that, over
the past twelve years and at present, the GMP force does have a policy of nonenforcement of the law upon any person known to be keeping a brothel for that
specific offence (i.e. brothel-keeping), provided that the brothel-keeper isn’t known to
be personally involved in committing any other type of offence and provided that the
brothel-keeper ensures there is no other crime being committed by anyone else in their
brothel premises. It is currently the case that any brothel-keepers [owners and/or
managers] in Greater Manchester whose ‘only’ ongoing crime is the solitary offence
of keeping a brothel will not be arrested or prosecuted for that offence by Greater
Manchester Police – so long as other types of criminal offence (e.g. illegal drugs) are
not being committed by anyone else in or nearby to their brothels.
Greater Manchester Police does not secretly ‘license’ any criminal brothel-keeper to
keep a brothel, however GMP does apply an unofficial policy of non-enforcement of
the Sexual Offences Act 2003 specifically in regard of brothel-keeping offences.2
Dozens of criminals are committing the rather obvious offence of keeping a brothel in
Greater Manchester year after year, but despite these criminals and their crimes being
well-known to the police, the prospect from year to year of any of these vice-trade
criminals being arrested and prosecuted for brothel-keeping by Greater Manchester
Police is effectively nil. There is surely no better example of this non-enforcement
policy than the current case of Sandy’s Superstars.
The Sandy’s Superstars case provides potent hard evidence of the shameful reality of
the crime toleration policy being run inside Greater Manchester Police, and the case
also reveals the GMP force’s ties to pro-prostitution groups (including a vice-trade
front) which together have been successfully manipulating the police since the turn of
the century to put the interests of vice-trade criminals first. Indeed at present it is no
exaggeration to say that Manchester’s major vice-trade gangsters have become so
skilful in deceiving and corrupting the GMP force with various stratagems (like the
‘harm reduction’ diversion) as to have put themselves above and beyond the law.
The Sandy’s Superstars gang has been getting away with it for years… Why?

The Sandy’s Superstars gang is one of the largest and most sophisticated criminal vice
gangs in the UK, with dozens of prostitutes listed (and pictured) on its website. The
gang’s website boasts that its brothels are “…the indisputably best parlours in the
entire country…” and the homepage states: “Sandy’s Superstars – The UK’s number
One!” It is fair to say that the Sandy’s Superstars brothels are indeed the most
notorious brothels in the UK. There are two Sandy’s Superstars brothels in Greater
Manchester; the first brothel is located in Prestwich (North Manchester) and the
second brothel is located in Northenden (South Manchester); both brothels are located
on high street shopping parades in residential areas close to local schools. The second
Sandy’s Superstars brothel was opened in Northenden in 2003; the original Sandy’s
brothel was established in Prestwich in the 1990s. The sandyssuperstars.com domain
was created on 10 April 2001.
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This non-enforcement policy is not unique to Greater Manchester Police; a similar culture of nonenforcement exists within many other British police forces today (e.g. the case of Northamptonshire
Police and brothel-keepers Tara and Mickey Willis).

The fact that the Sandy’s Superstars premises are brothels is undisputed. It is obvious
from the Sandy’s Superstars website (see Appendix F) that a large number of
prostitutes are available on the premises, and the Sandy’s Superstars brothels have
featured in several local and national newspaper articles dating back nine years.3 In
January 2004 an article in the South Manchester Reporter described Sandy’s
Superstars in Northenden as being a brothel. A February 2010 article in the Daily
Mail described Sandy’s Superstars as “…a well-known Manchester brothel…” and a
March 2010 article in the Daily Mirror described Sandy’s Superstars as “…a
brothel…” (See Appendix E).
The Sandy’s Superstars gang has a long list of punters on record, and the video
surveillance system inside its brothels captures clear images of every visitor’s face.
The gang also has video surveillance cameras covering the outside of its buildings, as
well as various people acting as the gang’s eyes and ears in the vicinity of the brothels.
The Sandy’s Superstars gang is closely linked with the ‘Little Black Book’ online
prostitution network (thelbb.co.uk) and is heavily involved in the SAFE/RedlineUK
front.4
The Sandy’s Superstars brothel-keepers include Sandy Hankin,5 Mark Hankin6 and
Adrian Burch7 – and this is common knowledge; Sandy Hankin is the Sandy in the
Sandy’s Superstars name. Sandy Hankin and Adrian Burch are the company directors
of Sandys Health Studios Ltd; Mark Hankin and Sandy Hankin are the company
directors of Sandmar Ltd. The companies Sandys Health Studios Ltd and Sandmar
Ltd are registered at the same address.8 In the mid-2000s Sandy and Mark Hankin
were to be found living in a house on Merlewood Drive in Astley, Greater Manchester
– along with their daughter Sarah Hankin, then a pupil at Bedford High School in
Leigh, and also with Sandy’s mother Jean. (Sarah Hankin went on to study at Deeside
College.9) Sandy and Mark have strong links with Merseyside, Greater Manchester,
north Cheshire and the Chester area.
In June 2003 the Manchester Evening News reported that: “Residents in Northenden
have been campaigning for Sandy’s Superstars, on Palatine Road, to be closed.” (see
Appendix E). The MEN article stated that: “A POLICE chief has vowed to act
against the owners of a massage parlour after a long-running investigation into its
activities. … At a meeting of Northenden Civic Society, Chief Inspector Peter
Aaronson, from Brownley Road police station, said officers had collected a file of
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Furthermore, Greater Manchester Police referred to Sandy’s Superstars as “brothels” via email to
Richard Carvath on 27th April 2012.
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evidence to send to the Crown Prosecution Service detailing all activities on the
premises.” However, the police chief who “vowed to act” against the criminal
brothel-keepers didn’t enforce the law, and, nine years later, the Sandy’s Superstars
brothels are still in business.
In October 2003 the South Manchester Reporter published an extract from a letter
written by “…Graham Dobkin, chief executive for MASH…”10 in which Dobkin
stated his support for the Sandy’s Superstars brothel in Northenden: “Since opening,
Sandy’s … has had a beneficial impact on the local community.” (See Appendix E).
The pro-prostitution group MASH (see Appendix J) was a partner agency of Greater
Manchester Police at the time when Graham Dobkin11 expressed his support for the
Sandy’s Superstars criminal brothel-keepers, and MASH has remained a GMP partner
to this day.
Peter Aaronson – the GMP Chief Inspector who “vowed to act” against Sandy’s
Superstars – left Greater Manchester Police in December 2005 and immediately went
to work in the private sector as Vice Chairman of the Professional Witnesses Group
(PWG), a security firm founded by former GMP Chief Superintendent Trevor Barton
(see Appendix L). In May 2011 PWG Director of Operations Peter Aaronson was
appointed to his current position as CEO of the Professional Witnesses Group, by
which time the firm’s Hindsford House headquarters had become the main base of
operations for the pro-prostitution SAFE/RedlineUK front (see Appendix K), a group
in which the Sandy’s Superstars criminal brothel-keepers have been intimately
involved from the group’s beginning in 2008/9.
The British political activist Richard Carvath first approached Greater Manchester
Police’s Chief Constable Peter Fahy about the lack of any law enforcement in regard
of the Sandy’s Superstars brothels and brothel-keepers on the 27th October 2010, by
means of an email headed “GMP policy regarding the vice trade” in which he clearly
stated the fact that the Sandy’s Superstars premises are brothels and also gave the
names of the brothel-keepers to the police.
This email was to become the first of many emails regarding Sandy’s Superstars
which would pass between Richard Carvath and various GMP officers in the
following 18 months (see Appendix D), and it came to mark the official
commencement of a new campaign led in public by Richard Carvath to have the
Sandy’s Superstars brothels shut down and the brothel-keepers brought to justice.
In reply to his first email Richard Carvath received an email from the Chief
Constable’s Office which informed him that: “Your email has been forwarded to the
Serious Crime Division for further investigation…”
Almost seven months after that first email, GMP had taken no law enforcement action
over Sandy’s Superstars, but, in a joint letter sent to Richard Carvath and dated 17th
May 2011, Greater Manchester Police’s Chief Superintendent Jon Rush12 and Chief
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The MASH acronym stands for Manchester Action on Street Health.
Graham Dobkin (Director ID: 907483192). Born: December 1950. Appointed to Company
Secretary of Manchester Action On Street Health (MASH) on 30 October 2000. Resigned as the
Company Secretary of UK Network Of Sex Work Projects on 02 April 2009. Source:
http://company-director-check.co.uk/director/907483192
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Superintendent Rob Potts13 stated that: “…Greater Manchester Police does not
operate a licensing system for brothels and where proportionate, necessary and
lawful we will take both enforcement and harm reduction action.” (see Appendix B).
A full eighteen months after the first email, though GMP had still not taken any law
enforcement action over Sandy’s Superstars, Chief Superintendent Rob Potts
nevertheless reiterated the above claim by sending a second letter (dated 26th April
2012) to tell Richard Carvath again that: “…you will already be aware of the fact that
Greater Manchester Police does not operate a licensing system for brothels and that
enforcement and harm reduction action will be taken where it is proportionate,
necessary and lawful.” (see Appendix C).
Furthermore, with his assertion in his second letter that “…any enforcement action
taken must be justified and based on corroborated evidence…” Chief Superintendent
Potts presumably meant either that (1) in eighteen months GMP had failed to justify
itself in enforcing the law upon known criminals, or that (2) in eighteen months GMP
had failed to corroborate the identities of the Sandy’s Superstars brothel-keepers
(and/or perhaps failed to corroborate the simple fact that the Sandy’s Superstars
premises are brothels).
The month before Chief Superintendent Potts sent his second letter, the last email
(19th March 2012) from Potts’ colleague Chief Superintendent Rush to Richard
Carvath stated: “…as regards Sandys Superstore [sic] we have visited the premises on
a number of occasions with our partner agencies and in line with our current policy
re: monitoring premises of this nature. Currently, there is no other specific action
that we are taking at this location.”
On 1st May 2012 Richard Carvath said: “Though over eighteen months has passed
since I first notified Greater Manchester Police about the Sandy’s Superstars
brothels, it is my considered opinion that GMP has only recently begun to take
seriously its duty to enforce the law against the Sandy’s Superstars brothel-keepers.”
“It is simply not credible that GMP officers have been unable to justify law
enforcement action for over eighteen months, or unable in that time to corroborate
the basic information about Sandy’s Superstars which is necessary prior to taking
successful law enforcement action on a lawful basis.”
“GMP has not been prevented from taking action in this case because of its inability
to enforce the law but has been actually precluded from taking action because of its
unwillingness to enforce the law.”
“GMP openly admits that its officers have visited Sandy’s Superstars many times –
not to enforce the law but simply to monitor the crime which takes place there. For
years GMP policy has been to send out officers to brothels to watch crime and yet do
nothing whatever to prevent the crime or to apprehend the criminals!”
“At the present time I believe GMP is actively investigating Sandy’s Superstars with
the definite aim of enforcing the law, however this represents a change of heart which
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Divisional Commander for GMP’s South Manchester Division area (which includes Northenden).

has probably happened only with reluctance in the last three months.”
“Moreover, I believe the only reason for this change of heart is the public exposure of
GMP’s prolonged failure to enforce the law to date – an embarrassing failure which
has recently become a sufficiently serious threat to public confidence in the force’s
integrity as to rule out any possibility of avoiding or delaying law enforcement in the
Sandy’s Superstars case any longer.”
“Had GMP been willing to do its job eighteen months ago – back when I first wrote
to Chief Constable Peter Fahy – then the public could’ve expected to see police action
on Sandy’s Superstars many months before now.”
“Though at present GMP is belatedly taking the Sandy’s Superstars crime-gang
seriously, the public is still waiting for GMP to make any arrests and commence the
prosecution of the brothel-keepers.”
“As things stand, because of GMP’s non-enforcement policy, the serious and
organised criminals of the Sandy’s Superstars Gang are still getting away with their
crimes, eighteen months after I contacted the police and nine years after residents in
Northenden first asked the police to take action.”
The Sandy’s Superstars gang is a serious and organised crime network with ‘friends in
high places’ – including current police officers, former police officers (working in
security and investigation in the private sector) and freemasons. It goes without
saying that the Sandy’s Superstars gang along with its ‘extended family’ of loyal
punters amounts to a large, well-funded group of people with access to plenty of
muscle, skills and expertise across a broad range of business and professions, and
possessing the ability to gain illegal access to confidential data and to conduct
sustained criminal campaigns of surveillance and intimidation by means of various
proxy groups and persons. The fact that many of the people in the Sandy’s Superstars
network have military, police or private security backgrounds is of particular concern
– not least to anybody involved in trying to bring the Sandy’s Superstars gang to
justice. Richard Carvath is the only public face of the current campaign to enforce the
law upon the Sandy’s Superstars gang; predictably, he has encountered a severe
onslaught of attacks targeted upon him by the Sandy’s Superstars gang and its secret
sympathisers.
On 1st May 2012 Richard Carvath said: “As the public face of the campaign against
Sandy’s Superstars, I’ve been subjected to a sustained and vicious defamation
campaign conducted over the internet, I’ve received a death threat and dozens of
sinister anonymous emails, and several of my friends and relatives have been
harassed in their own homes by gangsters telephoning them or turning up in person.”
“Month after month I’ve bent over backwards to try and be helpful to Greater
Manchester Police but this help has not been reciprocated. For example, last year I
wrote to a GMP officer to request information about a known serious and organised
criminal for the only purpose of keeping several vulnerable people safe from him. I
knew very well that GMP had better information about this gangster than was then in
my possession, but the GMP officer refused to disclose any of the GMP force’s
intelligence on this gangster and cited data protection rules by way of justification.
Greater Manchester Police’s unwillingness to cooperate with me in the pursuit of law

enforcement has been one of many difficulties to have dogged the campaign to bring
the Sandy’s Superstars brothel-keepers to justice.”
At present, Greater Manchester Police does not dispute the fact that the Sandy’s
Superstars premises are brothels, and the identities of the criminal brothel-keepers
must surely have been known to GMP officers for many months (if not years), but
what GMP continues to struggle with in the Sandy’s Superstars case is its basic duty
to enforce the law. In contrast to any other crime reported to the police, why is it that
when a vice-trade crime (namely brothel-keeping) is reported, the police suddenly
become very reluctant indeed to fight crime – preferring just to monitor crime instead?
Why is it that the policing of vice-related crime is shrouded in mystery, such that lawabiding members of the public who ask GMP officers for action or information on
vice-related crime are confronted with a wall of silence? Well, there are two reasons
as to why GMP’s Todd-era motto ‘Fighting crime, protecting people’ might better
read as ‘Ignoring crime, protecting criminals’ where the vice-trade is concerned:
(1) the GMP force’s agenda to apply ‘harm reduction’ ideology, and; (2) the malign
influence of various pro-prostitution partner agencies and advisors upon the GMP
force.
The GMP force has never lacked the manpower, skills, resources, intelligence, legal
authority or justification to enforce the law in the Sandy’s Superstars case – it has
simply lacked the will to do so. GMP’s failure to enforce the law in this case isn’t the
result of hard choices over priorities either; the GMP force has not been so
remorselessly hard pressed for time and money since 2003 that it has simply not been
able to get round to dealing with the Sandy’s Superstars brothels for nine years;
indeed, on the contrary, by its own admission the GMP force has repeatedly sent out
officers to monitor the crime going on at these brothels (although not to do anything
about it). It is probable that the GMP force has wasted more time and money on
monitoring and ignoring crime at the Sandy’s Superstars brothels for several years
than it would’ve spent on actually doing its job of enforcing the law! Moreover, this
situation is going on with lots of other brothels throughout Greater Manchester too:
the cumulative waste of taxpayers’ money and police time in GMP’s non-enforcement
of the law upon dozens of known criminals is quite simply scandalous, and even
worse, in considering the devastating impact of GMP’s toleration of prostitution for
vice-trade participants and all of society, the bigger picture is one of social costs
beyond calculation.
The ‘harm reduction’ approach to dealing with the vice-trade amounts to the toleration
and facilitation of prostitution and related crimes, wherein the existing vice laws are
mostly ignored by Greater Manchester Police, and prostitutes are assisted to carry on
practising prostitution and taking drugs with the free distribution of condoms and drug
paraphernalia by the GMP force’s partners (such as MASH). Advocates of ‘harm
reduction’ ideology view the toleration of brothels as fundamental to achieving ‘harm
reduction’ despite all the evidence and reason to prove that the toleration of brothels
only causes, sustains and increases harm (see Appendix N). So-called ‘harm
reduction’ is the great enemy of law enforcement (and thus of genuine harm
minimisation).
There are several malign influences upon (and inside) Greater Manchester Police in
regard of its vice-trade policy: these influences include the MASH group (see
Appendix J), the SAFE/RedlineUK gang (see Appendix K) and Rosie Campbell (see
Appendix I).

Researcher and sociologist Rosie Campbell14 is an ‘academic’ who has made a career
out of researching the vice-trade. Campbell is in favour of prostitution in principle,
and advocates the legalisation of (licensed) brothels and the introduction of red light
districts (i.e. street-prostitution toleration zones) in towns and cities throughout the
UK. Campbell views the ability of people to engage in prostitution as a ‘human right’
which should be recognised and protected by law.
Campbell is clearly opposed to the police enforcing many of the existing vice laws –
particularly those which are enforced directly against prostitutes (e.g. soliciting) – and
would much prefer the police to be the prostitutes’ best friend, protecting prostitutes
and facilitating their prostitution. Indeed where prostitution is concerned, it seems
that for Campbell the only legitimate role for the police is a duty to protect prostitutes
and thereby facilitate the vice-trade. Campbell favours pro-prostitution regulation of
the vice-trade and opposes the abolition of the vice-trade.
Rosie Campbell is heavily involved in MASH and the UK Network of Sex Work
Projects, for which she is the designated ACPO Liaison. As the pro-prostitution
lobby’s Liaison to the Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO), Campbell has
direct ongoing access to Greater Manchester Police’s most senior officers, giving
Campbell status with the media and the opportunity to persuade and direct the GMP
force to do her bidding.
Campbell was the Chairman of the UK Network of Sex Work Projects in July 2004
when The Guardian reported: “The UK Network of Sex Work Projects said it hoped
[Home Secretary] Mr Blunkett would approve managed zones for street soliciting and
allow prostitutes to work together in indoor premises.” (see Appendix G).
Six years later, Campbell had clearly succeeded in convincing the Association of
Chief Police Officers to adopt her pro-prostitution agenda, for as the BBC News
website reported in December 2010: “Acpo says it is time to examine whether
suggestions like designated red-light zones or decriminalised brothels would help to
improve [prostitutes’] safety.” (see Appendix G).
MASH is a pro-prostitution group based in Manchester which exercises a huge
influence over Greater Manchester Police. According to their website “MASH works
in partnership with Greater Manchester Police…” and “…is part of a multi-agency
forum … of local partners…” which includes Manchester City Council and Greater
Manchester Police (and other groups). In January 2012 the Manchester Evening News
reported that GMP officers: “…work in association with Manchester Action on Street
Health (MASH)…” (see Appendix G). The MASH group is in favour of introducing
licensed brothels and red light districts in towns and cities throughout the UK. As a
major exponent of ‘harm reduction’ the MASH group’s standard activities include
giving prostitutes free condoms, drug paraphernalia and referrals for abortion. In
working with ‘partners’ like MASH, the GMP force is tied to people with an agenda
implacably opposed to law enforcement. There is no doubt that the MASH group’s
key players oppose the closure of the Sandy’s Superstars brothels or the prosecution of
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the brothel-keepers. It should not be forgotten that the MASH group has a vested
interest in the vice-trade because it is dependent upon the vice-trade for its business.
The legalisation and regulation of brothels would only bolster and expand MASH’s
business, whereas Abolition would effectively put them out of business.
Greater Manchester’s criminal brothel-keepers love MASH because the group
facilitates prostitution in a number of ways and thereby makes it easier for brothelkeepers to run their businesses and profit from their crime. By dishing out free
condoms and free treatment for sexually-transmitted infections to prostitutes (not to
mention the provision of abortifacients and abortion referrals), the MASH group
provides a free product maintenance service to brothel-keepers, and it also serves as a
free recruiting sergeant for brothel-keepers every time it places a street-prostitute in
one of the few brothels willing to take them (since most brothel-keepers see streetprostitutes as a bad risk). MASH has nothing good to offer to prostitutes. The last
thing a prostitute needs is to become involved with a group of people in favour of
prostitution, all of whom are ready and willing to help her carry on as a prostitute
(and, as is often the case, to carry on taking drugs). The MASH group exploits its
public pretence of being the friend of vulnerable women in order to further its core
agenda in favour of prostitution, promiscuity, perversion, drug-taking, abortion and
the destruction of the marriage-based family.
Indeed the MASH group openly admits it has no intention of trying to save every
woman from prostitution, and the group is very happy to assist in maintaining women
in a life of prostitution on the basis that prostitutes have a ‘right’ to engage in
prostitution if that is their ‘informed choice.’15 In January 2012 the Manchester
Evening News reported that: “Staff at MASH … prefer not to see sex workers as
victims, helping them instead to make informed choices.” And the MEN quoted
MASH’s operations manager Tina Threadgold as saying: “MASH do not label sex
workers as victims – for some of them this is their choice in life.” (see Appendix G).
A prostitute does not need a free supply of condoms; what she needs is to be taken out
of harm’s way and pulled out of prostitution altogether. A drug addict does not need a
free supply of clean needles or methadone; what she needs is to be put on a drug
rehabilitation programme (and one which actually works). A vulnerable woman with
serious health and social problems does not need a condom, an abortion or a chat
about her feelings with a pro-prostitution psychologist – and she certainly doesn’t
need ‘art therapy.’
Women caught up in the misery and degradation of prostitution need genuine love,
compassion and help from good people unequivocally committed to extracting every
woman from vice and drug addiction; prostitutes need genuine healing and restoration
of their lives from a family of true friends able to offer a new life with a lasting hope –
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use condoms then that is an example of her making a ‘positive’ choice [or a ‘healthy’ choice]. This
depraved way of thinking denies the existence of the truth that promiscuity is fundamentally morally
wrong and is ultimately unconcerned about the evil and destructive consequences which inevitably
follow on from immoral sexual activity – it is an ideological mechanism by which to bypass morality
and justify a morally wrong action as an ‘informed’ and ‘positive’ choice.

the worst thing that can happen to a prostitute is to be exploited by MASH.
The SAFE/RedlineUK gang is a pro-prostitution group which seeks to ‘regulate’ the
illegal brothels belonging to its network so as to reduce the risk of the police
investigating or arresting any of the SAFE/RedlineUK brothel-keepers; the gang’s
ultimate goal is certainly the legalisation of brothels. Just as with the MASH group,
the SAFE/RedlineUK gang claims to pursue a ‘harm reduction’ agenda.
The SAFE/RedlineUK gang comprises criminal brothel-keepers, former police
officers and pro-prostitution campaigners. The Sandy’s Superstars brothel-keepers are
important SAFE/RedlineUK gang members; the RedlineUK website has three photos
taken from inside a Sandy’s Superstars brothel and acknowledges the support of the
Sandy’s Superstars gang; it is clear the Sandy’s Superstars brothel-keepers exemplify
exactly the kind of criminals that the SAFE/RedlineUK gang doesn’t want the police
to investigate or arrest for brothel-keeping. Given that the SAFE/RedlineUK gang is
based out of the Hindsford House headquarters of the Professional Witnesses Group
(see Appendix L), the Sandy’s Superstars brothel-keepers are presumably now on
friendly terms with Professional Witnesses Group boss Peter Aaronson – the ex GMP
Chief Inspector who had vowed to take action against them several years previously.
In early May 2012 Richard Carvath received an anonymous email from the
SAFE/RedlineUK gang (see Appendix M) which refused to give the names of gang
members but stated that: “…the details of all members of the SAFE team are known to
Greater Manchester Police, the Crown Prosecution Service, the Home Office, the UK
Human Trafficking Centre and the Charities Commission.”
Solicitor Sandra Mullan is referred to as SAFE/RedlineUK’s “…recommended legal
advisor…” on the gang’s website. Vice-traders’ first-choice solicitor Sandra Mullan
practises exclusively in the field of criminal law; she qualified as a solicitor in 1998
(after studying law at Durham University) and opened her own practice in Sheffield in
2003.16 Mullan became the heroine of the vice-trade five years ago when she
successfully defended several vice-traders during a trial at Sheffield Crown Court (see
3rd article in Appendix G). It is quite possible that Sandra Mullan is the solicitor who
would defend the Sandy’s Superstars brothel-keepers if Greater Manchester Police
ever gets round to arresting them, and quite possible that the prospect of being
humiliated by Mullan in court is a factor in GMP’s failure to enforce the law upon the
Sandy’s Superstars brothel-keepers to date.
The SAFE/RedlineUK gang’s key propaganda tool is it’s exploitation of the human
trafficking issue as a smokescreen to enable its brothel-keeping criminal members to
masquerade as decent, caring and responsible people who should no longer be
criminalised for brothel-keeping because of their opposition to trafficking.
The SAFE/RedlineUK gang’s website refers to gang members having a “…rapport
with the Home Office, Crown Prosecution Service and Law Enforcement…” and
“…doing a lot of work on a number of fronts to try and get political support for what
we are doing” and to gang members “…meeting with some very senior officers from
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Greater Manchester Police and the Crown Prosecution Service.” The gang even
claims to have the secret support of some ‘very senior police officers.’
If the authorities do allow the SAFE/RedlineUK gang to become established then it
will amount to a selective system of pseudo ‘law enforcement’ in which rival
criminals attempt to police each other in regard to a narrow area of crime (i.e. mainly
trafficking), in return for the police ignoring other serious and organised crime
activities. The people behind SAFE/RedlineUK front have identified the human
trafficking issue as a useful red herring and are attempting to use it as a smokescreen
to muddy the waters between the police and vice-trade criminals. It’s a cunning plan:
a cabal of vice-trade criminals, pro-prostitution campaigners and ex police officers –
all of whom want the legalisation of brothels, or failing that to have 100% guaranteed
confidence that their favoured brothels will always be tolerated by the police – are
trying to set themselves up as recognised proxy agents of the police, the deal being
that the vice-trade will toss the police a few trafficking case crumbs in return for being
left alone in regard to their brothel-keeping and other crimes.
The gang’s ‘Standards Against Female Exploitation’ are intended to facilitate the
prostitution of women, to present brothel-keepers in a good light and to be a useful
tool in the political pursuit of the legalisation of brothels. Prostitution is bad for
women but brothel-keepers do not have any genuine concern for the women they
exploit. The only true standard against female exploitation is zero toleration of
prostitution under any circumstances. Prostitution is undeniably a dangerous activity
in which for any woman to be involved, so why would a civilised society or any
decent person do anything to condone and facilitate even voluntary participation? If
all of the illegal brothels currently being tolerated in the UK were shut down,
including the SAFE/RedlineUK gang’s brothels, then these brothels could no longer
host any of the trafficked prostitutes for which the SAFE/RedlineUK gang claims to
be so concerned.
Most street-prostitutes have drug/alcohol addiction and are therefore unwelcome in
any of the brothels in the SAFE/RedlineUK gang’s brothel network. The fact that the
gang rejects street-prostitutes proves that the gang is being run in the interest of
brothel-keepers’ profits (because drug addicts are unreliable, unhealthy, less desirable
and so less profitable and harder to sell to punters), and it also proves that the calls for
the toleration/legalisation of brothels from groups which claim brothels are safe
havens for street-prostitutes are misguided.
The drugs which street-prostitutes are addicted to are illegal, and so
tolerating/legalising brothels out of a motive of taking prostitutes off the street
doesn’t/can’t work unless their drugs are also tolerated/legalised. One of the
conditions of GMP’s toleration of brothels is believed to be ‘No Drugs’ on the
premises, which is another reason why street-prostitutes and brothels are mutually
exclusive, and thus why those groups which claim brothels keep women off the streets
are wrong.
Drug addicts on the streets of Manchester sell themselves for as little as a tenner a go,
because that is all they can get in their condition. None of these women would be
taken off the street and brought into a brothel by a gang like Sandy’s Superstars
because most punters would not be willing to pay fifty pounds a time17 for such
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Fifty pounds is the basic charge for half-an-hour with a Sandy’s Superstars prostitute.

women. Brothel-keepers don’t love or care about women, they love money and care
about profit; the only sense in which a brothel-keeper is concerned about a prostitute’s
welfare is in consideration of her potential for profit (and as soon as she is ‘worthless’
she is replaced).
♣♣♣
To confer legality on any immoral activity gives to that vice a veneer of cultural
recognition and acceptability which it does not deserve. To give legal rather than
illegal status to an immoral activity sends out the wrong message and facilitates the
activity. The current legality of some aspects of the vice-trade only serves to maintain
and worsen the problems of prostitution. National civil government is meant to
restrain evil (and encourage that which is good); when prostitution is not illegal (or
when vice-trade activities are legalised) nothing good comes of it, but evil spreads to
the detriment of everybody in society. Similarly when good laws to suppress
prostitution do exist but are ignored by those responsible for their enforcement, then
evil grows and spreads, and the result is much needless suffering for many innocent
people, and the whole nation is weakened.
There is no denying the principle ‘prevention is better than cure.’ So-called ‘harm
reduction’ methods neither prevent nor cure – but they are highly effective in making
the prostitution problem worse. Crime prevention is the most important and
fundamental aim of any good police officer. It is far better to prevent crime than to
have to deal with the consequences which follow on from the failure to prevent crime.
There can be no more serious dereliction of duty by a police officer than to wilfully
turn a blind eye to serious crime.
Greater Manchester Police is supposed to be concerned first and foremost with
enforcing the law, but by working in partnership with groups such as MASH, the
police are working directly with groups committed not to upholding the current vice
laws but rather to casting them down. For the police to be partnered with groups and
advised by individuals actively opposed to law enforcement is a strikingly obvious
conflict of interest.
When police officers are confronted by crimes of, for example, murder or theft, they
do their utmost to enforce the law, and of course police officers are not hindered in
getting on with their job of apprehending criminals because of working in partnership
with groups committed to legalising murder or theft and to discouraging the police
from doing their job! However, when a report of vice crime is made in Greater
Manchester, it is almost always the case that GMP officers under the spell of various
pro-prostitution partners mysteriously lose the will to do their job.
There is no doubt the GMP force has been tolerating public brothels for many years,
and so in regard of enforcing the vice laws upon serious and organised criminals it is
clear that Greater Manchester Police is not fit for purpose. Greater Manchester Police
is institutionally corrupt in regard of the vice-trade and this corruption goes right to
the top.

APPENDIX A
Letter to Richard Carvath from Chief Constable’s Office.

APPENDIX B
Letter to Richard Carvath from Chief Supt. Rush and Chief Supt. Potts.

APPENDIX C
Letter to Richard Carvath from Chief Superintendent Potts.

APPENDIX D
A list of all emails Sent to or Received from GMP officers by Richard Carvath
(richardcarvath@ymail.com) in relation to the Sandy’s Superstars Case.
(1s) GMP policy regarding the vice trade
>>> Sent at 12:43 on 27 Oct 2010 to Chief.Constable@gmp.police.uk
(1r) Re: GMP policy regarding the vice trade
<<< Received at 11:15 on 28 Oct 2010 from Chief.Constable@gmp.police.uk
(2s) Re: GMP policy regarding the vice trade
>>> Sent at 18:11 on 28 Oct 2010 to Chief.Constable@gmp.police.uk
(2r) Re: GMP policy regarding the vice trade
<<< Received at 15:50 on 29 Oct 2010 from Chief.Constable@gmp.police.uk
(3s) Re: GMP policy regarding the vice trade
>>> Sent at 16:35 on 29 Oct 2010 to Chief.Constable@gmp.police.uk
(4s) Where are things up to?
>>> Sent at 15:37 on 18 Nov 2010 to Chief.Constable@gmp.police.uk
(3r) Re: Where are things up to?
<<< Received at 09:01 on 19 Nov 2010 from Chief.Constable@gmp.police.uk
(5s) Re: Where are things up to?
>>> Sent at 14:45 on 19 Nov 2010 to Chief.Constable@gmp.police.uk
(4r) Re: Where are things up to?
<<< Received at 13:37 on 26 Nov 2010 from Chief.Constable@gmp.police.uk
(6s) Re: Where are things up to?
>>> Sent at 21:09 on 26 Nov 2010 to Chief.Constable@gmp.police.uk
(5r) Re: Where are things up to?
<<< Received at 09:55 on 29 Nov 2010 from Chief.Constable@gmp.police.uk
(7s) Now is the time for answers please.
>>> Sent at 16:57 on 05 Jan 2011 to Chief.Constable@gmp.police.uk
(8s) Further to my previous email
>>> Sent at 17:04 on 07 Jan 2011 to Chief.Constable@gmp.police.uk
(6r) Re: Now is the time for answers please.
<<< Received at 08:41 on 10 Jan 2011 from Chief.Constable@gmp.police.uk
(9s) Re: Now is the time for answers please.
>>> Sent at 11:59 on 10 Jan 2011 to Chief.Constable@gmp.police.uk
(10s) URGENT: Harassment of vulnerable person by serious and organised criminal gang
>>> Sent at 12:10 on 21 Feb 2011 to Chief.Constable@gmp.police.uk
(7r) Re: URGENT: Harassment of vulnerable person by serious and organised criminal gang
<<< Received at 16:35 on 23 Feb 2011 from Chief.Constable@gmp.police.uk
(11s) Re: URGENT: Harassment of vulnerable person by serious and organised criminal gang
>>> Sent at 21:44 on 23 Feb 2011 to Chief.Constable@gmp.police.uk
(8r) Re: URGENT: Harassment of vulnerable person by serious and organised criminal gang
<<< Received at 07:33 on 24 Feb 2011 from Chief.Constable@gmp.police.uk
(12s) I’ve heard nothing
>>> Sent at 09:44 on 08 Mar 2011 to Chief.Constable@gmp.police.uk
(13s) Urgent Questions regarding criminal premises Sandy’s Superstars
>>> Sent at 11:06 on 11 Mar 2011 to Jon.Rush@gmp.police.uk
(14s) Fw: Urgent Questions regarding criminal premises Sandy’s Superstars
>>> Sent at 11:08 on 11 Mar 2011 to Robert.Potts@gmp.police.uk
(15s) Fw: Urgent Questions regarding criminal premises Sandy’s Superstars
>>> Sent at 11:09 on 11 Mar 2011 to Chief.Constable@gmp.police.uk
(16s) My patience is wearing very thin
>>> Sent at 16:10 on 11 Mar 2011 to Chief.Constable@gmp.police.uk
(9r) Re: Urgent Questions regarding criminal premises Sandy’s Superstars
<<< Received at 17:56 on 12 Mar 2011 from Jon.Rush@gmp.police.uk
(17s) Re: Urgent Questions regarding criminal premises Sandy’s Superstars
>>> Sent at 19:14 on 13 Mar 2011 to Jon.Rush@gmp.police.uk
(10r) Recent Correspondence
<<< Received at 14:45 on 16 Mar 2011 from Jill.Gorse@gmp.police.uk
(18s) Re: Recent Correspondence
>>> Sent at 17:39 on 16 Mar 2011 to Jill.Gorse@gmp.police.uk
(11r) Your complaint
<<< Received at 12:20 on 18 Mar 2011 from Debbie.Weake@gmp.police.uk
(19s) Is GMP going to enforce the law in regard of Sandy’s Superstars?
>>> Sent at 12:32 on 18 Mar 2011 to Chief.Constable@gmp.police.uk
(20s) Fw: Is GMP going to enforce the law in regard of Sandy’s Superstars?
>>> Sent at 13:31 on 18 Mar 2011 to Debbie.Weake@gmp.police.uk
(21s) Meeting in Northenden re Sandy’s Superstars brothel
>>> Sent at 15:57 on 21 Mar 2011 to Debbie.Weake@gmp.police.uk
(22s) Fw: Meeting in Northenden re Sandy’s Superstars brothel
>>> Sent at 14:45 on 22 Mar 2011 to Debbie.Weake@gmp.police.uk

(23s)
(24s)

(25s)

(26s)
(27s)
(28s)
(29s)

(30s)
(31s)

(32s)
(33s)
(34s)

(35s)

(36s)

(37s)

(38s)
(39s)
(40s)

(41s)

(42s)

(43s)

(44s)

(12r) Re: Fw: Meeting in Northenden re Sandy’s Superstars brothel
<<< Received at 16:43 on 22 Mar 2011 from Debbie.Weake@gmp.police.uk
Re: Fw: Meeting in Northenden re Sandy’s Superstars brothel
>>> Sent at 17:02 on 22 Mar 2011 to Debbie.Weake@gmp.police.uk
Is GMP going to enforce the law in regard of Sandy’s Superstars? (#2)
>>> Sent at 18:11 on 27 Mar 2011 to Chief.Constable@gmp.police.uk
(13r) Re: Is GMP going to enforce the law in regard of Sandy’s Superstars? (#2)
<<< Received at 06:54 on 28 Mar 2011 from Chief.Constable@gmp.police.uk
Re: Is GMP going to enforce the law in regard of Sandy’s Superstars? (#2)
>>> Sent at 09:22 on 28 Mar 2011 to Chief.Constable@gmp.police.uk
(14r) Re: Is GMP going to enforce the law in regard of Sandy’s Superstars? (#2)
<<< Received at 14:37 on 28 Mar 2011 from Chief.Constable@gmp.police.uk
Re: Is GMP going to enforce the law in regard of Sandy’s Superstars? (#2)
>>> Sent at 21:23 on 28 Mar 2011 to Chief.Constable@gmp.police.uk
Sandy’s Superstars brothels
>>> Sent at 13:43 on 09 May 2011 to Debbie.Weake@gmp.police.uk
Fw: Sandy’s Superstars brothels
>>> Sent at 17:40 on 06 Jun 2011 to Debbie.Weake@gmp.police.uk
Further intimidation of my mother by the serious and organised criminals of the Sandy’s Superstars gang
>>> Sent at 16:21 on 21 Jun 2011 to Jill.Gorse@gmp.police.uk
(15r) Recent Email
<<< Received at 12:46 on 30 Jun 2011 from Jill.Gorse@gmp.police.uk
Re: Recent Email
>>> Sent at 16:49 on 30 Jun 2011 to Jill.Gorse@gmp.police.uk
URGENT: Risk of violence to several people
>>> Sent at 02:48 on 07 Jul 2011 to Jill.Gorse@gmp.police.uk
(16r) AUTO: Jill Gorse is out of the office (returning 18/07/2011)
<<< Received at 10:09 on 07 Jul 2011 from Jill.Gorse@gmp.police.uk
Fw: AUTO: Jill Gorse is out of the office (returning 18/07/2011)
>>> Sent at 16:51 on 07 Jul 2011 to Jon.Rush@gmp.police.uk
Further information on L5 S&O comms
>>> Sent at 17:13 on 07 Jul 2011 to Jon.Rush@gmp.police.uk
Complaint about Chief Superintendent Rush – response required please.
>>> Sent at 15:27 on 08 Jul 2011 to Chief.Constable@gmp.police.uk
(17r) Re: Complaint about Chief Superintendent Rush – response required please.
<<< Received at 17:34 on 08 Jul 2011 from Jon.Rush@gmp.police.uk
Re: Complaint about Chief Superintendent Rush – response required please.
>>> Sent at 18:57 on 08 Jul 2011 to Jon.Rush@gmp.police.uk
(18r) Re: Complaint about Chief Superintendent Rush – response required please.
<<< Received at 20:41 on 08 Jul 2011 from Jon.Rush@gmp.police.uk
Re: Complaint about Chief Superintendent Rush – response required please.
>>> Sent at 23:58 on 08 Jul 2011 to Jon.Rush@gmp.police.uk
(19r) Concerns for Friends and Relatives
<<< Received at 21:04 on 08 Jul 2011 from David.Stevens@gmp.police.uk
Re: Concerns for Friends and Relatives
>>> Sent at 01:38 on 09 Jul 2011 to David.Stevens@gmp.police.uk
(20r) Re: Concerns for Friends and Relatives
<<< Received at 14:41 on 09 Jul 2011 from David.Stevens@gmp.police.uk
Re: Concerns for Friends and Relatives
>>> Sent at 16:13 on 09 Jul 2011 to David.Stevens@gmp.police.uk
Further information on the Manchester vice trade
>>> Sent at 13:42 on 14 Jul 2011 to Jon.Rush@gmp.police.uk
An urgent point of concern
>>> Sent at 14:50 on 14 Jul 2011 to Jon.Rush@gmp.police.uk
(21r) Re: An urgent point of concern
<<< Received at 20:22 on 14 Jul 2011 from Jon.Rush@gmp.police.uk
Request for a private meeting
>>> Sent at 22:46 on 14 Jul 2011 to Jon.Rush@gmp.police.uk
(22r) Re: Request for a private meeting
<<< Received at 08:41 on 15 Jul 2011 from Jon.Rush@gmp.police.uk
Re: Request for a private meeting
>>> Sent at 13:36 on 15 Jul 2011 to Jon.Rush@gmp.police.uk
(23r) Re: Request for a private meeting
<<< Received at 11:18 on 16 Jul 2011 from Jon.Rush@gmp.police.uk
Re: Request for a private meeting
>>> Sent at 14:22 on 16 Jul 2011 to Jon.Rush@gmp.police.uk
(24r) Meeting
<<< Received at 13:21 on 19 Jul 2011 from Jill.Gorse@gmp.police.uk
Re: Meeting
>>> Sent at 14:17 on 19 Jul 2011 to Jill.Gorse@gmp.police.uk
(25r) Re: Meeting
<<< Received at 07:08 on 20 Jul 2011 from Jill.Gorse@gmp.police.uk

(45s) Re: Meeting
>>> Sent at 12:49 on 20 Jul 2011 to Jill.Gorse@gmp.police.uk
(26r) Re: Meeting
<<< Received at 13:44 on 20 Jul 2011 from Jill.Gorse@gmp.police.uk
(46s) Re: Meeting
>>> Sent at 14:27 on 20 Jul 2011 to Jill.Gorse@gmp.police.uk
(27r) Re: Meeting
<<< Received at 14:30 on 20 Jul 2011 from Jill.Gorse@gmp.police.uk
(47s) Quick questions
>>> Sent at 15:01 on 25 Jul 2011 to Jill.Gorse@gmp.police.uk
(48s) Further to my last email
>>> Sent at 15:37 on 26 Jul 2011 to Jill.Gorse@gmp.police.uk
(28r) Re: Quick questions
<<< Received at 14:19 on 27 Jul 2011 from Jill.Gorse@gmp.police.uk
(49s) Re: Quick questions
>>> Sent at 16:19 on 27 Jul 2011 to Jill.Gorse@gmp.police.uk
(29r) Re: Quick questions
<<< Received at 08:20 on 28 Jul 2011 from Jill.Gorse@gmp.police.uk
(50s) Re: Quick questions
>>> Sent at 00:21 on 29 Jul 2011 to Jill.Gorse@gmp.police.uk
(51s) New information on Sandy’s Superstars and LBB Angel
>>> Sent at 16:51 on 30 Jul 2011 to Jill.Gorse@gmp.police.uk
(30r) Re: New information on Sandy’s Superstars and LBB Angel
<<< Received at 12:49 on 03 Aug 2011 from Jill.Gorse@gmp.police.uk
(52s) Urgent need of information about TheLBB owner Angel
>>> Sent at 15:13 on 13 Oct 2011 to Jill.Gorse@gmp.police.uk
(31r) Re: Urgent need of information about TheLBB owner Angel
<<< Received at 15:39 on 13 Oct 2011 from Jill.Gorse@gmp.police.uk
(53s) Re: Urgent need of information about TheLBB owner Angel
>>> Sent at 17:44 on 13 Oct 2011 to Jill.Gorse@gmp.police.uk
(54s) LBB Angel and Sandy’s Superstars
>>> Sent at 18:40 on 03 Mar 2012 to Jon.Rush@gmp.police.uk
(32r) Re: LBB Angel and Sandy’s Superstars
<<< Received at 20:58 on 19 Mar 2012 from Jon.Rush@gmp.police.uk
(55s) Re: LBB Angel and Sandy’s Superstars
>>> Sent at 13:34 on 20 Mar 2012 to Jon.Rush@gmp.police.uk
(56s) GMP and the Sandy’s Superstars brothels
>>> Sent at 20:12 on 10 Apr 2012 to Chief.Constable@gmp.police.uk
(33r) GMP and the Sandy’s Superstars Brothels
<<< Received at 10:31 on 27 Apr 2012 from Admin.Cdiv@gmp.police.uk
(57s) Chief Superintendent Potts’ letter (Sandy’s Superstars brothels)
>>> Sent at 16:15 on 27 Apr 2012 to Debbie.Weake@gmp.police.uk
(58s) Fw: Ian Barnett email
>>> Sent at 23:00 on 28 Apr 2012 to Debbie.Weake@gmp.police.uk
(59s) Peter Aaronson, LBB Angel, RedlineUK, Professional Witnesses Ltd, Sandy’s Superstars brothels
>>> Sent at 14:01 on 08 May 2012 to Debbie.Weake@gmp.police.uk
(60s) Fw: Sandys etc ……
>>> Sent at 13:18 on 09 May 2012 to Debbie.Weake@gmp.police.uk
(61s) Fw: .
>>> Sent at 13:19 on 09 May 2012 to Debbie.Weake@gmp.police.uk
(62s) Solicitor Sandra Mullan and Brothel-keeper Sandra Jane Hankin
>>> Sent at 13:28 on 09 May 2012 to Debbie.Weake@gmp.police.uk
(63s) Trevor Barton MBE/Peter Aaronson meetings; GMP & CCP Nazir Afzal OBE
>>> Sent at 00:43 on 15 May 2012 to Debbie.Weake@gmp.police.uk
(64s) Meeting: Chief Superintendent Potts, Mr Barton MBE, Mr Aaronson, Mr Afzal OBE
>>> Sent at 20:37 on 15 May 2012 to Debbie.Weake@gmp.police.uk

Over 18½ months Richard Carvath has sent 64 emails (and 1 PDF attachment) to Greater Manchester
Police and has received 33 emails from GMP.
The PDF attachment (30 July 2011) contained: “Information for Greater Manchester Police in relation
to the Sandy’s Superstars brothels and Angel of the Little Black Book…”
26,790 words (in 64 emails) + 2,676words (in 1 attachment) = 29,466 words.

APPENDIX E
Newspaper article extracts of particular relevance to Sandy’s Superstars.

Headline: “Police pledge on massage parlour”
http://menmedia.co.uk/manchestereveningnews/news/s/60/60515_police_pledge_on_
massage_parlour.html
Date: 12 June 2003.
“A POLICE chief has vowed to act against the owners of a massage parlour after a long-running
investigation into its activities. Residents in Northenden have been campaigning for Sandy’s
Superstars, on Palatine Road, to be closed. At a meeting of Northenden Civic Society, Chief Inspector
Peter Aaronson, from Brownley Road police station, said officers had collected a file of evidence to
send to the Crown Prosecution Service detailing all activities on the premises. He said: ‘That file is
nearly complete but we will also need two members of the community who can give a written statement
on the community impact these premises are having, and present this evidence in court should the CPS
agree to go ahead with the prosecution. There are possible offenders among people who work on the
premises and the people who manage the premises. The matter is in our hands now and is being put
through the right channels.’”
“Civic society secretary Dan Moynihan said : ‘The residents of Northenden are delighted the police are
taking action. I am not sure whether it will go to court, the owners of the premises may close it before it
goes that far so it would not affect their other businesses. But a prosecution would be better, as it may
deter other people in the industry from opening up another massage parlour in Northenden. We want to
stay a family-orientated and friendly neighbourhood. Residents are concerned about the impression the
premises will have on their children, and say it is causing a nuisance. People who use the premises are
parking outside residents’ houses.’ He added: ‘They are also worried its presence will lead to the
creation of a red light district.’”
“Civic society members say the council should revoke both the premises’ planning consent and
entertainment licence. But Sir Howard Bernstein, chief executive of Manchester city council, said the
council could not take any action and if the premises were being used for sexual services it was a matter
for the police. He said: ‘There is no dispute that the premises are now in use as a massage parlour.
Whilst the use is clearly causing concern, no breach of planning control has taken place and on this
basis no action can be taken to cease the use. This is not the council condoning criminality, but simply
there being no legal action it could legitimately take in this instance.’ A spokesman for Sandy’s would
not comment.”

Headline: “Police keeping a close eye on parlour activity”
http://menmedia.co.uk/southmanchesterreporter/news/s/367317_police_keeping_a_cl
ose_eye_on_parlour_activity
Journalist: Kirsty Elleray. Date: 13 June 2003.
“A POLICE chief has vowed to investigate activities at a massage parlour and take the owners to court.
Residents in Northenden have been campaigning for Sandy’s Superstars on Palatine Road to be closed
down. At a meeting of the Northenden Civic Society, Chief Inspector Peter Aaronson said officers
have collected a file of evidence to send to the Crown Prosecution Service with details on all activities
on the premises. Depending on the outcome they could then prosecute the parlour and even shut it
down. He said: ‘That file of evidence is nearly complete but we will also need two members of the
community who can give a written statement on the community impact these premises are having. This
evidence will also be presented in court, should the CPS agree to go ahead with the prosecution. There
are possible offenders amongst people who work on the premises and the people who manage the
business. The matter is in our hands now and is being put through the right channels.’”

“Secretary for the society Dan Moynihan, who pledged to sign the written statement, told the Reporter
after the meeting: ‘The residents of Northenden are delighted the police are taking action. I am not sure
whether it will go to court, the owners of the premises may close it before it went that far so it would
not affect their other businesses. But a prosecution would be better, as it may deter other people in the
industry from opening up another massage parlour in Northenden. We want to stay a family-orientated
and friendly neighbourhood.’”
“Residents are concerned about the impression the premises will have on their children and say it is
causing a nuisance and people who use the premises are parking outside residents’ houses. They are
also worried its presence will lead to the creation of a red light district. Civic society members say the
council should revoke both the planning consent and the entertainment licence given to the owner of the
premises.”
“Sir Howard Bernstein, chief executive of Manchester City Council, said in a letter to the society that
the council could not take any action and if the premises are being used for sexual services it is a matter
for the police. He said: ‘There is no dispute that the premises are now in use as a massage parlour.
Whilst the use is clearly causing concern no breach of planning control has taken place and on this basis
no action can be taken to cease the use. This is not the council condoning criminality, but simply there
being no legal action it could legitimately take in this particular instance.’ ”

Headline: “Dan fumes at ‘Sandy’s good for area’ claim”
http://menmedia.co.uk/southmanchesterreporter/news/s/367436_dan_fumes_at_sandy
s_good_for_area_claim
Journalist: Kirsty Elleray. Date: 9 October 2003.
“CIVIC society members are outraged by a charity’s claims that a massage parlour has been beneficial
to the Northenden community. … Northenden Civic Society members have been working with the
police to prosecute the owner of Sandy’s Superstars and have the parlour shut down. A file of evidence
has been submitted to the Crown Prosecution Service and civic society members are awaiting a
decision.”
“But Graham Dobkin, chief executive for MASH, told Mr Moynihan in a letter that although some
areas of Manchester have encountered nuisance associated with prostitution it is generally because of
street sex workers. In the letter he said: ‘Since opening, Sandy’s has been responsible for a large
improvement in the immediate environment. Prior to their establishment, the area behind their premises
acted as a meeting ground with used syringes often found. Sandy’s have cleaned this area up and
erected 24 hour CCTV cameras. As a result, people no longer congregate in this area, nor leave used
syringes. This has had a beneficial impact on the local community.’ ”
“Dan Moynihan, secretary for Northenden Civic Society, says he is extremely concerned about the
views of the organisation. He said: ‘In my view MASH is using public funds to promote the
institutional and popular acceptance of organised prostitution. The law must be upheld and complied
with, not ignored or evaded. We are determined to get this hellish business closed down for good.’ ”
“Mr Dobkin added: ‘Ladybirds’ sauna have operated in Northenden for approximately eight years, with
Sandy’s operating for the past seven months. Since this time there has been no proliferation of saunas
in Northenden. There is no evidence to suggest that Northenden will become a ‘red light area’.’
MASH was established in 1991 and receives support from the Home Office, Manchester City Council
and Greater Manchester Police…”

Headline: “Vicar walks into ‘vice village’ row”
http://menmedia.co.uk/southmanchesterreporter/news/s/367609_vicar_walks_into_vic
e_village_row
Journalist: Kate Stirrup. Date: 15 January 2004.
“NORTHENDEN is getting a reputation as a ‘village of vice’ and it has left the parish vicar hot under
the collar. He has hit out at the massage parlours openly trading sexual services on the village’s main

shopping parade, on Palatine Road. And staff at legitimate beauty and health salons in Northenden say
they are being pestered by men wanting massages with ‘all the extras’.”
“Rev. Greg Forster, of St Wilfred’s Church on Ford Lane, said he has held back so far in the debate for
fear of giving the establishments, like Sandy’s Superstars and Ladybirds, extra publicity. But he has
decided to speak out after learning that health and beauty professionals in Northenden have been
suffering from the brothels’ presence. …”
“Health and beauty salons on Palatine Road like Beauty by Nature and Julieanne’s are suffering from
regular calls from male customers interested in what sort of service they provide. Owner of Julieanne’s,
Julieanne Bussey, said: ‘It does happen quite regularly. Sometimes it bothers us, it depends on the
nature of the call. Sometimes its like a dirty phone call, with the caller trying to shock us. They usually
ask for a massage with all the extras. Some genuinely don’t know we are not that kind of place, but I
think some of the men like to do it. We also get men loitering around the back of the shop. It is getting
a bit ridiculous, and I think the fact we are called ‘Julieanne’s’ doesn’t help. …’”
“… There has been a furore over Sandy’s Superstars ever since it opened the doors to its Palatine Road
club last year. Northenden Civic Society has been campaigning against the parlour as it applied for
planning permission under the banner of a health club, but opened as a massage parlour. Rev Forster
said: ‘There is the question of whether planning permission was wrongly given because ‘massage
parlour’ is a misleading euphemism for a whorehouse. Would the place in question have obtained
permission so easily and with so little opposition if the proprietor had been less coy about his business?
And is that coyness an admission of how shameful it is?’”

Headline: “George Osborne’s doctor brother ‘prescribed drug to cocaine-addict
prostitute who wasn’t his patient’ ”
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1251406/George-Osbornes-doctor-brotherprescribed-Pill-Muslim-girlfriend-telling-GP.html
Journalist: James Tozer. Date: 00:44, 17 February 2010.
“Shadow Chancellor George Osborne's doctor brother allegedly prescribed anti-psychotic medication to
a cocaine-addicted prostitute who was not his patient. … Adam Osborne, 33 … is accused of breaching
rules which say doctors can prescribe to friends and family only in an emergency.”
“The trainee psychiatrist could be struck off as a result of the allegations which include using a false
name in an effort to obtain medication for the prostitute, who went on to claim they were having an
affair. His alleged misconduct came to light when she turned up at hospital suffering a psychotic
episode and admitted that medication she was taking had been supplied by Dr Osborne – despite her not
being his patient. She later claimed she became pregnant by him – without his knowledge – and said he
supplied her with medication to combat the hallucinations caused by her £750-a-week cocaine habit.”
“Yesterday's lurid allegations will be an intense embarrassment both to his Tory frontbencher brother
and the rest of their wealthy family. … Lawyers for Dr Osborne attempted to argue that yesterday’s
proceedings before the General Medical Council should be held behind closed doors, but their
submissions were rejected. The fitness to practise panel was told that the prostitute – described as ‘a
friend’ and referred to only as Miss B – was admitted to Manchester Royal Infirmary’s A&E
department on May 12, 2008. She was displaying ‘psychotic symptoms associated with the side-effects
of cocaine’ and was ‘hysterical’, counsel for the GMC Bernadette Baxter said. The woman had been
taking quetiapine – used to treat schizophrenia – which she admitted had been given to her by Dr
Osborne.”
“While checks were carried out into how she came to have the drugs, she discharged herself from
hospital and allegedly phoned Dr Osborne, who was then a senior house officer. He was holding at
clinic elsewhere in Manchester at Wythenshawe Hospital. She went there and he allegedly tried to
secure more medication for her by inventing a false name for her. ‘She refused to have involvement
with formal psychiatric care and refused admittance to a psychiatric ward,’ Miss Baxter said. ‘In the
circumstances he decided to treat her himself.’”
“Miss Baxter said Dr Osborne later explained: ‘She was hysterical. In the pressure of the situation I
wasn't sure what to do. The consultant wasn’t there. I was alone.’ Questioned why he had not
contacted an on-call consultant, his reply was ‘went out of my head, wanted to help her’, Miss Baxter
added. Dr Osborne then attempted to procure drugs to treat her from the hospital pharmacy, using a

false name, the panel heard. Miss Baxter said: ‘Miss B didn't want her name on the drugs and would
not give her name. Likewise, Dr Osborne didn't want his name on the drugs so they resolved to make
up a false name (for her).’ But he was thwarted because the bogus name did not show up as a patient on
hospital records.”
“They then went to a pharmacy close to his home in the exclusive Chorltonville area of Manchester
with a private prescription and obtained haloperidol, an anti-psychotic, and lorazepam, a tranquilliser.
But his bosses had been alerted, and he was placed under investigation and suspended. Dr Osborne
later admitted helping the prostitute on a prior occasion when she had suffered a similar psychotic
reaction, the panel heard. …”
“… Miss Baxter told the hearing that trying to obtain drugs in a false name was ‘misleading and
dishonest – more so in this case when you know that it was a quite deliberate act designed to
deliberately conceal the identity of a patient’. Dr Osborne is alleged not to have recorded details of
what he had prescribed on the patients’ medical records or informed their GPs.”
“… He tendered his resignation from Wythenshawe Hospital on May 29, 2008. He did not attend a
disciplinary hearing that September and was dismissed for gross misconduct. His case was then
referred to the GMC which imposed an interim suspension from practising in November 2008. Last
February he was allowed to resume subject to conditions.”
“The 21-year-old prostitute later claimed in a Sunday newspaper that Dr Osborne slept with her once a
week before coming to an arrangement under which he paid the rent on her £795-a-month flat in return
for ‘sex on tap’. She also claimed he agreed to prescribe drugs to combat her terrifying hallucinations.
She said he told her the investigation would ‘blow over’, but later broke off contact. She claimed to
have become pregnant by him without his knowledge, later having a termination. …”

Headline: “Guilty of dishonesty, George Osborne’s doctor brother who secretly
prescribed drugs to a prostitute”
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1252900/George-Osbornes-doctor-brotherfaces-struck-secretly-prescribing-drugs-cocaine-addict.html
Journalists: Paul Bracchi and James Tozer. Date: 09:04, 23 February 2010.
“Shadow Chancellor George Osborne’s doctor brother was found guilty of dishonesty yesterday for
secretly prescribing anti-psychotic medication to a woman who was not his patient. The General
Medical Council could now strike off or suspend Dr Adam Osborne for his misconduct, which included
using a false name so he could not be connected to the woman, who was a prostitute. The verdict will
be highly embarrassing for the 33-year-old… But the GMC disciplinary panel was never told the full
story of why Dr Osborne risked his career by breaking a rule which says that doctors are allowed to
prescribe to friends and relatives only in an emergency. In fact, it involves a £150-an-hour vice girl
referred to only as Miss B, whose profession was never officially disclosed to the panel, a massage
parlour called Sandy’s Superstars and cocaine. …”
“The scandal that would engulf Dr Osborne … began with a phone call more than three years ago. The
call was to a Manchester escort agency. The ‘girl’ from the agency received instructions to visit Dr
Osborne at the home he shared, and still shares, with Dr Noor in the exclusive Chorltonville area of the
city. Dr Osborne, who worked at the local Wythenshawe Hospital while his wife worked at the Royal
Preston Hospital in Lancashire, then ‘booked’ the girl almost every week between October and
December. After that, they started seeing each other privately, off the agency’s books, usually at her
flat. Eventually the two came to another arrangement. Instead of paying her by the hour, Dr Osborne
agreed to pay her £795-a-month rent – in return for ‘sex on tap’.”
“On Dr Osborne’s recommendation, Miss B also began working at Sandy’s Superstars, a well-known
Manchester brothel in all but name, which boasts a choice of ‘over ten ladies every day, curvy or slim,
tall or petite’, aged between their early twenties and early forties, offering a ‘full spectrum of
specialties’. One of its two ‘branches’ is situated behind permanently closed black shutters in a parade
of shops in Northenden, a little over a mile from Wythenshawe Hospital. But, like many prostitutes,
Miss B, who was 21, had a cocaine habit which was spiralling out of control. At one point, she was
consuming 18 grams a week – an addiction Dr Osborne was inadvertently funding.”
“Had it not been for her drug problem, Dr Osborne’s secret life with her might never have been
exposed. She had begun displaying ‘psychotic symptoms’ associated with the side-effects of cocaine
and turned to Dr Osborne, the third of the four Osborne brothers, for help. He started giving her

quetiapine, used to treat schizophrenia, without telling her GP or more senior colleagues at
Wythenshawe. So what had until then been a purely private indiscretion became a professional one as
well.”
“It culminated with a ‘hysterical’ Miss B being admitted to Manchester Royal Infirmary’s A&E
department on May 12, 2008. While checks were carried out into how she came to have the drugs, she
discharged herself from the hospital and phoned Dr Osborne, who was then a senior house officer.
They met in the car park of Wythenshawe before going to the hospital pharmacy where he used a false
name to try to obtain medication for her. The computer did not recognise the ‘name’ and he was forced
to write out a private prescription instead. But staff at Wythenshawe discovered what he had done and
started an investigation.”
“Dr Osborne resigned two weeks later because, he said, he feared his grave error of judgment would
damage his family, most of all his brother George. What he did not know was that Miss B was about to
sell her story to a Sunday newspaper. The article was published in December 2008 under the headline
‘Osborne’s brother, the £150 hooker & drugs’. It did not name the prostitute, who is now believed to
have started a new a life as a student. …”

Headline: “Sister of Britain’s Got Talent winner George Sampson a £30 hooker”
http://www.mirror.co.uk/3am/celebrity-news/sister-of-britains-got-talent-winnergeorge-205803
Journalist: Kelly Jenkins. Date: 00:00, 7 March 2010.
“Britain’s Got Talent winner George Sampson’s sister is working in a brothel, offering sex for £30.
Chelsea, 19, appeared as a backing dancer for George during a UK tour last year, at the heart of his
electrifying show of body-popping and breakdancing. George, 16, who won over millions of BGT fans
with his performances, will be devastated to discover Chelsea is a hooker.”
“She said last night: ‘No one knows what I’ve been doing. Not even my family. They think I’m a lap
dancer. I did it because I’ve had a really difficult time and I needed the money. I wish I never got into
it, but I don’t have another job. I’m really ashamed and I’m going to stop.’ She added: ‘I’m so proud
of George, he’s done brilliantly. I wanted to do the same thing – I started a group with my sisters, but it
all finished at the end of last year.’ A friend of Chelsea’s said: ‘She hit hard times. She’s a talented
dancer, just like her brother, but just hasn’t had the same kind of breaks.’”
“Chelsea is one of 48 hookers advertised on the website of Sandy’s Superstars massage parlour in
Manchester, under the assumed name of Brooke. The site says of her: ‘Yet another little cutie joins
Sandy’s. She is sweet and petite standing at just 5’2” tall. Brooke is just 19, a real stunner with the
most amazing blue eyes you’ve ever seen. She is confident and chatty and great fun. This girl is going
to be really popular, so make sure you book a date with her soon guys!’ A Sunday Mirror reporter
posed as a potential client this week to book Chelsea. Our investigator was shown into a waiting room
by the brothel madam and offered a drink before being taken to Chelsea’s room. She breezed in
wearing a cream basque and lacy white stockings, flashing a huge smile. She revealed she would have
full sex for £30 and offered a range of other sexual services for as little as £20, before our reporter
made his excuses and left. The massage parlour has two branches – in Northenden and Prestwich –
with Chelsea spending one day a week in each. It describes itself as one of ‘the best massage parlours in
the country’. …”

APPENDIX F
Extracts taken from the Sandy’s Superstars website.18
The Sandy’s Superstars website is at: http://www.sandyssuperstars.com.

HOMEPAGE
The Sandy’s Superstars (SS) website homepage carries several prostitution-related banner
links, including to:
(1) PunterNet UK: “The Online Community for Patrons and Providers of Adult Personal
Services” at http://www.punternet.com;
(2) Little Black Book: “The Definitive Guide to Manchester Massage Parlours” at
http://www.thelbb.co.uk.
The SS homepage states: “We are proud to be the most reported establishment on
Punternet…”
The SS homepage refers to the Sandy’s Superstars premises as: “Manchester Massage
Parlours & Incall Apartments”
The SS homepage claims: “Sandy’s Superstars – The UK’s number One!”
INDEX
The SS Index-page is at: http://www.sandyssuperstars.com/index.asp.
The SS Index-page states: “Welcome to Sandy’s Superstars; if you’re looking for a good
massage parlour in Manchester, then you’ve come to the wrong place. If you’re looking for
the indisputably best parlours in the entire country, then you certainly are in the right place.
Saying we’re ‘the best’ is easy, but however hard it is to achieve we aim to prove our boast
every single day. Just look at our range of ladies (with a choice of over ten ladies *every
day*), curvy or slim, tall or petite, ages from early 20’s to early 40’s (honest ages), and with
a full spectrum of specialities. Woman has infinite variety, and while we may not achieve
quite that we do have ‘someone for everyone’. Merv answers all enquiries and keeps a close
eye on the punter sites…”
Furthermore: “…we may be the best, but our target is perfection… Our parlours are the
cleanest, and are fully equipped. Our excellent receptionists have their work cut out coping
with the busy days our reputation as the best ensures, but whether you’ve dropped in without
appointment, wish to make a telephone booking, or need to discuss a specialist service you’ll
find them to be as efficient as they are friendly.”
Also: “For a more intimate experience we have launched two new incall apartments click
here for more information.”
The left sidebar of the SS Index-page is a link-list for 56 prostitutes available at the SS
brothels.
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Accessed at 17:00hours on 24 April 2012.

GALLERY
The SS Gallery-page is at: http://www.sandyssuperstars.com/Gallery.asp.
The SS Gallery-page contains photographs of the prostitutes. All photos are of women
posed provocatively in a state of undress.
RATES
The SS Rates-page is at: http://www.sandyssuperstars.com/Rates.asp.
The SS Rates-page states that for either the Northenden SS brothel or the Prestwich SS
brothel, the “Cost” of a “30 mins basic service” is 50 pounds and for a “60 mins basic
service” it is 100 pounds.
Under the heading “Incall Apartment” [of which there are two in Northenden] the SS Ratespage states that the “Cost” for “30 mins” is 70 pounds and for “60 mins” it is 140 pounds.
The SS Rates-page states: “We accept all major credit & debit cards at both branches.”
SPECIALITIES
The SS Specialities-page is at: http://www.sandyssuperstars.com/Specialities.asp.
The SS Specialities-page presents a table listing all of the prostitutes available and indicating
which ‘specialities’ each prostitute will or won’t engage in as per the following list:
“GFE OWO CIM Kissing A Levels Reverse O Reverse A Facials Fantasies
Mild Dom 2Girl scene 2 Guys Couples Foot Worship Face Sitting Toy Show”
The above ‘specialities’ terms are all well-known prostitution terms.
BOOKING
The SS Booking-page is at: http://www.sandyssuperstars.com/Booking.asp.
The SS Booking-page states: “You do not have to pre-book to enjoy a service at Sandy’s
Superstars, just call in! We operate a ‘members-only’ booking system where members can
pre-book up to One Day in advance. Membership is free and apart from a first name no
personal information is taken, you do however have to join face to face at either branch, you
will be given a membership number and we will ask you for a memorable word in case you
lose this number, as our system is computerised we can find you by your name and password
combination, your membership number can be used at either branch instantly. … If you have
a membership number, please telephone the branch to book: Northenden 0161 902 9902
Prestwich 0161 773 5030”

APPENDIX G
Various news article extracts on the subject of prostitution.

Headline: “Brothel raid sees 58 arrests”
http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2004/apr/18/immigration.ukcrime2 [The Observer]
Journalist: David Smith. Date: 18 April 2004.
“Police have smashed an international prostitution racket in which gangmasters smuggled young women
into Britain to work in the illegal sex trade. The raids, resulting in 58 arrests, come as an Observer
investigation reveals a 50 per cent increase in the number of prostitutes working in Britain, driven by
soaring levels of illegal immigrants. London remains the hub but the prostitution map now spreads
from Aberdeen to Torquay. In a fresh crackdown on Friday night, police swooped on two massage
parlours in Sheffield and Leeds. Forty seven women, mostly eastern Europeans in their late teens or
twenties, and 11 men were arrested. The operation involved 250 officers from South Yorkshire and
West Yorkshire police and 80 immigration service personnel. David Blunkett, the Home Secretary,
yesterday defied criticism that the Government is losing the fight against people smuggling and sexual
exploitation. ‘This operation shows the determination of the police and other agencies to put these
people out of business and behind bars,’ he said. ‘We will remain resolute in our fight against
organised immigration crime.’ The operation centred on the Omega Sauna Suite at Attercliffe Road in
Sheffield and Winston's Health Club in Dewsbury Road in Leeds. At the Omega parlour, 13 women
were detained for immigration offences, while another 34 were held at Winston's. The 11 men were
held on suspicion of smuggling illegal immigrants and living off immoral earnings. Ian Daines,
assistant chief constable of South Yorkshire police, said yesterday: ‘This is one of the biggest single
operations carried out by two forces. Those detained will be questioned about facilitating illegal
immigration and living off immoral earnings. We believe the immigrants are from European countries,
and they are all adults, generally young women.’ Detective chief superintendent Andy Rennison, from
West Yorkshire Police, said checks were being carried out by the immigration service. ‘I would like to
stress the women arrested are being viewed as victims of exploitation. But they have to remain in
custody until we have established their immigration status.’ ”

Headline: “Tread warily on vice reform, say police”
http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2004/jul/17/ukcrime.prisonsandprobation?INTCMP=ILCNETTXT3487

Journalist: Alan Travis. Date: 01:58, 17 July 2004.
“The police yesterday warned ministers to ‘tread warily’ over ideas for reforming the laws on
prostitution which could lead to small-scale licensed brothels, local ‘tolerance’ zones and a state
register of prostitutes. The ideas are contained in a Home Office discussion paper, Paying the Price,
published yesterday, which outlines the possibilities for the first big overhaul of the laws surrounding
prostitution for almost 50 years. The home secretary, David Blunkett, said yesterday he wanted to
launch a ‘thorough public debate’ over the next four months over how to ‘meet the devastating
consequences of prostitution’. Legislation could follow this winter. The Home Office consultation
paper says there are 80,000 people involved in prostitution in Britain, with 95% of those working on the
streets using heroin or crack. About 5,000 children are believed to be involved in the trade, with more
than a million men estimated to have paid for sex in the past five years. Home Office research
published yesterday said traditional enforcement methods such as police crackdowns did not appear to
reduce nuisance to local communities. Ministers say they are open-minded about the changes that are
needed and the official consultation paper is careful to list both sides of the argument in its discussion
of the options for controlling on- and off-street sex trade. Prostitution remains legal in Britain but there
are more than 35 offences on the statute book that attempt to regulate the trade. Mr Blunkett told the
Guardian this week that while he was personally not sympathetic to creation of ‘toleration zones’, he

would be prepared to give local authorities the discretion to set them up in their area. Liverpool and
Doncaster are already pressing to push ahead with such schemes, which current laws make technically
illegal. Edinburgh recently tried, and abandoned, such a scheme. Mr Blunkett indicated to the
Guardian he would prefer a system of registration and healthcare checks for sex workers. The home
secretary is also considering changing the law so that two or three women working together in a private
flat or premises would no longer be prosecuted for running a brothel. Tim Brain, Gloucestershire's
chief constable and spokesman for the Association of Chief Police Officers, welcomed the debate. But
he said senior police officers were unconvinced by tolerance zones or licensed brothels and warned
ministers to ‘tread warily’ in these areas. The UK Network of Sex Work Projects said it hoped Mr
Blunkett would approve managed zones for street soliciting and allow prostitutes to work together in
indoor premises.”

Headline: “Legal victory for brothel owner”
http://www.thestar.co.uk/news/legal_victory_for_brothel_owner_1_344331
Date: 16:33, 30 March 2007.
“THE OWNER and staff of a Sheffield brothel cannot be prosecuted because police were well aware
sex was for sale and chose to do nothing about it, a top judge ruled. Judge Simon Lawler QC found
police had led sauna owners and staff to believe they would not get in trouble as long as they followed
certain ground-rules. And three years after a massive high-profile police swoop on the Omega sauna on
Attercliffe Road, Sheffield, and a raid on Winston's sauna in Leeds, involving hundreds of officers, the
judge ruled all charges relating to prostitution against 13 people were unfair. Charges of living off the
earnings of prostitution faced by Omega owner John Elsworth, aged, who bought the sauna for 177,000
after winning the Lottery in 2002, were thrown out by the judge. The final bill for the police operation
and following legal proceedings is believed to total more than 1 million. During an extraordinary three
week hearing at Sheffield Crown Court many of the force's most senior officers were brought into the
witness box and quizzed on police attitudes to prostitution. The Omega is just 150 yards from
Attercliffe police regular station and the judge was told every officer knew sex was for sale there. But
the force turned a blind eye with officers making visits and following a policy of ‘stick to the rules and
we won't trouble you’ as long as the premises were free of underage girls, illegal workers, drugs and
drink. Judge Lawler said: ‘It must, at the very least, have created in the minds of the sauna operators
over several years a reasonable and legitimate expectation that their activities were at best tolerated and
they would not be prosecuted, providing they abided by the rules.’ Operation Rampart was launched
five years ago and jointly targeted Sheffield's Omega and Leeds' Winston's in 2004. The move was
sparked by intelligence that illegal immigrants were working there – but despite the operation attracting
nationwide attention no evidence was ever found to back up the allegations. Solicitor Sandra Mullan,
for nine of the 13 defendants who faced charges following the raid, said police had known the business
had been operating as a brothel for many years, made regular visits and gave the clear message that if
owners stuck within the rules they would avoid prosecution. She said: ‘I think police forces around the
country are clearly adopting a very similar approach to the police in Sheffield and they are now going to
have to seriously think about how they approach the management of saunas.’ After the ruling the
Crown Prosecution Service confirmed it would not be in the public interest to appeal the judge's ruling.
But a spokesman added the judge's decision did not establish any precedent for future cases.”

Headline: “Prostitution and trafficking – the anatomy of a moral panic”
http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/2009/oct/20/trafficking-numbers-women-exaggerated?INTCMP=ILCNETTXT3487

Journalist: Nick Davies. Date: 20 October 2009.
“There is something familiar about the tide of misinformation which has swept through the subject of
sex trafficking in the UK: it flows through exactly the same channels as the now notorious torrent about
Saddam Hussein's weapons. In the story of UK sex trafficking, the conclusions of academics who study
the sex trade have been subjected to the same treatment as the restrained reports of intelligence analysts
who studied Iraqi weapons – stripped of caution, stretched to their most alarming possible meaning and
tossed into the public domain. There, they have been picked up by the media who have stretched them

even further in stories which have then been treated as reliable sources by politicians, who in turn
provided quotes for more misleading stories. In both cases, the cycle has been driven by political
opportunists and interest groups in pursuit of an agenda. In the case of sex trafficking, the role of the
neo-conservatives and Iraqi exiles has been played by an unlikely union of evangelical Christians with
feminist campaigners, who pursued the trafficking tale to secure their greater goal, not of regime
change, but of legal change to abolish all prostitution. The sex trafficking story is a model of
misinformation. It began to take shape in the mid 1990s, when the collapse of economies in the old
Warsaw Pact countries saw the working flats of London flooded with young women from eastern
Europe. Soon, there were rumours and media reports that attached a new word to these women. They
had been ‘trafficked’. And, from the outset, that word was a problem. On a strict definition, eventually
expressed in international law by the 2000 Palermo protocol, sex trafficking involves the use of force,
fraud or coercion to transport an unwilling victim into sexual exploitation. This image of sex slavery
soon provoked real public anxiety. But a much looser definition, subsequently adopted by the UK's
2003 Sexual Offences Act, uses the word to describe the movement of all sex workers, including
willing professionals who are simply travelling in search of a better income. This wider meaning has
injected public debate with confusion and disproportionate anxiety.”
“Two academics from the University of North London, Liz Kelly and Linda Regan, tried to estimate the
number of women who had been trafficked in the UK during the calendar year 1998, an exercise which
they honestly described as ‘problematic’. First, there was the problem of the word, which Kelly and
Regan solved by accepting all variations of its meaning. Then, there was the shortage of facts. They
spoke to specialists, studied news reports and surveyed police, who reported that 71 women had been
‘trafficked’, whether willingly or not, during 1998. In Stopping Traffic, which they published in May
2000, Kelly and Regan argued that the real scale of the problem was probably bigger than this and, in
the absence of any accurate data, they made various assumptions which they themselves described as
‘speculative’. At the very least, they guessed, there could be another 71 trafficked women who had
been missed by police, which would double the total, to 142. At the most, they suggested, the true total
might be 20 times higher, at 1,420. But reaching this figure involved a further quadrupling of the
number of victims missed by police, plus quadrupling existing estimates by sex health workers, plus
assuming the accuracy of a newspaper report that ‘hundreds’ of women had been trafficked into the UK
from Albania and Kosovo, plus assuming that mail-order brides were also victims of trafficking, plus
adding women who were transported within the UK as well as those brought into the UK. Kelly and
Regan were transparent and honest about the speculative character of their assumptions. They were
clear about their adoption of the widest possible meaning of the term. They presented their conclusion
with caution: ‘It can be estimated that the true scale of trafficking may be between two and 20 times that
which has been confirmed.’ And they presented their conclusion as a range of possibilities: ‘It is
recognised that this is a wide range, but it indicates the likely scale of the problem while reflecting the
poverty of information in this area.’ ”
“During the following years, the subject attracted the attention of religious groups, particularly the
Salvation Army and an umbrella group of evangelicals called Churches Alert to Sex Trafficking Across
Europe (Chaste). Chaste explicitly campaigned for an end to all prostitution and, quoting their
commitment to the principles of the Kingdom of God, they were enlisted as specialist advisers to the
police. Chaste took the work of Kelly and Regan, brought the estimate forward by two years, stripped
out all the caution, headed for the maximum end of the range and declared: ‘An estimated 1,420 women
were trafficked into the UK in 2000 for the purposes of constrained prostitution.’ The misleading
figure was repeated in news stories and adopted by politicians. Even the government's Crimestoppers
campaign recycled it. And over and over again, the absence of a definition in the original work was
replaced with the certainty that this was about women who were forced to work against their will.
Chaste spoke repeatedly about ‘sexual enslavement’ and ‘sex slavery’.”
“Three years after the Kelly/Regan work was published, in 2003, a second team of researchers was
commissioned by the Home Office to tackle the same area. They, too, were forced to make a set of
highly speculative assumptions: that every single foreign woman in the ‘walk-up’ flats in Soho had been
smuggled into the country and forced to work as a prostitute; that the same was true of 75% of foreign
women in other flats around the UK and of 10% of foreign women working for escort agencies.
Crunching these percentages into estimates of the number of foreign women in the various forms of sex
work, they came up with an estimate of 3,812 women working against their will in the UK sex trade.
The researchers ringed this figure with warnings. The data, they said, was ‘very poor’ and quantifying
the subject was ‘extremely difficult’. Their final estimate was ‘very approximate’, ‘subject to a very
large margin of error’ and ‘should be treated with great caution’ and the figure of 3,812 ‘should be
regarded as an upper bound’. No chance.”

“In June 2006, before the research had even been published, the then Home Office minister Vernon
Coaker ignored the speculative nature of the assumptions behind the figure, stripped out all the caution,
headed for the maximum end of the range and then rounded it up, declaring to an inquiry into sex
trafficking by the Commons joint committee on human rights: ‘There are an estimated 4,000 women
victims.’ The Christian charity Care announced: ‘In 2003, the Home Office estimated there were 4,000
women and girls in the UK at any one time that had been trafficked into forced prostitution.’ The
Salvation Army went further: ‘The Home Office estimated that in 2003 ... there were at least 4,000
trafficked women residing in the UK. This figure is believed to be a massive underestimation of the
problem.’ Anti-Slavery International joined them, converting what the Home Office researchers had
described as a ‘very approximate’ estimate into ‘a very conservative estimate’. The Home Office, at
least, having commissioned the research, was in a position to remind everybody of its authors' warnings.
Except it didn't.”
“In March 2007, it produced the UK Action Plan on Human Trafficking and casually reproduced the
figure of 4,000 without any of the researchers' cautions. The evidence was left even further behind as
politicians took up the issue as a rallying call for feminists. They were led by the Labour MP for
Rotherham and former Foreign Office minister Denis MacShane, who took to describing London as
‘Europe's capital for under-aged trafficked sex slaves’. In a debate in the Commons in November 2007,
MacShane announced that ‘according to Home Office estimates, 25,000 sex slaves currently work in the
massage parlours and brothels of Britain.’ There is simply no Home Office source for that figure,
although it has been reproduced repeatedly in media stories. Two months later, in another Commons
debate, MacShane used the same figure, but this time he attributed it to the Daily Mirror, which had
indeed run a story in October 2005 with the headline ‘25,000 Sex Slaves on the Streets of Britain.’
However, the newspaper had offered no evidence at all to support the figure. On the contrary, the body
of its story used a much lower figure, of between 2,000 and 6,000 brought in each year, and attributed
this to unnamed Home Office officials, even though the Home Office has never produced any research
which could justify it. MacShane was not deterred. ‘I used to work for the Daily Mirror, so I trust the
report,’ he said.”
“The then solicitor general, Vera Baird, replied by warning MacShane that ‘we think that his numbers
from the Daily Mirror are off’ and then recycled the figure of 4,000 without any of the researchers'
cautions. MacShane then switched line and started to claim, for example in a letter to the Guardian in
September 2008, that there were ‘18,000 women, often young girls, trafficked into Britain as sex
slaves.’ He used this same figure in another debate in the House of Commons, adding ‘We have to get
the facts and figures right.’ On this occasion, the source he was quoting was Pentameter Two, the sixmonth national police operation which failed to find a single person who had forced anybody into
prostitution. But MacShane had a point: presenting the results of the operation to the press in July
2008, its operational head, Tim Brain, the chief constable of Gloucester, was widely reported to have
said that there were now 18,000 victims of trafficking in the UK and that this included under-age girls.
Other senior figures who were involved with this press conference say they were taken completely by
surprise by Brain's claim. ‘None of us knew where that came from,’ according to one senior figure. ‘It
wasn't in his pre-brief. It wasn't in anything: ministers weren't briefed. Tim may have meant to say
1,800 and just got his figures mixed up.’ Brain now agrees that the figure is not correct and suggested
to the Guardian that he had been trying to estimate the total number of prostitutes in the UK, not the
total number of trafficked women. But the damage had been done.”
“Patrick Hall, Labour MP for Bedford, solemnly told the House of Commons that there was sex
trafficking ‘in towns and villages throughout the land.’ Fiona Mactaggart, a former Home Office
minister, in January 2008 outstripped MacShane's estimates, telling the House of Commons that she
regarded all women prostitutes as the victims of trafficking, since their route into sex work ‘almost
always involves coercion, enforced addiction to drugs and violence from their pimps or traffickers.’
There is no known research into UK prostitution which supports this claim. In November 2008,
Mactaggart repeated a version of the same claim when she told BBC Radio 4's Today in Parliament that
‘something like 80% of women in prostitution are controlled by their drug dealer, their pimp, or their
trafficker.’ Again, there is no known source for this. Challenged to justify this figure by a different
Radio 4 programme, More or Less, in January 2009, Mactaggart claimed that it comes from the Home
Office's 2004 report on prostitution, Paying the Price. But there is no sign of the figure in the report.”
“In the summer of 2004, The Poppy Project, which is committed to ending all prostitution on the
grounds that it ‘helps to construct and maintain gender inequality’, surveyed London prostitutes
working in flats and found that 80% of them were foreign, a finding which is well supported. They then
added, without any clear evidence, that ‘a large proportion of them are likely to have been trafficked

into the country’, a conclusion which is challenged by specialist police, but which was then recycled
through numerous media reports and political claims. Last year (2008), Poppy published a report called
The Big Brothel, which claimed to be the most comprehensive study ever conducted into brothels in the
UK and which claimed to have found ‘indicators of trafficking in every borough of London’. That
report was subsequently condemned in a joint statement from 27 specialist academics who complained
that it was ‘framed by a pre-existing political view of prostitution’. The academics said there were
‘serious flaws’ in the way that data had been collected and analysed; that the reliability of the data was
‘extremely doubtful’; and that the claims about trafficking ‘cannot be substantiated.’ But by that time,
the report had generated a mass of news stories, most of which took the unreliable results and
overstated them. Like Chaste, the Poppy Project, which has been paid nearly £6m to shelter trafficked
women, has been drafted in to advise police and until recently used office space in the Sheffield
headquarters of the UK Human Trafficking Centre. The cacophony of voices has created the illusion of
confirmation. Politicians and religious groups still repeat the media story that 40,000 prostitutes were
trafficked into Germany for the 2006 world cup – long after leaked police documents revealed there
was no truth at all in the tale. The Daily Mirror's baseless claim of 25,000 trafficking victims is still
being quoted, recently, for example, by the Salvation Army in written evidence to the home affairs
select committee, in which they added: ‘Other studies done by media have suggested much higher
numbers.’ Somewhere beneath all this, there is a reality. There have been real traffickers. Since the
Sexual Offences Act came into force in January 2004, internal police documents show that 46 men and
women have been convicted and jailed for transporting willing sex workers and 59 people have been
convicted for transporting women who were forced to work as prostitutes.”
“Ruth Breslin, research and development manager for Eaves, which runs the Poppy project, said: ‘I
realise that the 25,000 figure, which is one that has been bandied about in the media, is one that doesn't
really have much of an evidence base and may be slightly subject to media hype. There is an awful lot
of confusion in the media and other places between trafficking (unwilling victims) and smuggling
(willing passengers). People do get confused and they are two very different things.’ She said that in
the six and a half years since Poppy was founded, a total of 1,387 men and women had been referred to
them, of whom they had taken in just over 500 women who they believed had been trafficked into
sexual exploitation or domestic servitude by the use of coercion, deception or force. ‘I do think that
there a lot more trafficked women out there than the women we see in our project. I do think there are
significant numbers. I would say the figure is in the thousands. I don't know about the tens of
thousands. That's probably going too far.’ ”
“Certainly there have been real victims, some of whom have been compensated as victims of crime.
The internal analysis of Pentameter Two, obtained by the Guardian, reveals that after six months of
raids across the UK, 11 women were finally ‘made safe’. This clashes with early police claims that
Pentameter had rescued 351 victims. By the time that Brain held his press conference in July last year,
that figure had been reduced to 167 victims who were said to have been ‘saved from lives of abuse,
exploitation and misery’. However, the internal analysis shows that supposed victims variously
absconded from police, went home voluntarily, declined support, were removed by the UK Borders
Agency or were prosecuted for various offences. Dealing with this, the document explains: ‘The
number of 'potential victims' has been refined as more informed decisions have been made about
whether or not the individual is believed to be a victim of human trafficking for sexual exploitation ...
Initial considerations were made on limited information ... When interviewed, the potential victim may
make it clear that they are not in fact a victim of trafficking and/or inquiries may make it clear that they
are not and/or inquiries may show that initial consideration was based on false or incomplete
information.’ ”
“Research published recently by Dr Nick Mai of London Metropolitan University, concludes that,
contrary to public perception, the majority of migrant sex workers have chosen prostitution as a source
of ‘dignified living conditions and to increase their opportunities for a better future while dramatically
improving the living conditions of their families in the country of origin’. After detailed interviews with
100 migrant sex workers in the UK, Mai found: ‘For the majority, working in the sex industry was a
way to avoid the exploitative working conditions they had met in their previous non-sexual jobs.’ The
UK Network of Sex Work Projects, whose outreach workers deal with thousands of prostitutes, told the
home affairs select committee last year: ‘It is undoubtedly the case that women are trafficked into the
sex industry. However, the proportion of sex workers of whom this is true is relatively small, both
compared to the sex industry as a whole and to other industries.’ The chairman of that committee,
Keith Vaz, observed: ‘We are told that this is the second largest problem facing the globe after drugs
and we do not seem to be able to find the people responsible.’ For the police, the misinformation has
succeeded in diverting resources away from other victims. Specialist officers who deal with trafficking

have told the Guardian that although they will continue to monitor all forms of trafficking, they are now
shifting their priority away from the supposed thousands of sex slaves towards the movement within the
UK of children who are being sexually abused. They say they are also dealing with more cases where
illegal migrant workers of all kinds, including willing sex workers, find themselves being ripped off and
overcharged for their transport. However, the key point is that on the sidelines of a debate which has
been dominated by ideology, a chorus of alarm from the prostitutes themselves is singing out virtually
unheard. In the cause of protecting ‘thousands’ of victims of trafficking, Harriet Harman, the deputy
Labour leader and minister for women and equality, has led the parliamentary campaign for a law to
penalise men who pay for sex with women who are ‘controlled for gain’ even if the men do so in
genuine ignorance. Repeatedly, prostitutes groups have argued that the proposal is as wrong as the
trafficking estimates on which it is based, and that it will aggravate every form of jeopardy which they
face in their work, whether by encouraging them to work alone in an attempt to show that they are free
of control or by pressurising them to have sex without condoms to hold on to worried customers. Thus
far, their voices remain largely ignored by news media and politicians who, once more, have been swept
away on a tide of misinformation.”
“• This article was amended on Thursday 19 November 2009. We said that the Poppy Project had an
office in the Sheffield headquarters of the UK Human Trafficking Centre. That is no longer the case.
This has been corrected.”

Headline: “Massage parlour raided by police”
http://www.burytimes.co.uk/news/8126852.Massage_parlour_raided_by_police/
Date: 07:48, 29 April 2010.
“POLICE arrested four people when they raided a suspected brothel. Officers swooped on the World
Famous Babes of Bury massage parlour, in Bell Lane, Bury, at 1pm yesterday. A detective posing as a
customer went into the parlour using the back door, before police officers raided the building. They
found three bedrooms inside, each containing a shower and condoms. Four women were arrested on
suspicion of managing or keeping a brothel. One of the women, aged in her late 40s, was working as a
receptionist and the other women, all aged in their early 20s, were believed to be prostitutes. They were
taken to Bury police station for questioning, along with a male customer who was helping police with
their inquiries. The business was being advertised as a massage parlour, but an investigation into the
activities there was launched after concerns from local residents and business owners. The building was
previously the Golden Fleece pub and is on a busy main road, close to houses and businesses as well as
the Qadria Jallania Islamic Centre and Jamia Mosque. Police recently raided another massage parlour,
the World Famous Babes of Salford, in Swinton, which is believed to be owned by the same person. As
part of their investigation into both businesses, police officers are looking into links with organised
crime. Insp Charlotte Cadden said: ‘By carrying out this operation, we are reacting directly to concerns
expressed by local residents and businesses. This will show residents that we take their concerns
seriously, and will act upon any information given to us regarding criminal activity in the Bury East
area. It should also serve as a warning to anyone else engaging in activities that have a detrimental
effect on the lives of local people that it will not be tolerated.’ ”

Headline: “Merseyside police: 'Sex workers are vulnerable. We want to protect
them’ ”
http://www.guardian.co.uk/society/2010/dec/22/merseyside-police-sex-workersprotect
Journalist: Diane Taylor. Date: 18:44, 22 December 2010.
“The force declared crimes against sex workers as 'hate crime' in 2006, and the results have been
dramatic.”
“ ‘You never know when you get into a car with a man, whether you’re going to be raped or paid’ –
Julie, sex worker.”

“Temperatures at night in Liverpool have fallen as low as -16C this week, but that hasn't deterred the
city's street sex workers from going out to earn enough money for their next fix of drugs. ‘You never
know when you get into a car with a man whether you're going to be raped or paid,’ said Julie, a woman
in her 40s who has sold sex on the streets of the city intermittently for more than two decades. Similar
scenarios are repeated across the UK. But something different is happening in Liverpool. Between
2000 and 2005 there were six sex worker murders in the city, two of them still unsolved. Liverpool had
the highest sex worker murder rate after London and Glasgow, and police decided that something
radical had to be done to reverse the trend. They realised that sex workers had a wealth of intelligence
about violent criminals, but for as long as they mistrusted the police they wouldn't pass it on. So the
police began to build links with projects supporting sex workers, notably Armistead, an NHS project
providing support and healthcare to sex workers, which is part of Liverpool community health NHS
trust. While minor offences such as soliciting are still pursued, the police shifted their focus to
protecting sex workers and building relationships of trust with them.”
“In 2006, Merseyside police was the first and so far only force in the country to declare crimes against
sex workers as ‘hate crime’. The results have been dramatic. In the five years before the new way of
working began to take effect in 2007, there was just one conviction for a series of assaults against sex
workers. Now the overall conviction rate for crimes against sex workers is 84%, with a 67% conviction
rate for rape. The national average conviction rate for rape is just 6.5%. Last year in Liverpool there
were 10 convictions for rape and several more men have been charged and are awaiting trial in 2011,
some for multiple rapes as well as other violent offences. Detective Superintendent Tim Keelan said:
‘These women are very vulnerable, and our priority is to protect them. We are seeing interest from a
number of other police forces in our model and we have set up a Unity team – the only joint police and
CPS team in the country – to help prosecute offenders.’ ”
“Julie was a victim of rape earlier this year and is deeply traumatised by what happened to her. Her
evidence has helped to charge her attacker with rape. ‘I thought I was going to die during the attack.
Since I reported the rape, I've had so much support from the police and Armistead. Without them I
don't think I'd be able to go through with testifying when the case comes to court, because I'm
absolutely terrified of facing that man again.’ ”
“ ‘Sadly, this model isn't being replicated in many other areas of the UK,’ said Rosie Campbell of the
UK Network of Sex Work Projects. ‘The proactive approach we're seeing from Merseyside police is
needed across the UK. Many of the laws surrounding sex work make it difficult for sex workers to trust
the police. Soliciting laws directly criminalise them so the people who are there to protect them can
also arrest them.’ ”
“Armistead, in common with other sex-work projects, uses a system of ‘ugly mugs’ where women can
report attacks and give a detailed description of their attacker. With their permission this information is
passed on to the police. Ugly mug reports in Liverpool have been key to catching offenders. But these
reports, which contain vital intelligence, are not shared nationally. As a result, crucial information
about offenders who move around the country is missed. The Association of Chief Police Officers is
backing calls from the UK Network of Sex Work Projects to make the system national. Members of the
network are about to submit research to the Home Office about the benefits of making the scheme
national.”

Headline: “Acpo calls for debate over prostitution laws”
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-12073796
Journalist: Chris Buckler. Date: 00:44, 28 December 2010.
“A debate is needed about changing the prostitution laws, the Association of Chief Police Officers
(Acpo) has said. Deputy Chief Constable Simon Byrne, Acpo's lead on prostitution and sexual
exploitation, has also called for the funding of a national database of men suspected of attacking sex
workers. He was speaking after the murders of three women who worked as prostitutes in Bradford,
West Yorkshire. Earlier this month, Stephen Griffiths was jailed for life for the killings. Griffiths, 40,
from Bradford, admitted murdering Suzanne Blamires, 36, Shelley Armitage, 31, and 43-year-old Susan
Rushworth. Mr Byrne said ‘any murder [was] one too many and if we can do something simple and
effective to stop that then we should do so’.”
“In many cities across the UK, details are already gathered about so-called ‘ugly mugs’ - men who have
been violent or threatening towards sex workers. But they are separate schemes and information is not

shared between the different projects, which campaigners argue leaves many women vulnerable.
‘Someone can rape in Liverpool and the sex workers in Manchester would not necessarily be aware,’
said Shelly Stoops, of support service the Armistead Street Project in Liverpool. ‘We need something
to co-ordinate and link up all the information... and something that the police can look at on a national
level and see patterns and trends of offending.’ ”
“Late at night ‘ugly mugs’ leaflets are handed out in Liverpool by outreach workers, along with
condoms and advice. Some women who work as prostitutes in the city insist the scheme has prevented
them from being attacked. Acpo wants to examine whether things like designated red-light zones would
help improve safety. Mr Byrne said: ‘There is another dimension - there is a significant cost to
investigating a murder. When times are tough and you have all the austerity and revolution going on in
the public service... there's some hard [edged] maths to be done here. If you can invest a small amount
of money in rolling the scheme out, you can prevent an awful lot of crime,’ he said. The Home Office
says it has been carrying out a feasibility study into the possibility of a national scheme and it will be
considering its recommendations.”
“But some people involved in sex work want more fundamental changes to the legislation surrounding
prostitution, such as designated red-light zones or decriminalised brothels. In the UK selling sex in
itself is not illegal, but brothels and street prostitution are against the law. ‘It means the people that are
there to protect you, can also arrest you,’ said Rosie Campbell of the UK Network of Sex Work
Projects, ‘so [sex workers] can be reluctant to go the police.’ In Blackpool the authorities have been
cracking down on prostitution. Joanne Andrew, who owns a massage parlour in the town, was recently
convicted of running a brothel. The law only allows one person to sell sex in a property. To avoid a
further prosecution she says women have had to leave the relative safety of her building, to work on the
streets. ‘I had a girl who worked for me a while ago, who was assaulted and dragged into a van by three
guys,’ said Ms Andrew. ‘She came back and asked me for a job but I couldn't give her one.’ No one
from Blackpool Council was available to discuss the issue of safety but in a statement they said: ‘We
are committed to cleaning up Blackpool and that includes a zero tolerance approach to illegal activities
such as prostitution. This will involve taking the strongest possible action, including prosecution.’ ”
“For most police forces prostitution is not a priority. With shrinking budgets the police tend to
concentrate on cases where they suspect people have been trafficked or forced into sex work - although
different forces have different strategies. Acpo says it is time to examine whether suggestions like
designated red-light zones or decriminalised brothels would help to improve safety. ‘Perhaps the law
does need changing - some of it is frankly complicated,’ said Mr Byrne. ‘We'd be keen for a dialogue
to see if there's a better way of managing the problem - be it ideas around criminalising some parts of it
and not others. I think it's time for that debate.’ The Home Office said that it plans to publish guidance
in the spring on how best to police and deal with problems linked to prostitution.
Britain's Prostitutes - Life on the Edge will be shown over the New Year's weekend on the BBC
News Channel.”
“Prostitute perspective
Bev has worked as a prostitute in Liverpool for over a decade. She says the city's ‘ugly mugs’ scheme
has helped to prevent attacks but more could be done. ‘Over the past few years there have been quite a
number of murders of friends of ours. After each one we were promised designated areas but it never
happened. You get a higher police presence for a while but then all the hype dies down. Until
something is done about it these girls are dying in vain and there but for the grace of God go I, because
it could be me. I'm someone's mother, I'm someone's daughter and it could be me.’ ”

Headline: “Prostitutes remain at risk from a muddle over the sex trade”
http://www.guardian.co.uk/society/2011/jan/02/prostitution-violence-crime-sex-trade?INTCMP=ILCNETTXT3487

[The Observer]

Journalist: Randeep Ramesh. Date: 02 January 2011.
“Confusion about the law and a lack of consensus on reform means violence against sex workers will
continue.”
“The direction of legislation under the Labour government was to target the men who seek sexual
services as opposed to prostitutes themselves.”
“When the Association of Chief Police Officers' lead officer on prostitution called for a debate on

Britain's ‘frankly complicated’ sex trade laws, he reignited a simmering dispute on how to deal with the
world's oldest profession. Responding in part to the gruesome headlines after ‘crossbow killer’ Stephen
Griffiths was jailed for life last month for murdering three women prostitutes in Bradford, deputy chief
constable Simon Byrne sensibly told the BBC there should be an ‘ugly mugs’ register – a national
database of people with a track record of violence against sex workers. But a documentary on the issue
exposed a postcode lottery of justice faced by the 80,000 prostitutes in Britain. In Liverpool since
2007, attacks against sex workers have been prioritised as hate crimes with astonishing results. Last
year there were 10 convictions brought by Merseyside police for raping prostitutes compared to only
one in the five years before 2007. Up the road in Blackpool, the council was shutting down brothels –
because the law allows for only one person to sell sex in a property. Paradoxically, selling sex in
Britain is not illegal, but brothels are outlawed. The result is women left to fend for themselves on the
streets. To experts this seems absurd. ‘The most enlightened sex laws are in New Zealand, where it is
legal for up to four prostitutes to work together. You can work safely with friends from a home without
visits from cops and keep the profits,’ said Laura Agustín, an anthropologist who studies the sex trade.”
“Britain's muddle over prostitution has evolved over the last two decades. Vice squads have been
disappearing and the number of people found guilty of loitering for prostitution, or soliciting, has
dropped from 5,223 in 1998 to only a tenth of that level a decade later. The effect has been a patchy de
facto decriminalisation of prostitution. At the same time, there has also been a movement towards
criminalising those who buy sex. These two trends culminated in New Labour's last crime act, which
came into force early last year. It made it easier to prosecute men who buy sex from trafficked foreign
women and also asked magistrates not to fine prostitutes who repeatedly appear before them for
soliciting sex. Instead, women could be ‘helped and hassled’ by counsellors out of their sex work, a
shift in legal perception which now sees people who sell their bodies as victims of drug dependence or
extreme poverty. This represents a new balance in the desire to control the crime associated with the
sex trade while acknowledging the limits on the role of the state. But for many the act did not go far
enough.”
“In Scotland, politicians want to emulate Sweden where, a decade ago, the law was changed so that
people who patronise prostitutes face jail terms of up to six months. For some this would cut off the
supply of punters and force prostitutes out of a job. ‘We need to get women out of a sex trade where
violence is a daily part of their life,’ said Roger Matthews, a criminologist at South Bank University,
London. ‘Many Labour politicians understood this and we would've seen Swedish law coming to
Britain in two years had they won the election.’ The coalition, says Matthews, is different. For
libertarians the buying and selling of sex is viewed as a freely undertaken transaction in which the
state's role is as a light-touch regulator, enforcing standards and collecting taxes. At the other end are
the abolitionists who view the issue as moral, requiring a ban on the sex trade to halt women being
exploited for men's gratification. Those who work with prostitutes say both extremes are wrong. Shelly
Stoops, from Liverpool's Armistead Street project that runs centres for sex workers, says she ‘takes the
view that if a woman has the right to say no, then she has the right to say yes. You cannot stop
prostitution, it will only go somewhere else’.”

Headline: “Charity's lifeline for Manchester women in prostitution hell”
http://menmedia.co.uk/manchestereveningnews/news/s/1470944_charitys-lifeline-for-manchester-women-in-prostitution-hell

Journalist: Amy Glendinning. Date: 17 January 2012.
“VICTIMS?: Most street prostitutes are addicted to drugs or alcohol, some needing to earn £150 a night
to feed their habit”
“Prostitution has returned to Whalley Range, as Amy Glendinning discovers when she joins the
police and charity workers trying to persuade women there is an alternative to life on the streets
...
TAKING a small bag of broken chocolate biscuits from her pocket, Angela stares at the floor. In
between mouthfuls, her hood pulled up against the rain, she says: ‘I’ve been working on the street for
four years.’ Bundled up in a winter coat, jeans and boots, she speaks so quietly it’s difficult to make out
her words. She continues: ‘I’m in my mid 30s and have been a drug addict for 15 years, mainly on
crack. It’s hard to explain what it’s like to work as a prostitute on the street, other than to say it’s
horrible. I’ve got an 11-year-old daughter but she doesn’t know what I do.’ At that point, officers from

GMP’s dedicated prostitution operation, Borodino, tell Angela – not her real name – she is being
arrested. A search of her pockets reveals a blue asthma inhaler made into a crack pipe before she is put
into a police van and taken to Longsight police station. From there she will be interviewed, probably
charged then released on bail.”
“Angela is one of Whalley Range’s regular sex workers, explains Pc Arfan Rahouf. She was recently
cautioned for prostitution and has made several court appearances for the offence. Earlier that evening
we had watched from a car parked nearby as she was picked up by a punter and dropped off again 20
minutes later. Despite a frantic search we were unable to find the man – but most punters will stop in a
secluded area nearby, such as car parks behind the many flats around Withington Road. Prostitutes are
also picked up by street drinkers – and even residents who approach the women on foot, asking them to
come back to their houses. Whalley Range, with its tree-lined streets and detached houses set back
from the road, is a good place for those who do not want to be seen at night.”
“Angela says she charges between £15 and £40 for different sex acts – but Pc Rahouf says prices can be
much lower, at just £10 for sex. Along with Pc Caroline Hurst, he runs Operation Borodino regularly
around Whalley Range to catch punters and arrest and caution prostitutes. There is a core group of
around six women who work the streets in Whalley Range every weekend, but numbers increase in
summer. Twenty years ago, Whalley Range was one of Manchester’s most notorious red light districts
but the sex workers and kerb crawlers had largely disappeared until recently. However, the problem
has now re-emerged as women believe there is less competition than the city centre and feel safer
working in the suburbs. Operation Borodino started last year after residents raised concerns, and police
now work in association with Manchester Action on Street Health (MASH), a charity which helps
female sex workers. Pc Rahouf explains: ‘I see the women who work on the streets in Whalley Range
as victims. The moment they get hooked on drugs, they will do anything to get money for them. We
had a girl who was using a flat to see punters which neighbours started to complain about. We went
round and had a chat about how she could get benefits and find her own place to sort her life out. I saw
her three months ago and she was out of prostitution, off the drugs with a new boyfriend and having a
baby – I was really pleased. If we could get the kerb crawlers off the street we would get all these
women off the street as well.’ ”
“Staff at MASH are also keen to help women improve their lives – although prefer not to see sex
workers as victims, helping them instead to make informed choices. The charity also distributes ‘dodgy
punter’ lists – warning women of men who have attacked or robbed other sex workers – and personal
attack alarms. It’s these safety risks that Tina Threadgold, operations manager at MASH, believes
could be behind sex workers returning to Whalley Range. She says: ‘A residential area is better lit and
there is less risk of getting attacked. We get about two reports a week of women being assaulted or
robbed while working in the city centre.’ ”
“So is Whalley Range becoming a red light area once again? Local Labour councillor Mary Watson
doesn’t think so. She says: ‘I moved to Whalley Range in 1980 when the prostitution problem was
pretty big. Back then it was difficult for any woman to walk down the street without getting harassed by
kerb crawlers. Since then things have changed a lot. Every time there’s been a small increase in
prostitution in the area they’ve done something about it – that means we’re able to say we’re no longer a
red light area here.’ ”
“Most prostitutes working on the street have drug or alcohol addiction, with some needing to earn £150
a day. Many used to be addicted to heroin, but MASH is now seeing more and more on crack cocaine –
which is more expensive, meaning they need to spend more time on the streets. Caroline Parker, an
outreach worker for MASH, says: ‘Because more of them are now using crack, which is a stimulant and
wears off quickly, they are also out working for longer.’ Caroline regularly visits Whalley Range in the
charity’s van to offer advice, support or even just a hot drink. Founded 20 years ago, MASH, which
relies heavily on volunteers, tries to help the women improve their lives and get access to healthcare.
They are encouraged to visit the charity’s city centre base, where medical treatment and education
services are available alongside activities including art therapy and drama workshops. Together they
are designed to help improve women’s self confidence, help them tackle drug addiction and make
changes to improve their lives. Since opening the centre in Ancoats 18 months ago, staff have helped
ten women give up prostitution, with them going on to get other jobs or go into education. Countless
others have been helped to fight drug addictions and re-connect with family members they have lost
touch with. Tina adds: ‘MASH do not label sex workers as victims – for some of them this is their
choice in life. We do want to help them gain self confidence and be able to make choices that can help
them in the future.’ ”

Headline: “Brothel owner takes action to clear his name”
http://www.thejc.com/news/uk-news/67114/brothel-owner-takes-action-clear-his-name

Journalist: Jonathan Kalmus. Date: 03 May 2012.
“The Jewish brothel owner who was jailed for prostitution activities and ordered to forfeit £5 million in
immoral earnings is suing the police and Crown Prosecution Service for damages. Ian Barnett, who
was given a three-year prison sentence in 2008 after admitting running brothels in Manchester, is
involved in a number of legal appeals aimed at clearing his name. He claims his convictions are invalid
because the police allowed his brothels to operate in exchange for providing information and ensuring
his businesses did not involve drugs or trafficking. The CPS is also answering a claim of pursuing his
conviction ‘maliciously’. The court action could have ramifications for dozens of sex industry
convictions nationwide because it calls into question how some police forces operated under Home
Office guidance issued in 2000, which suggested greater leniency for brothel owners.”
“On Wednesday, Mr Barnett was due to appear in court for the first time since launching his civil
action. But District Judge Sunil Iyer postponed the hearing, requesting further time to address court
documents. Greater Manchester Police and the CPS have asked the judge at Manchester's Civil Justice
Centre to refuse Mr Barnett permission to continue his civil case, partly because he has already been
convicted by another court. The legal block, known as a ‘strike-out action’, would stop the civil case
reaching a full court hearing, in which details of how the police conducted its dealings with the sex
industry could be revealed.”
“In December, Mr Barnett won a judgment in the Court of Appeal in London, which reduced his
confiscation order by £4.2 million. The judges then said that Mr Barnett's prostitution businesses,
‘whilst not condoned by the local police, did receive a measure of tacit approval over a period of time’
and have noted that the case could have further legal ramifications. A CPS spokesperson said: ‘The
Crown Prosecution Service has instructed lawyers to apply to have a court strike off Ian Barnett's claim
that the CPS acted inappropriately and maliciously while prosecuting him, as we believe that his civil
claim is in essence an attempt to undermine the guilty verdict reached by the Crown Court during his
criminal trial.’ Greater Manchester Police refused to comment on the case, saying it was ‘an ongoing
matter’.”

APPENDIX H
Article published on prostitution website escortbuddys.com19
Headline: “Majority of migrant sex workers ‘not forced or trafficked’ ”
“October 30th, 2011”
“Copied from International Union of Sex Workers : http://www.iusw.org/”
“The International Union of Sex Workers warmly welcomes the publication of ‘Migrant Workers in the
UK Sex Industry’ by Dr Nick Mai. This is the largest ever qualitative research into the experience of
migrants selling sexual services in London, and key findings are:
• The large majority of interviewed migrant workers in the UK sex industry are not forced nor
trafficked.
• Immigration status is by far the single most important factor restricting their ability to exercise their
rights in their professional and private lives.
• Working in the sex industry is often a way for migrants to avoid the unrewarding and sometimes
exploitative conditions they meet in non-sexual jobs.
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Source: http://www.escortbuddys.com/blog/?p=104

• By working in the sex industry, many interviewees are able to maintain dignified living standards in
the UK while dramatically improving the living conditions of their families in the country of origin.
• The stigmatisation of sex work is the main problem interviewees experienced while working in the sex
industry and this impacted negatively on both their private and professional lives.
• The combination of the stigmatisation of sex work and lack of legal immigration documentation
makes interviewees more vulnerable to violence and crime.
• Interviewees generally describe relations with their employers and clients as characterised by mutual
consent and respect, although some reported problematic clients and employers, who were
disrespectful, aggressive or abusive.
• The impossibility of guaranteeing indefinite leave to remain to victims of trafficking undermines the
efforts of the police and other authorities against criminal organizations.
• Most interviewees feel that the criminalisation of clients will not stop the sex industry and that it
would be pushed underground, making it more difficult for migrants working in the UK sex industry to
assert their rights in relation to both clients and employers.”
“Catherine Stephens of the IUSW says, ‘We will only successfully target trafficking within the sex
industry when we make policy based on evidence and in reality. There is currently a climate of fear
amongst London sex workers due to police activity, that is driven by hype and misinformation
promoted by NGOs with a financial vested interest in the anti-trafficking industry, who are
ideologically opposed to commercial sex. It is time to set aside their ideology and emotion, and give
people in the sex industry – whether from the UK or migrant – the same human rights and protection of
the law as others.’ ”
“Rosie Campbell, Board member of the UK Network of Sex Work Projects, says, ‘UKNSWP member
projects in London see thousands of sex workers a year and these findings reflect what they see. We
welcome this research and hope that local and national government will use it to inform policy. For
some time we have been expressing concern about the under-reporting of violent and other crimes
committed against sex workers in London. Clearly there is a need for the police to work pro-actively to
increase trust and confidence in them amongst sex workers and to ensure they are fulfilling their duty to
provide protection to sex workers.’ Both Catherine and Rosie were members of Dr Mai’s Advisory
Board.”
“For further information contact:
Catherine Stephens
activist, International Union of Sex Workers
catherine@iusw.org
07772 638748 / 020 7697 1057
IUSW c/o MSH Suite C Maples Business Centre 144 Liverpool Road London N1 1LA
Lorraine Galatowicz
Chair, UK Network of Sex Work Projects
chair@uknswp.org.uk
07811 442479
UKNSWP 114 Cariocca Business Park Sawley Road Manchester M40 8BB
Details of the research launch event:
In whose name? Migration, sex work and trafficking
Monday, 31 October 2011 3pm-6pm
London Metropolitan University
Liebeskind Building166-220 Holloway Road London N7 8DB
http://www.londonmet.ac.uk/research-units/iset/projects/esrc-migrant-workers.cfm
and the full document can be downloaded from
http://www.londonmet.ac.uk/research-units/iset/projects/esrc-migrant-workers.cfm ”

APPENDIX I
Rosie Campbell.
Rosie Campbell is currently a staff Research Officer at the University of Leeds, under the auspices of
the university’s ‘Faculty of Education, Social Sciences and Law.’ She describes herself thus on the
university website:20
“Rosie Campbell”
“Research Officer After gaining a BA Honours in Sociology and an MA in Women’s Studies at the
University of Liverpool I embarked on a career in teaching and research. I have now been carrying out
social research & evaluation for over two decades whilst working across a number of sectors;
universities, the third sector, NHS & freelancing. I joined the school in November 2011 to work as a
Research Officer on the ESRC follow on project; “Sex Entertainment Venues: Regulating Working
Conditions” with Dr Teela Sanders.”
“Research Interests My main research interest has been various aspects of sex work in the UK. My
research work has involved some of the key groups involved and affected by sex work and sexual
exploitation including; sex workers (from a range of sectors), sexually exploited children & young
people, residents/community groups affected by sex work, voluntary & statutory agencies responding to
sex work, and men who pay for sexual services. My research has looked at the local dynamics of sex
work markets, varied local multi agency policy and community responses to sex work and the
relationship to wider legal and policy frameworks. I was a member of the research team which carried
out the Joseph Rowntree Funded multi sited study; “From Conflict to Coexistence: Living and Working
in Areas of Street Sex Work” which remains one of the most in-depth studies of community responses
to street sex work in the UK. (See http://www.jrf.org.uk/knowledge/findings/housing/0236.asp for a
summary of findings). I am an advocate of participatory research methods and participatory arts as a
means of doing and representing research. I worked with Professor Maggie O’Neill and community
members on consultation research in the midlands which included a participatory arts aspect to find out
more about “Safety Soap Box” go to; http://www.safetysoapbox.co.uk/menu.htm I am interested in the
diverse lived realities of people involved in sex work & their varying experiences and support service
needs. My research has informed the development of support services. My research has particularly
reflected on issues of safety of sex workers, violence against sex workers, under-reporting of violence
and policing. I am currently completing my PhD which is focusing on Merseyside Police’s approach to
addressing crimes against sex workers as hate crime. I maintain close links with community based
organizations offering support services to sex workers. I have been lucky to have worked with others to
establish the UK Network of Sex Projects. I was Chair between 2002-2009 and continue to be an
active member. I took some time out of research in 2005-2008 to establish and coordinate a sex work
support project, I continue to carry out sessional outreach.”
Some of Campbell’s written work is listed along with her profile on the University of Leeds website:
“Key Publications Books Campbell, R and O’Neill, M (eds) (2006) Sex Work Now, Willan
Publishing, Cullompton. Journal Articles … Campbell, R and Stoops, S (2010) Taking Sex
Workers seriously: Treating violence against sex workers as hate crime in Liverpool, in Research for
Sex Work: special Edition on Violence Against Sex workers, December 2010.
Cusick, L, Campbell, R, Kinnell, H and Brooks Gordon, B (2009) Wild Guesses and Conflated
Meanings? Estimating the Size of the Sex Worker Population in Britain. Critical Social Policy, Vol 29
(4) 703-719.
Neill, M, Campbell, R, Hubbard, P, Pitcher, J and Scoular, J (2008) Living With the Other: Street Sex
Work, Contingent Communities and Degrees of Tolerance, in Crime, Media Culture: An International
Journal, Vol 4, No 1, April, pp 73-94.
Sanders, T.L.M. Campbell, R (2007) Designing out vulnerability, building in respect: violence, safety
and sex work policy, The British Journal of Sociology, 58(1)
Scoular, J, Pitcher, J, Campbell, R, Hubbard, P and M O’Neill (2007) What's anti-social about sex
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Source: http://www.sociology.leeds.ac.uk/about/staff/rosie_campbell.php

work? Governance, discourse and the changing representation of prostitution's incivility. in Community
Safety (special edition The Prostitution Strategy: Implications for Community Safety), Vol 6, Issue 1,
pp. 11-17, February 2007.
Campbell, R, Penfold, C, Hunter, G and Barham, L (2004) Tackling Client Violence in Female Street
Prostitution: Inter-Agency working Between Outreach Agencies and the Police, Policing and Society,
Vol 14, No. 4, pp.365-379.
Campbell, R and Storr, M (2001) "Challenging The Kerb Crawler Rehabilitation Programme", Feminist
Review, Vol. 67, Spring.”

Rosie Campbell is listed under the heading “Board Members”21 on the website of the ‘UK Network of
Sex Work Projects’22 group: “Rosie Campbell (ACPO Liaison) Manchester Action on Street Health”
According to the Mission Statement23 of the UK Network of Sex Work Projects: “The UKNSWP
recognises and supports, the rights of individual sex workers to self-determination. This includes the
right to remain in sex work or leave sex work.”

APPENDIX J
Extracts taken from the MASH website.
The MASH website homepage is at: http://www.mash.org.uk/
“MASH was established in 1991 to provide a confidential and specialised service to street and sauna
based female sex workers and female drug users in the Greater Manchester area. The dedicated MASH
team comprises of people who come from a variety of different backgrounds and the team is made up of
non clinical and clinical workers.”
“MASH MISSION STATEMENT MASH aims to work with female sex workers to promote sexual
health, well being and personal safety whilst offering choice, support and empowerment to promote
individual positive life changes.”
“MASH AIMS
• Providing information, advice and support to female sex workers
to help reduce the risks of their working environment on the
street and indoor premises.
• Raising awareness of issues affecting female sex workers within
the wider public.
• Providing a safe and supportive environment which will empower
and encourage female sex workers to improve their quality of life
and personal well being.
• To support and provide options to female sex workers to enable
them to exit sex work.
• To promote harmonisation of legislation, law enforcement and
public health interest through partnership working and
networking whilst adopting a multi-agency approach.
• To monitor and consider local, national and international
developments in relation to sex work.”

21
22
23

http://www.uknswp.org/about/board-members/
http://www.uknswp.org/
http://www.uknswp.org/about/our-mission-statement/

Page: http://www.mash.org.uk/default.asp?pid=95
“The MASH organisation first opened it doors in February 1991 and has since established it self as a
leading provider of support for sex workers in the Manchester area. We moved to our new centre on
Fairfield Street in the Manchester City centre in April 2010. The main aim of MASH is to work with
female sex workers to promote sexual health, well being and personal safety; whilst offering choice,
support and empowerment to encourage individual positive life changes. Here at the MASH centre we
offer a range of beneficial clinical, practical and holistic services in an accessable City Centre location
known for sex worker activity. Our service aspires to enhance the confidence, self esteem and
independence of our clients, while offering the support and guidance necessary to assist them in the
process of exiting prostitution. We achieve this by delivering services which address the emotional and
physical needs of service users in line with the governments national strategy relating to prostitution.”
“MASH Centre Opening Times
Monday-Friday; 2.30-15.30 Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday; 20.00-22.45”
“Clinic opening times Wednesday; 10.00-15.30 Thursday; 18.00-22.45”
According to the “Centre Timetable” MASH offers: “Art Therapy” (Mondays); “Education &
Occupational Therapy” (Tuesdays); “Drop-in” (Tuesday evenings); “Sexual Health Clinic &
Occupational Therapy (Gym)” (Wednesdays); “Drop-in” (Wednesday evenings); “CBT & Drama
Therapy” (Thursdays); “Complementary Therapies & Sexual Health Clinic Midwife* & Drug Worker”
“* Only available twice a month” (Thursday evenings); “Art Framing & Person Centred Counselling”
(Fridays).
“Opening Time: Monday to Friday 12.30pm to 3.30pm Every Tuesday to Thursday 8.00pm to
10.45pm Drop-in Centre, No Appointment Required (Except Person Centred Counselling & CBT)
Sexual health clinic open 10am to 3pm Wed & 6pm to 10.45pm Thurs”
Page: http://www.mash.org.uk/default.asp?pid=56
“Useful website links
Drug related links
• Safer Injecting / Harm Reduction
• DrugScope
• Lifeline
• National Treatment Agency
• United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime
• Harm Reduction Coalition
Sex worker related Links
• Sex Workers Outreach Project
• Network of Sex Work Projects
• International Union of sex Workers
General Health & Personal Safety links
• Family Planning Association
• National AIDS Trust
• British Pregnancy Advisory Service
• Counselling Directory
• Marie Stopes – Reproductive Health
• Suzy Lamplugh Trust
• Department of Health
• NHS Direct Online
• Home Office”
Page: http://www.mash.org.uk/default.asp?pid=52
“Street Outreach
The MASH street outreach service visits locations across Greater Manchester. Outreach sessions are
led by staff and volunteers in the MASH vehicle who offer a dedicated nightime service.

The outreach team offers:
• Free condoms and lubricants
• Sexual health advice
• Needle exchange and paraphernalia
• Harm reduction advice/information
• A dodgy punter reporting service
• Safety advice and information
• Personal attack alarms
• Assessments/care planning
• Referrals into drug and other services
• Refreshments
MASH provide two sessions of street outreach every week (including weekends) one between the hours
of 18.00-22.00 and one between 22.00-2.00.”
Page: http://www.mash.org.uk/default.asp?pid=53
“Sauna Outreach
MASH has one nurse and a team of volunteers who provide outreach services in the saunas across
Greater Manchester.
They offer:
• Sexual health screenings
• Hep A & B vaccinations
• Pregnancy testing
• Contraception advice/information”
Page: http://www.mash.org.uk/default.asp?pid=58
“MASH has worked with women in HMP Styal for the last several years. We work with women during
their sentence and through to release which involves coordinating a package of support around
resettlement using the ‘meet at the gate’ approach. The MASH service is promoted throughout our
work and we link the women into the MASH centre upon release to ensure continuity of support. We
facilitate weekly drop-ins at Styal and offer criminal justice support to the women in custody and after
release. The service is continually developing and MASH uses a multiagency approach working
closely with internal partners. A recent development within the Criminal Justice System has been the
introduction of Engagement and Support Orders. A similar package of support is coordinated for
women who are on these orders which can continue once their order has been completed. This scheme
is not currently operating in Greater Manchester, however MASH will be acting supervisor once the
scheme starts to operate.”
Page: http://www.mash.org.uk/default.asp?pid=93
“Engagement and Support Orders
The Policing and Crime Act 2009 has introduced a new order which means that from the 1st April
2010, street-based sex workers can get arrested for prostitution and if they plead guilty at court they can
now be given a new court order, an Engagement and Support Order (ESO), instead of a fine.
When can an Engagement and Support Order be given?
When a person has been cautioned on 2 or more occasions within a three month period for the offence
of loitering or soliciting for the purposes of prostitution.
What is the point of the order?
The purpose of the order is to assist the person in:
• addressing the reasons why they are street sex working, and
• find ways to help them reduce the need to street sex work.
In other words to help and support them to leave or reduce their street sex working by helping to
address the issues around this.
How does it work?
They must attend three meetings with a specialist support service (in Manchester, this will be MASH)
within the period specified by the court, which can be no more than six months.

Where do they attend the appointments?
This will be arranged and agreed between the defendant and the member(s) of staff at MASH who is
supervising and supporting them through the order. Efforts will be made by the MASH team to help
attendance at all three appointments.
What happens after all three appointments are attended?
The order is completed and the court will be informed.
What if they don’t attend all three appointments?
MASH will let the court know, and if the court believes the order has been breached they must revoke it
and re-sentence them for the original offence, this may involve imposing another order, a fine or a
conditional discharge.
What happens if they get arrested again while on an order?
If a defendant is already on an order and arrested for soliciting again then the court must remove the
existing order before imposing a new one.
Can more than one order be in place at once?
More than one order can be given, but not two orders running at the same time. The court will decide if
you are able to have an order based on any previous orders you have had and how well you complied
with them.”
Page: http://www.mash.org.uk/default.asp?pid=59
“Case Management
MASH is part of a multi-agency approach to case management. Women who decide to access case
management have the opportunity to utilise a wide range of services which meet their individual needs.
The case management team will offer continuity of support throughout this period. The following
services are accessible
• Fast track into drug services
• Advice and support in education, employment and training
• Housing support and referrals
• A wide range of support services which will assist positive lifestyle changes”
Page: http://www.mash.org.uk/default.asp?pid=80
“Dodgy Punter Scheme
MASH has a dodgy punter scheme which street based sex workers can access. The outreach teams will
encourage women to report any incidents which happen in their working environment so that the
information can be shared with other sex workers and the police if the woman consents. The team will
make up a brief dodgy punter bulletin taken from the initial report and this will be handed to individual
sex workers and displayed on the side of the MASH vehicle during the outreach session. Women can
also find a dodgy punter board in the MASH drop in centre. If women do not have time to complete a
dodgy punter report they are given a wristband with the MASH freephone number on and it can be
taken at a later date.”
Page: http://www.mash.org.uk/default.asp?pid=79
“Manchester Prostitution Forum
MASH is part of a multi-agency forum. The forum consists of local partners including Voluntary
Organisations, Manchester City Council, Crime and Disorder, Greater Manchester Police, Social
Services and other Health and Social Care Agencies.”
Page: http://www.mash.org.uk/default.asp?pid=78
“Information & Resources
MASH has a resource library available to anyone who would like information around research, policy,
legislation or publications relating to sex work. Please contact the office for more details.”

Page: http://www.mash.org.uk/default.asp?pid=77
“Police Liasion
MASH works in partnership with Greater Manchester Police to ensure the safety of women and to share
information that reduces risk and creates a safer working environment.”
The MASH website hosts several PDF reports, including one about a trip to Berlin, from which the
following two extracts:
“As would be expected decriminalisation has brought about empowerment for those working in the sex
industry. Sex Workers are informed, in control and they have rights and independence.”
Page 3, MASH report ‘Sex Work findings in Berlin 08’ PDF.
“From what we observed in Berlin we all felt that sex work operated much more effectively when
decriminalised. … It was a very worthwhile exercise visiting Berlin and the experience gained from
their model would be more than useful should the UK ever consider decriminalisation.”
Page 12, MASH report ‘Sex Work findings in Berlin 08’ PDF.
Note: The MASH website clearly indicates that MASH has received funding from the National Lottery.

_____________________________________________________________________
Notes/Analysis/Comments based upon the above MASH extracts.
Key words and phrases for discerning MASH’s ideology, agenda and modus operandi:
(1)
(2)

“sex workers”
“sauna”

MASH prefers to refer to ‘sex workers’ and ‘saunas’ rather than prostitutes and brothels.
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)

“empowerment” & “empower”
“offering choice”
“individual positive life changes”
“positive lifestyle changes”
“Our service aspires to enhance the … self esteem … of our clients…”
“We … address the emotional and physical needs of service users…”
“holistic services”
“Complementary Therapies”
“Person Centred Counselling”
“CBT” [i.e. Cognitive Behavioural Therapy]
“Occupational Therapy”
“Art Framing”
“Art Therapy”
“Drama Therapy”

MASH ideology is rooted in feminism, humanism and relativism. The philosophical/psychiatric
concept of human dualism24 is presumably the pre-eminent worldview within MASH which underpins
the various psychological therapies and interventions offered to prostitutes by MASH.
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)

24

“Harm Reduction”
“Needle exchange and paraphernalia”
“Sexual Health Clinic”
“Free condoms and lubricants”

That is, the false notion that a human being is made up of a body and a mind (i.e. thoughts/feelings)
only – in contrast to the true reality of human existence, which is that every human being is made up of
a body, a soul (i.e. the mind/emotions) and a spirit.

(21) “multi-agency approach”
(22) “Manchester Prostitution Forum MASH is part of a multi-agency forum. The forum consists of
local partners including Voluntary Organisations, Manchester City Council, Crime and Disorder,
Greater Manchester Police, Social Services and other Health and Social Care Agencies.”
(23) “MASH works in partnership with Greater Manchester Police…”
(24) “To promote harmonisation of legislation, law enforcement and public health interest through
partnership working and networking whilst adopting a multi-agency approach.”

It is a reasonable assumption that the MASH website would not provide links to organisations such as
the International Union of Sex Workers, the FPA, BPAS and Marie Stopes unless MASH approved of
their activities and agendas.

APPENDIX K
Extracts taken from the SAFE website; followed by extracts from the RedlineUK website.
The redlineuk.net and safe.uk.net domains share the same Site Server IP (173.254.28.15) and both
domains were created on 12 December 2011. The redlineuk.org (created 13 July 2009) and
safe.uk.net domains have the same Site Server IP – 173.254.28.15 (just15.justhost.com), USA – and
the Registrant name given for both domains is ‘John Redmond.’ According to source
website.informer.com (as at 06 May 2012) the Registrant and Admin (ID: FAST-17056355) for the
domain redlineuk.org is John Redmond at Printshop Lane, Atherton, M46 9BJ (telephone 07733
202122; email john_redmond@hotmail.co.uk) – which is the same address as for the Hindsford House
headquarters of Professional Witnesses Limited (see Appendix L).
The SAFE website is at: http://www.safe.uk.net/
“SAFE (Standards Against Female Exploitation), incorporating RedlineUK is an independent charity.
SAFE does not support the legalisation of any currently illegal practices associated with prostitution.
Nor does it support their continued illegality. SAFE recognises the existence of a UK and international
sex industry, where the risk of trafficking, forced labour and child sexual exploitation is high. SAFE is
the means of developing constructive dialogue with the industry and its communities. Firstly this
involves regulating industry premises against self-defined minimum standards which serve to mitigate
threat and generate the necessary information flow to facilitate proactive and dynamic investigation to
locate and rescue victims. The SAFE standards mitigate the risk of human rights abuses in enrolled
premises and will create clear demarcation to identify where risk of harm is greatest. This serves to
assist law enforcement optimise harm reduction outcomes through effective targeting.”
“RedlineUK is the investigative arm of SAFE. It focuses on the rescue of victims of trafficking, forced
labour and child sexual exploitation. Operating a 24/7 call centre to receive, evaluate and disseminate
intelligence supporting investigators locate and rescue victims. RedlineUK staff contributed to the
rescue of 33 victims since inception.”
“Engagement with the sex industry is progressing well; significant elements of the industry see the
benefits of becoming members of The SAFE Network for access to the advocacy of its staff and the
safeguards it offers against more serious criminal practices. SAFE aims to eradicate human trafficking,
forced labour and child sexual exploitation in the sex industry. Our strategic priorities reflect the victim
and operational focus we feel is necessary to achieve this mission. We will judge our success on the
numbers of victims recued, reports received from the sex industry community, prosecutions supported
and offenders convicted. Through the development and continuous improvement of standards and
compliance, SAFE aims to transform the culture of the UK sex industry and thereby create a more
hostile environment for traffickers and other human rights abusers. SAFE is a new charity* and new

features will be added to the web site as we develop them. These features will help to support the safety
of individuals working in the industry. …”
“ * A charity, registration pending”
Page: http://www.safe.uk.net/about.php
“About Safe”
“SAFE is an independent charity* that exists to make sure that those who work in or use the sex
industry can do so safely and without fear of abuse. We actively encourage premises to take pride in
improving their standards of care for workers and to give them a clean, healthy working environment.
Premises can become a member of The SAFE Network by signing up to and promoting The SAFE
Minimum Standards. SAFE works with the premises to make sure these standards are upheld.”
“… SAFE incorporates the RedlineUK anti-trafficking project staffed by experienced investigators with
a proven track record in rescuing victims. … Information about trafficked, exploited, under-age, forced
or coerced workers should be reported in confidence to RedlineUK.”
“SAFE wants to know about any breaches in The SAFE Minimum Standards at premises signed up to
The SAFE Network. Report your concerns. SAFE will then investigate and take appropriate action.”
Page: http://www.safe.uk.net/aims.php
“Aims”
“SAFE works with the sex industry to ensure there is improved safety and standards for all sex workers
and clients. We aim to create a hostile environment across the industry for those who would traffic or
exploit the most vulnerable and we will achieve this in several ways: We want to see an implementation
of The SAFE Minimum Standards monitored by SAFE across regional networks. Premises signed up to
The SAFE Network are agreeing to adhere to and also promote these standards.”
“… We want to see widespread use of our reporting systems where any type of concern regarding the
sex industry can be appropriately reported by phone or internet in confidence. These reports will be
investigated, and subsequently acted upon.”
Page: http://www.safe.uk.net/safestandards.php
“The SAFE Minimum Standards”
To become a member of the SAFE Network brothel-keepers must sign up to the following:
“Against human trafficking … Against Forced Labour … Against under-age working … Against the
abuse of drugs and alcohol: The presence of or use of drugs or abuse of alcohol on the premises will not
be tolerated. Promoting Human Rights: Ensuring the fundamental rights and freedoms of workers and
clients are protected. Promoting Worker and Client Safety: Freedom from physical, criminal, medical
or psychological threat. Promoting Workers Health and Screening … Promoting Clean and Safe
Premises: Workers will be provided with a safe, clean working environment and working practices
comparable with other industries.”
“The SAFE Minimum Standards have been set and agreed on by the participants in The SAFE
Network.”
“Sign up If you are interested in signing up your premises up to The SAFE Network, please make an
enquiry and one of our staff will meet with you to discuss the standards in more detail. …”
“Why Safe? Whereas at SAFE we admit that there is nothing wrong with calling the police or
Crimestoppers, we concentrate our efforts in developing specialist and dedicated help for those working
in or using the sex industry. Our staff are experienced in combating exploitation and anti-trafficking
and are able to tackle worst excesses of serious crime, involving the police when necessary. We believe
self-regulation is the most effective way to deliver improvements in standards and adoption of safe
practises. …”

Page: http://www.safe.uk.net/reporting.php
“Report It … You can also contact us at SAFE by ringing 0844 800 8563. If you want to report any
suspicions that you might have about human trafficking or exploitation of underage women then please
use the RedlineUK link.”
Page: http://www.safe.uk.net/faqs.php
“FAQs”
“Where does SAFE operate? SAFE is a new charity which is currently mainly operating in the North
West of England. We aim to expand nationally as soon as we can afford to. …”
“Why should I support the work of SAFE? There are no other charities in the UK who are working in
this way, seeking to connect on a large scale with all participants in the sex industry in order to engage
them in improving safety and protecting people. Our strategy has been developed whilst working with
the industry to develop The SAFE Minimum Standards and, crucially, many industry businesses support
us taking a lead on these issues. Our aim is that standards of safety across the industry will be improved
and that the existence of The SAFE Network will influence the police to concentrate their enforcement
work on premises where harm occurs.”
“Does SAFE endorse the sex industry? We remain completely neutral; we do recognise its existence
and resilience however. We believe that individuals are free to make lifestyle decisions and choices
without fear of prejudice or victimisation. That said it is one thing to freely choose to work in the sex
industry and another entirely to be forced, coerced or bullied into doing so. As importantly, we
recognise that most sex workers and their clients recognise that distinction. This community has never
organised to fight for a SAFE sex industry free from extreme criminal exploitation. With their
continued support we believe that the sex industry could become a hostile environment for traffickers
and for those who exploit children and the vulnerable.”
“Is SAFE independent? Yes. SAFE does not work for the sex industry nor for law enforcement
agencies; it is a completely independent charity. Our priorities are to rescue victims of trafficking and
exploitation, to protect the identity of persons who provide us with information, improve safety and
reduce harm. The independence of SAFE is important as it gives credibility and value to The SAFE
Minimum Standards and the auditing process.”
“Are the police or the government involved in SAFE? No. The management team at SAFE is
composed of various professionals, among whom are retired or ex senior police officers. The ex police
officers bring their comprehensive understanding of how law enforcement operates, but we would like
to make it clear that they no longer work for the police or law enforcement. SAFE staff are entirely
independent. SAFE seeks to differentiate between those in the industry who work to protect the most
vulnerable and those who do not. In this way, the existence of The SAFE Network will influence law
enforcement to focus their activity in support of harm reduction and against those who abuse human
rights. SAFE will engage with the Home Office, wider government and other political stakeholders to
gather political support for the approach and recognition for the improvements made.”
“Can you really hope to influence the sex industry in the way that you suggest? … The SAFE
Minimum Standards … allows differentiation between businesses within the industry that are serious
and contributing positively to the improvement of safety and the eradication of human trafficking and
the exploitation of children and the vulnerable, and those that are not. This focus on safety draws the
support of some businesses, in the same way as it exposes the reluctance of others. In this way, the
standards act as a very powerful force for improvement within the industry. The main reason cultural
change is inevitable through this approach is that The SAFE Minimum Standards are primarily
generated by those in the industry and so have credibility with other industry businesses.”
“How does SAFE combat human trafficking, exploitation and under-age working? Our RedlineUK
project (link) enables anyone with information or suspcions about trafficking, exploitation and underage working to get in touch with us in confidence over the phone or on our web site. This information
is then investigated and victims rescued. Through maintaining The SAFE Minimum Standards,
industry businesses are protected from serious criminal enterprise seeking to traffic victims to generate
financial gain through their victimisation. We know that The SAFE Minimum Standards won't

immediately stop all trafficking, exploitation and under-age working in the industry. The relationships
we forge with businesses, workers and clients are key to providing us with the information necessary to
identify, locate and rescue victims.”
“Why is the RedlineUK project different to other anti-trafficking charities and initiatives? RedlineUK
takes calls and web reports from anyone who can help us identify, locate and help victims of trafficking,
exploitation or under-age working. We value these reports highly, as they provide us with leads and
following our investigations victims of abuse are rescued. We believe the project is so successful
because of the anonymous reporting mechanism, which enables information gathered by those involved
in the sex industry to be passed on to us with no risk to the individuals privacy. …”
“Victims I have been betrayed by everybody, even people in authority, why can I trust you? We are
here for you. We will put your needs first. We understand you might have had a problem with the
authorities before (police, borders agency etc). We are not the authorities, we are a charity and have
rescued many women from your situation. We can help you and we will only do this if you want us to.
You can trust us.”
“How can you protect me and my loved ones? We have experience of protecting people. …”
“What happens to me and where will I go if you get me out of here? We will explain to you the
different options for help and care. We will not make you contact the authorities. There are good
independent places where they know exactly how to help you, people with lots of experience. They will
sensitively meet your practical, medical, physical, psychological and legal needs and have helped many
others to face the future after similar ordeals.”
“Will I have to go to the police and go to court? No. Your rescue and rehabilitation is the priority.
Prosecuting your abusers would protect other people. We will let you choose and will never force you
to go to the police or make a complaint.”
“Businesses Does SAFE support or campaign for a change in the laws around prostitution? No. SAFE
does not support the legalisation of any currently illegal practices associated with the sex industry; nor
does it support their continued illegality. SAFE is neutral on these issues and will not knowingly
engage in promoting either maintenance or change in the law.”
“Who created The SAFE Minimum Standards? The SAFE Minimum Standards were drawn up by
members of the sex industry keen to prevent abuses in the industry. SAFE independently audits
businesses against these standards. SAFE will work with the industry in improving and developing The
SAFE Minimum Standards.”
“Why should I sign my business up to The SAFE Network? As a member of The SAFE Network you
are giving a clear demonstration of your determination to reduce the risk of harm to vulnerable people,
protecting your workers from third party control and abuse and making a strong commitment to
promoting the health and safety of workers and clients. SAFE aims to create a marked differentiation
between those sex industry businesses where standards reduce the likelihood of human rights abuse,
harm to workers and clients and those that do not. The police and other law enforcement agencies are
aligned to a national government agenda to reduce harm. It could be of benefit to businesses who find
themselves subject of police investigation or attention to be able to demonstrate commitment to the
reducing harm agenda. Similarly businesses that operate outside The SAFE Network may be viewed by
law enforcement as legitimate targets for police operations, as they dismiss the risk of abuses within
their business operations.”
“What if my premises fails the audit? We will work with you, helping you develop an action plan to
deal with the points you failed on and supporting you to make the necessary changes. SAFE will
provide helpful advice. We work with the industry to make it safer for all.”
“How much does membership cost? We are not currently charging a fee for membership or for our
time conducting audits, our service is provided free. We are a charity*, please support us by donating
generously. Members of The SAFE Network have positioned our charity collection boxes within their
business premises to help us offset our costs. We are consulting with HMRC and aim to levy a
reasonable membership charge in the future. This is necessary to cover our future operating costs in
providing the services needed to support and promote The SAFE Minimum Standards.”

“Sex workers Why should I care about SAFE? SAFE wants to protect you through improving
standards in the industry. If you work at a premises that is a member of The SAFE Network, your
conditions of work should meet The SAFE Minimum Standards, if they do not please contact us (you
can do this anonymously) (link) and we will investigate and work with the premises to improve things.
Wherever you work we want to make sure you work in a non violent environment and that you are
respected. You can tell us if you are frightened by anyone, have been subject to abuse or know
someone suffering abuse. We will plan our approach with you to make sure you are safe. You can help
keep other workers safe by reporting to us clients or others who have behaved violently or disturbingly
towards you or others you know. SAFE can help you access independant professionals to help you with
health issues and alcohol or substance addiction. Similarly, if you wish to change career, we can refer
you to professionals who will assist you. We want to make sure your health and safety is valued and
protected, you can help us by letting us know the areas that cause you concern.”
“Industry Client Why should I contact SAFE? We make no judgement on those who pay for
consensual sex. We don't believe the majority of people paying for sex want to abuse, exploit or add to
the suffering of victims who have been trafficked or are otherwise exploited or controlled by third
parties. This problem exists within the sex industry because traffickers and others who exploit
vulnerable victims make financial profit at the expense of these victims. The majority of workers in the
industry are consenting adults who have made a lifestyle choice; sadly there exists a disproportionate
minority who are victims of the most serious abuses. Those traffickers and abusers rely on customers to
pay for the services of these exploited victims to make their profits. The clients of sex workers are
really important to SAFE, as you are the ones who have intimate encounters with workers and will form
suspicions on whether they may be trafficked, forced or otherwise coerced into providing sexual
services. The information you can give us is vital, you could save the life of someone, you will
certainly make a huge difference to their lives. You only have to let us know of your suspicions and we
will do the rest. If you suspect trafficking or exploitation call our RedlineUK 24/7 FREEPHONE
HOTLINE 0800 112 3733 or make a report via the RedlineUk website www.redlineuk.com. You don't
have to give us your details but if you do, we will never reveal them to anybody else without your
consent.”
“What does SAFE do for me? The SAFE Minimum Standards aim to create a healthy and safe
environment for businesses, workers and customers alike. Similarly they aim to reduce the likelihood
of you ever paying to abuse a victim of trafficking or exploitation. You will be a good judge as to
whether a premises or workers are complying with the standards; we rely on you to report breaches of
the standards to us, so we can continually improve compliance so as to safeguard the health and safety
of all workers and customers. …”
Page: http://www.safe.uk.net/blog/
“Welcome – 24/03/2012”
“Welcome to the first SAFE network blog. The membership is growing every week … we now have a
positive relationship with a legal specialist. She has a proven track record in industry legal
representation, which will prove useful. She will hopefully be coming to the next North West Forum
meeting on 27 March, so make sure you come along to this and take the opportunity to ask her your
questions. We met her down in London this week and she is hugely enthusiastic about what the SAFE
network is about, she thinks the approach is long overdue and wants to help where she can. …”
“…we use the SAFE network and the SAFE standards as a means to stop trafficking and underage
exploitation, but it’s not isolated to that, it’s about everyone being safe, whether you run a business,
work in a business or work on your own or if you’re a punter. You have the right to work and play in
safety and be treated with respect, providing you’re not a trafficker or exploiting the vulnerable or
underage! Obviously it’s you who can tell us whether the SAFE standards are working or not, because
they are there for your protection, but they are also there to protect the most vulnerable or underage
from exploitation. …”
“We are doing a lot of work on a number of fronts to try and get political support for what we are
doing. There is a good story to tell about a growing group of people taking serious steps to help
prevent trafficking and exploitation of the vulnerable and underage. I’ll let you know more about that
next time, in case we frighten you off. Let’s just say the response to us is very positive so far. …”

“LBB re-launch – 03/04/2012”
“This week we are re-launching via the LBB website. We are grateful to the LBB for allowing us to do
this because the site has a lot of visitors who we want to make aware of SAFE, The SAFE Network and
RedlineUK. I want to stress however we are totally independent of the LBB. If you haven’t read the
re-launch document, I would recommend it to you as it provides useful oversight of who we are and
what we are committed to achieving. Last week we chaired a meeting of The SAFE Network which
was well attended by member businesses. We talked about our rapport with the Home Office, Crown
Prosecution Service and Law Enforcement to tell an exciting story of a group of responsible people in
the sex industry who are improving standards to prevent trafficking and exploitation and to offer greater
protection to those who work in or are customers of the sex industry. One member talked very
positively about her experience of meeting our recommended legal advisor, Sandra Mullen and
explained how much more reassured she was since joining The SAFE Network. Unfortunately Sandra
wasn’t able to attend the meeting but she’s promised to come to the next Network meeting on 22 May.
…”
“I said last week SAFE was a good story and it is being listened to attentively. We had a really fruitful
meeting with the Crown Prosecution Service head for the North West of England, clearly I can’t quote
him but I think it safe to say that they are broadly supportive of what we are doing and we will be
working with them closely as we move forward. Similarly we have a meeting arranged with the Home
Office, the UK Human Trafficking Centre and the UK Border Agency this month. They want to meet
us because I believe they are genuinely interested in what we and members of The SAFE Network are
doing to eradicate trafficking and exploitation and reduce the risk of harm to people. We are also
meeting with some very senior police officers later this month. Some have already privately indicated
they support the SAFE approach and its objectives. We are doing all this because we know we can
build the credibility of the SAFE standards and The SAFE Network with Government and Law
Enforcement Agencies, so that we can reduce the likelihood of trafficking and exploitation and the
concerns of many responsible businesses fearing ad hoc police targeting and prosecution. …”
“SAFE exists for the benefit of all whether you work in or are a client of the sex industry.”
“– 19/04/2012”
“As I mentioned in the last blog we updated our approach on the LBB a couple of weeks ago. We were
hoping this would generate significant interest in joining The SAFE Network, whilst there were clearly
many who read the post, there wasn’t any interest registered in joining The SAFE Network on the LBB.
Still we are feeling our way into this and with the help of Angel we will look to learn as we go along.
The number of members in The SAFE Network is what will build credibility, both of this approach and
that of individual members of the network with the authorities. …”
“This is a fairly hectic week for us. Yesterday we met with someone from Salford Council who leads
on reducing violence against women. She was really excited about what we are trying to do and she
shares our frustrations that their strategies are somewhat limited to supporting victims of domestic
abuse… She wants to support what we are doing and has invited us to a series of meetings with her
counterparts across Greater Manchester, to try and convince them that The SAFE Network should be
applauded and supported in its efforts to prevent trafficking and other forms of exploitation and reduce
wider risks to women working in the industry. Tomorrow (Friday) we are going to the Home Office to
speak to the head of the Human Trafficking Unit and representatives from the UK Border Agency and
the UK Human Trafficking Centre. This came about after a very positive letter exchange between
ourselves and the Home Office Minister for policing & criminal justice. At the moment it’s merely a
discussion about the potential benefits of SAFE and The SAFE Network in reducing the risk of harm to
women; but we know that the reduction of harm to women and girls is high on the Governments agenda
so we are anticipating a constructive meeting. On Monday we are meeting with some very senior
officer’s from Greater Manchester Police and the Crown Prosecution Service. We are hoping to nudge
them into focusing their efforts more on those who traffic, exploit or otherwise abuse women in the
industry. Tonight we met with Angel and he’s given us some really useful advice and guidance and
invited us to post our blogs on the LBB, for which we are extremely grateful. He continues to provide
us with helpful insights and we hope that will continue. …”

♣♣♣

The RedlineUK website is at: http://redlineuk.org/
“RedlineUK recognizes that many people become involved with the sex industry entirely out of their
own choice and free will. We also acknowledge that most people would never support the cynical
exploitation of vulnerable and underage women by criminal elements within the industry. RedlineUK
exists solely to prevent and to help rescue the victims of human trafficking using anonymous reports
from escorts, parlours and punters. RedlineUK is grateful for the endorsement and support of the
LBB.”
Page: http://redlineuk.org/report/acknowledgements/
“RedlineUK gratefully acknowledges the active stance adopted by the following businesses who
support the RedlineUK reporting system. Together we will remove trafficking and exploitation of
vulnerable and underage women from the industry.”
Those listed are: “Cheshire In Calls; Little Black Book; Melissa Jones; Punterchat; Samantha’s;
Sandy’s Superstars; World Famous Babes; Brooklyn’s Crewe; Head Office; D&G (Stoke); Caress;
Baileys; Sheridan’s; The Barn; UCAP; Blackburn Angels; The Urban (Preston Massage Retreat); La
Maison; The Wonder Lounge; The Retreat; Bunty’s; Bliss; Fingertips; Daniela’s; Northern Babes;
Anna Aroma; Amy Chloe; Louisa; Adultwork; Oldestprof; Realpunting; McCoy’s Guide.”
Page: http://redlineuk.org/report/how-does-it-work/
“How Does it Work? 24/7 FREEPHONE HOTLINE 0800 112 3733 RedlineUK has established a
secure and confidential 24/7 Freefone hotline so that people connected with the industry can report any
suspicions that they may have about human trafficking. The operators are all highly trained and
experienced in gathering relevant information.”
“Anonymous reporting Our operators are instructed not to record the personal details of any caller in
the logs that they take and you will not be asked for information that might identify you. It is important
to us that your identity remains secret…”
“What do we do with each report? RedlineUK subjects each report to analysis using an experienced
investigator and if necessary analytical software. This helps identify additional work and allows the
screening of malicious and false reports. When RedlineUK is satisfied that a report has sufficient
information and justification only then will the relevant enforcement agency be briefed as to the
information that RedlineUK has collected. You may also use the reporting form on this site but please
give as much information as you can, we need as much information as possible for three reasons:
Detailed reports provide opportunities for development of the intelligence. Detailed reports can be
more easily corroborated increasing their value to enforcement agencies. Detailed reports discourage
malicious and false complaint.”
Page: http://redlineuk.org/report/why-redline-uk/
“Why Redline UK RedlineUK has a very narrow human trafficking focus. We have developed
expertise in this field and through repeated positive contacts with enforcement agencies we continue to
build our reputation and credibility. This means that we are able to provide a secure, safe and credible
reporting mechanism for people involved with the sex industry. RedlineUK is the first organization
prepared to invest time, money and expertise in support of those within the sex industry that are
opposed to the trafficking of women and underage girls and want to do something about it. …”
Page: http://redlineuk.org/report/faqs/
“Frequently Asked Questions”
“Who are these operators? Answer: The operators are experienced call takers with a background in
intelligence capture. They work in the private sector and you need only be reassured that they are
extremely professional and highly trained.”
“What is wrong with ringing Crimestoppers? Answer: Absolutely nothing! Redline however
provides a different type of service. We use analytical tools on intelligence collected and a skilled
investigator to assess each call in an attempt to identify information or intelligence gaps. We have the

capacity to undertake research and develop the information provided. In this way we try to ensure that
Police receive thorough, well researched intelligence reports, that they are able to act upon. …”
Page: http://redlineuk.org/report/resources/
This page has three photos taken from inside a Sandy’s Superstars brothel.
“Redline literature comes in a variety of sizes suitable for every business. We have electronic images
for display screens. We also supply business sized drop cards for customers to take away. …”
According to the RedlineUK website the “24/7 Freephone Hotline 0800 112 3733” is “…a secure and
confidential 24/7 Freefone hotline so that people connected with the industry can report any suspicions
that they may have about human trafficking. The operators are all highly trained and experienced in
gathering relevant information.” Furthermore: “Our operators are instructed not to record the personal
details of any caller in the logs that they take and you will not be asked for information that might
identify you. It is important to us that your identity remains secret…”

_____________________________________________________________________

Notes/Analysis/Comments based upon the above SAFE/RedlineUK extracts.
“SAFE (Standards Against Female Exploitation), incorporating RedlineUK…”
“RedlineUK is the investigative arm of SAFE.”
‘SAFE’ and ‘RedlineUK’ are not separate organisations; the two names refer to one group of people
pursuing the same agenda under a common leadership; SAFE and RedlineUK are two sides of the same
coin.
The SAFE/Redline Gang does not currently have (and has never had) charitable status under the
auspices of the Charity Commission, but it is keen to portray itself as a “charity.” The SAFE/Redline
Gang presents to the public as an unaccountable group of anonymous and untraceable people.
“Does SAFE endorse the sex industry? We remain completely neutral… We believe that individuals
are free to make lifestyle decisions and choices…”
“SAFE does not support the legalisation of any currently illegal practices associated with prostitution.
Nor does it support their continued illegality.” This deliberately deceitful attempt to portray the
SAFE/Redline Gang as a neutral organisation is rather ridiculous and nonsensical. That the
SAFE/Redline Gang is clearly in favour of prostitution in general principle and the legalisation of
brothels in particular is an obvious and entirely reasonable conclusion (based upon a thorough analysis
and assessment of the gang’s statements as published on its web presence). The SAFE/Redline Gang’s
claim to support neither the legalisation nor the continued illegality of the currently illegal practices in
which it has an interest is invalid and illogical. There is no neutral ground to stand upon where the
vice-trade is concerned; fundamentally, in forming an opinion about the legality or otherwise of the
various activities which together make up the vice-trade, every person’s opinion is formed from the
starting point of one’s basic inclination either for or against prostitution in principle,25 and that basic
pro/anti inclination inherent in every person inevitably leads any person considering the vice-trade to
one of two positions – he will either favour most/all vice-trade activities being legal or he will favour
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Any truly honest person surely acknowledges that to consider the subject of prostitution is always a matter of
morality; every person approaches vice-trade issues with a basic attitude that the selling/purchasing of a
prostitute’s body is either always morally wrong (under any circumstances) or else is sometimes/always morally
justifiable. In considering prostitution, there is no middle ground in the straight, clear choice between Right or
Wrong: every person must either (correctly) conclude that prostitution is always morally wrong or (incorrectly)
conclude that prostitution is sometimes/always morally right (bearing in mind that to justify an activity as being
not morally wrong in some/all circumstances is essentially the same as declaring it to be morally right in some/all
circumstances).

most/all vice-trade activities being illegal.26 A more honest statement from the SAFE/Redline Gang
would read something like: ‘SAFE supports the legalisation of (one or more) currently illegal practices
associated with prostitution’ or ‘SAFE does not support the continued illegality of (one or more)
currently illegal practices associated with prostitution.’ And if the SAFE/Redline Gang wanted to be as
open and truthful as possible, then it would identify all of the various practices associated with
prostitution in which it was interested and specify exactly which of those identified practices it would
prefer to be legal or illegal (along with revealing the identities of all SAFE/Redline gang members and
stating the gang members’ interests in the vice-trade). For example, the SAFE/Redline Gang should
openly state its support for the legalisation of the currently illegal practice of brothel-keeping (as the
SAFE/Redline Gang is surely in favour of the introduction of legal public brothels, subject to some
form of licensing and regulation system).
“…regulating industry premises [i.e. brothels] against self-defined minimum standards…” The
SAFE/Redline Gang is seeking to regulate illegal brothels and wants to pursue this agenda by itself
without the involvement of the police and on the basis of its own self-defined criteria (and with an
expectation that the police will thus tolerate the existence of these illegal brothels because of their
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The people genuinely opposed in principle to prostitution fall into one of two camps: people opposed to
prostitution – i.e. those who want to minimise participation in prostitution and minimise the negative
consequences of the vice-trade – are either ‘Abolitionists’ or they are ‘Sincere-But-Wrong Compromisers.’
Abolitionists know the best way to minimise prostitution would be for the act of prostitution to be made illegal in
all circumstances (which would be to completely abolish the vice-trade in legal terms, just as the British Slave
Trade was outlawed and abolished by an Act of Parliament in 1807). Abolitionists would like to see laws enacted
which would make it illegal for any person to buy or sell a sexual act. [The people behind this report are all
abolitionists.]
The Sincere-But-Wrong Compromisers believe that prostitution can be minimised to best effect without making
the act of prostitution illegal and going so far as to completely abolish the vice-trade; the Compromisers sincerely
(but wrongly) believe that it is best for some aspects of the vice-trade to be legal in limited and controlled
circumstances; the Compromisers prefer heavy regulation of the vice-trade to its outright abolition. Sincere-ButWrong Compromisers often portray their position in favour of heavy regulation as being ‘pragmatic’ (and assert
that the abolitionist approach is unrealistic). Sincere-But-Wrong Compromisers tend to be people who have been
deceived by a combination of ‘the underground myth’ and so-called ‘harm reduction’ ideology; also these people
often display an unbalanced focus upon and over-emphasise [even grossly exaggerate] the scale and significance
of human trafficking as being what they are keen to portray as the ‘worst’ aspect of vice-trade – an errant view
which [to be fair to them] must be understood in the context of their sincere but mistaken belief that a clear
distinction can be made between voluntary and involuntary prostitution (and that the existence of such a
distinction means that heavy regulation rather than abolition would be the most pragmatic way to facilitate dealing
with what they see as the number one priority in relation to the vice-trade, namely human trafficking). However,
the Sincere-But-Wrong Compromisers’ position is not pragmatic but rather it is foolish. For any person genuinely
opposed in principle to prostitution and therefore genuinely desiring to minimise the number of people involved in
and the consequences of the vice-trade, Abolitionism is the best and indeed the only position to advocate which is
morally-consistent, logically-sound, and pragmatic (and, if implemented and enforced, effective too).
Abolitionists are the people with the right moral attitude towards prostitution, who have seen through all of the
popular myths and propaganda surrounding the subject, and who have the right and only realistic answer to the
problem of prostitution.
N.B. It is important to distinguish between the Sincere-But-Wrong Compromisers – who favour regulation (rather
than abolition) of the vice-trade, but who are genuinely opposed in principle to prostitution – and those people
who also favour regulation (rather than abolition) of the vice-trade but who clearly aren’t opposed to prostitution
in principle. Sincere-But-Wrong Compromisers often espouse similar regulation proposals (e.g. licensed public
brothels, or toleration zones) to people ideologically supportive of and/or actively involved in the vice-trade, but
clearly their motives are different. Furthermore, since the motives of these two groups are fundamentally at odds,
it is difficult if not impossible to conclude that two groups of such widely differing motives might agree upon a
method for achieving their objectives – licensed public brothels – and yet both be right about that same method
fulfilling their conflicting objectives. One group must be wrong about its method, and that group is the SincereBut-Wrong Compromisers; for example, in the case of licensed public brothels, it is obvious that such an approach
wouldn’t minimise prostitution at all, but, on the contrary, could only succeed in condoning, facilitating,
perpetuating and probably increasing participation in the vice-trade. Not only are such proposals from the
Sincere-But-Wrong Compromisers certainly doomed to fail to fulfil their intended purpose of minimising
prostitution, but, even worse, such proposals if implemented can only succeed in achieving the opposite effect to
that intended. There is no regulatory compromise which can possibly succeed in reducing (let alone minimising)
vice-trade participation and the consequences; only the Abolition of the vice-trade is capable of delivering the
minimisation of prostitution in the UK.

endorsement by SAFE/Redline, rather than enforce the law upon brothel-keeping criminals as the police
are required to do).
The SAFE/Redline Gang claims that its ‘standards’ for brothels “…will create clear demarcation…”
between the brothels it approves of and the brothels it does not, and that this demarcation will somehow
“…assist law enforcement … through effective targeting” – this despite the fact that all brothels are
illegal premises!
Moreover, this amounts to an admission by the SAFE/Redline Gang that it is actually against the police
taking any law enforcement action in the cases of any vice-trade criminals (who ought by definition to
be targeted by the police) who are running brothels endorsed by the SAFE/Redline Gang.
“We will judge our success on the numbers of victims recued, reports received from the sex industry
community, prosecutions supported and offenders convicted.”
This method of judging success is at odds with Peelian principle (and, without independent scrutiny,
most of the claims which the SAFE/RedlineUK Gang might make in the future will be unverified and so
should be treated with caution by the public.
“…prosecutions supported…”: Hmm… one could be forgiven for thinking that SAFE/RedlineUK Gang
members include professional witnesses.
The SAFE/RedlineUK Gang are: “Operating a 24/7 call centre to receive, evaluate and disseminate
intelligence…” The SAFE/RedlineUK Gang’s call centre operation is most likely being run by the
Professional Witnesses Group (see Appendix L) from its Hindsford House premises – which is the same
address as that given for the Registrant of the redlineuk.org domain in public Whois records.
“SAFE … is currently mainly operating in the North West of England. We aim to expand nationally as
soon as we can afford to.”: At present the SAFE/RedlineUK Gang’s home turf is essentially the same
as that of the Professional Witnesses Group.
“SAFE incorporates the RedlineUK anti-trafficking project staffed by experienced investigators…”:
Such “experienced investigators” are likely to be professional witnesses and include former police
officers.
“RedlineUK has established a secure and confidential 24/7 Freefone hotline… The operators are all
highly trained and experienced in gathering relevant information.”
“RedlineUK subjects each report to analysis using an experienced investigator and if necessary
analytical software.”
“The operators are experienced call takers with a background in intelligence capture. They work in
the private sector and you need only be reassured that they are extremely professional and highly
trained.”
“We use analytical tools on intelligence collected and a skilled investigator to assess each call in an
attempt to identify information or intelligence gaps. We have the capacity to undertake research and
develop the information provided.”
The list of suspects as to who is behind the RedlineUK front is a very short list indeed, and the
Professional Witnesses Group is somewhere near the top of that list.
“RedlineUK staff contributed to the rescue of 33 victims since inception.” As far as the public is
concerned, this claim is unverified and unverifiable. No more detailed information is given, for
example a breakdown of which of these people claimed as rescued victims were trafficked from abroad,
or were underage, or were British women forced into prostitution against their will. Furthermore, no
information is given as to whether the police were involved in these cases, or whether any
prosecutions/convictions took place in relation to these cases. The claim is an attempt to assert that the
SAFE/RedlineUK Gang’s ideology, agenda and modus operandi are good and effective, however,
according to Peelian principles the success of policing activities (or, as here, the SAFE/RedlineUK
Gang’s pseudo-policing activities) should not be judged upon the number of convictions (or rescue
‘results’ as here) but rather by a manifestly low level or even absence of criminal activity, and,
furthermore, there is the question to be answered as to whether the SAFE/RedlineUK Gang’s ‘results’
and the impact and effect of its efforts show that what the SAFE/RedlineUK Gang advocates and has to
offer is better than either the zero-tolerance enforcement of extant vice laws or the state of affairs which
would come to prevail in the event of the outright legal abolition of the vice-trade… and the answer is

that compared to the impact of abolition and/or zero-tolerance enforcement the SAFE/RedlineUK
approach will do nothing [and indeed does not intend] to minimise participation in prostitution, and it
will fare little better in terms of countering specific trafficking, underage and forced exploitation issues,
given that these are inherent aspects of the vice-trade (and inseparable from the vice-trade as a whole)
and that the SAFE/RedlineUK approach can only succeed [as is the intention] in facilitating a
flourishing vice-trade; since the SAFE/RedlineUK Gang is friendly towards the vice-trade in principle,
any suggestion that it could ever become a significant hostile force against specific aspects of the vicetrade is simply not credible, because the gang is clearly compromised by its general approval of the
vice-trade as a whole and by its active association with (and even inclusion within its membership) of
known criminals; the SAFE/RedlineUK approach in which vice-trade criminals seek to mutually police
limited aspects of their own trade amongst themselves is a system so obviously lacking in both moral
principle and practical integrity as to be clearly useless as a means of making any serious progress
towards a major long-term fulfilment of the SAFE/RedlineUK Gang’s purported aims.
“Engagement with the sex industry is progressing well; significant elements of the industry see the
benefits of becoming members of The SAFE Network for access to the advocacy of its staff and the
safeguards it offers against more serious criminal practices. SAFE aims to eradicate human
trafficking, forced labour and child sexual exploitation in the sex industry.”
“…significant elements of the industry…”: presumably a reference to major criminal brothel-keepers
(such as the Sandy’s Superstars brothel-keepers).
“…access to the advocacy of its staff…”: presumably this means that the SAFE/RedlineUK Gang’s expolice officers [and perhaps currently employed by the Professional Witnesses Group] are happy to
testify in court in favour of any criminal brothel-keepers under their SAFE/RedlineUK Gang’s
protection, and happy to act as go-betweens serving the interests of their favoured criminal brothelkeepers in secret off-the-record dealings with current police officers.
“…more serious criminal practices…”: implies that the SAFE/RedlineUK Gang views one or more than
one extant vice offence as being less serious than other criminal offences… so much less serious in fact
that the gang is willing to completely overlook the crimes of every criminal member of its “SAFE
Network” and even engage in “advocacy” on their behalf. Presumably the SAFE/RedlineUK Gang
views the serious criminal offence of brothel-keeping (punishable by up to seven years in prison) as not
serious at all.
“SAFE aims to eradicate human trafficking, forced labour and child sexual exploitation in the
industry.”: This is a laudable aim but completely unrealistic and rather disingenuous as what this
statement omits to mention is the SAFE/RedlineUK Gang’s raison d’etre – namely to persuade public,
press and politicians to support the legalisation of brothels (and, prior to that, to lead the police astray
so they fail to fulfil their duty to enforce the law and instead turn a blind eye to brothels).
Through the development and continuous improvement of standards and compliance, SAFE aims to
transform the culture of the UK sex industry and thereby create a more hostile environment for
traffickers and other human rights abusers.”
“…SAFE aims to transform the culture of the UK sex industry…”: We might reasonably infer from this
that the SAFE/RedlineUK Gang is definitely not aiming to outlaw/minimise the vice-trade (but, on the
contrary, is happy to see the vice-trade flourish); moreover, we might infer that the cultural
transformation sought by the SAFE/RedlineUK Gang is the legalisation of brothels.
“…SAFE aims to … create a more hostile environment for traffickers and other human rights abusers.”:
The way to achieve this is not by regulation but rather by the Abolition of the vice-trade.
“Our strategy has been developed whilst working with the industry…”
“SAFE works with the sex industry…”
“SAFE works with the premises…”: The SAFE/RedlineUK Gang is working with people it knows to be
criminals breaking the law.
“The SAFE Minimum Standards have been set and agreed on by the participants in The SAFE
Network.” The SAFE/RedlineUK Gang’s ‘standards’ have been set by vice-trade criminals.
“Our aim is … that the existence of The SAFE Network will influence the police to concentrate their
enforcement work on premises where harm occurs.”: The SAFE/RedlineUK Gang’s purpose is to get
the police to turn a blind eye to the illegal brothels under the gang’s protection.

“We are doing all this … so that we can reduce … businesses fearing ad hoc police targeting and
prosecution.”: The SAFE/Redline Gang has the definite aim of trying to prevent the prosecution of the
criminal brothel-keepers under its protection.
“The police and other law enforcement agencies are aligned to a national government agenda to
reduce harm. It could be of benefit to businesses [i.e. criminal brothel-keepers] who find themselves
subject of police investigation or attention to be able to demonstrate commitment to the reducing harm
agenda. Similarly businesses that operate outside The SAFE Network may be viewed by law
enforcement as legitimate targets for police operations…”: It may be subtle but what the
SAFE/RedlineUK Gang is essentially getting up to is offering criminal brothel-keepers protection (from
the police).
“The clients of sex workers are really important to SAFE, as you are the ones who have intimate
encounters with workers and will form suspicions on whether they may be trafficked, forced or
otherwise coerced into providing sexual services. … The SAFE Minimum Standards aim to create a
healthy and safe environment for businesses, workers and customers alike. Similarly they aim to
reduce the likelihood of you ever paying to abuse a victim of trafficking or exploitation.”
The Policing and Crime Act 2009 made it illegal to pay a prostitute ‘subjected to force’ – and this crime
is a strict liability offence, meaning that punters can be prosecuted for this crime even if they are
genuinely unaware a prostitute is subjected to force. It is therefore in the interests of criminal brothelkeepers to have a means of assuaging the minds of worried punters with assurances that the prostitutes
available in their brothels are not subjected to force; otherwise the criminal brothel-keepers risk losing
custom and therefore losing money. Here again there is clear evidence of how the SAFE/RedlineUK
Gang has been brought into being to serve the interests of criminal brothel-keepers.
The SAFE/RedlineUK Gang’s ‘standards’ merely require criminal brothel-keepers to be against several
things which are already illegal (trafficking, forced labour, underage prostitutes, drugs), but of course
there is no ‘standard’ against other illegal activities such as the keeping of brothel “premises”!
The content “Promoting Human Rights … the fundamental rights and freedoms of workers and clients
… Worker and Client Safety … Workers Health and Screening … Workers will be provided with a safe,
clean working environment and working practices comparable with other industries” is language and
an agenda essentially identical to that of pro-prostitution groups such as MASH, IUSW and UKNSWP
and to pro-prostitution campaigners such as Rosie Campbell.
“Sex workers … SAFE can help you access independant professionals to help you with health issues
and alcohol or substance addiction. Similarly, if you wish to change career, we can refer you to
professionals who will assist you.”: What is the likelihood that these “professionals” do not include
MASH or UKNSWP? Slim to none. And the IUSW would approve of the SAFE/RedlineUK Gang’s
view of prostitution as a “career” choice!
“Is SAFE independent? Yes. SAFE does not work for the sex industry nor for law enforcement
agencies; it is a completely independent charity. … The independence of SAFE is important as it gives
credibility and value to The SAFE Minimum Standards and the auditing process.”
The SAFE/RedlineUK Gang does not presently have charitable status; the claim to be independent of
the vice-trade is extremely dubious, and even if we were to accept this claim that the gang is not
working for vice-traders the gang has openly admitted on its website to be working with vice-traders. Is
the SAFE/RedlineUK Gang’s claim that it works with but not for vice-traders really credible? As to the
SAFE/RedlineUK Gang’s links and influence with the police, there are undoubtedly serious questions
to be answered about how close gang members are to serving police officers and what level of behindthe-scenes off-the-record cooperation is going on.
“Are the police or the government involved in SAFE? No. The management team at SAFE is
composed of various professionals, among whom are retired or ex senior police officers. The ex police
officers bring their comprehensive understanding of how law enforcement operates, but we would like
to make it clear that they no longer work for the police or law enforcement. SAFE staff are entirely
independent. SAFE seeks to differentiate between those in the industry who work to protect the most
vulnerable and those who do not. In this way, the existence of The SAFE Network will influence law
enforcement to focus their activity in support of harm reduction and against those who abuse human
rights. SAFE will engage with the Home Office, wider government and other political stakeholders to
gather political support for the approach and recognition for the improvements made.”

“The management team at SAFE is composed of various professionals, among whom are retired or ex
senior police officers.”: The SAFE/RedlineUK Gang’s management team sounds remarkably similar to
the directors of the Professional Witnesses Group (and Trevor Barton is a retired senior police officer
and Peter Aaronson is an ex senior police officer).
“SAFE staff are entirely independent.”: The nature and extent of contacts and communications between
the SAFE/RedlineUK Gang and serving police officers is a matter of significant concern. Regular
secret meetings are suspected to be taking place.
“…the existence of The SAFE Network will influence law enforcement to focus their activity in support
of harm reduction…”: The SAFE/RedlineUK Gang’s agenda to influence the police in favour of the
criminals under its protection is clearly stated here.
“SAFE will engage with the Home Office, wider government and other political stakeholders to gather
political support…”: The SAFE/RedlineUK Gang is out to effect legal/political change for the benefit
of the vice-trade; there can be little doubt that the gang and its supporters’ major political objective is
the legalisation of brothels.
“On Monday we are meeting with some very senior officer’s from Greater Manchester Police and the
Crown Prosecution Service. We are hoping to nudge them into focusing their efforts…”
The SAFE/RedlineUK Gang has direct access to “very senior” GMP officers and CPS staff and clearly
intends to persuade them to turn a blind eye to the criminal brothel-keepers under the gang’s protection.
“We had a really fruitful meeting with the Crown Prosecution Service head for the North West of
England, clearly I can’t quote him but I think it safe to say that they are broadly supportive of what we
are doing and we will be working with them closely as we move forward. Similarly we have a meeting
arranged with the Home Office, the UK Human Trafficking Centre and the UK Border Agency this
month. They want to meet us because I believe they are genuinely interested in what we and members
of The SAFE Network are doing to eradicate trafficking and exploitation and reduce the risk of harm to
people. We are also meeting with some very senior police officers later this month. Some have already
privately indicated they support the SAFE approach and its objectives. We are doing all this because
we know we can build the credibility of the SAFE standards and The SAFE Network with Government
and Law Enforcement Agencies…”
“…the Crown Prosecution Service head for the North West of England…”: presumably means Nazir
Afzal OBE, Chief Crown Prosecutor (CCP) for the North West Area.
In regard of those “very senior police officers” [presumably at least Chief Superintendents?] who have
“…already privately indicated they support the SAFE approach…” the serious question has to be asked
of WHO in the SAFE/RedlineUK Gang would have the opportunity to engage in private meetings or
communications with such senior police officers over vice-trade issues? Moreover, whoever the
mystery person(s) might be, is s/he by any chance known to Rosie Campbell (UKNSWP’s Liaison with
the Association of Chief Police Officers)?
“…it is one thing to freely choose to work in the sex industry and another entirely to be forced, coerced
or bullied into doing so. …most sex workers and their clients recognise that distinction.”
Whilst a distinction can be drawn on paper between a voluntary prostitute and an involuntary prostitute,
it does not follow (as is implied) that there is any meaningful practical application of this distinction in
the real world (and neither do we conclude that a woman freely choosing to prostitute herself is worthy
of approval). The vice-trade is one indivisible trade; the whole trade is fundamentally based upon lust,
greed and the exploitation of others and it is not possible to conveniently isolate one aspect of the trade
from another by means of regulation. The whole vice-trade ought to be suppressed, and the way to do
that is Abolition. The pot can call the kettle black but the truth remains that brothel-keepers such as the
Sandy’s Superstars brothel-keepers are just as greedy and depraved as any trafficker, and the existence
of their brothels only serves to facilitate the continuation of the whole vice-trade – a trade from which
trafficking and other manifestations of involuntary participation are inseparable. It should also be
noted that for most punters the welfare of the prostitutes they use is low on their list of priorities – their
main concern is pleasing themselves; any man genuinely concerned for women’s welfare will not be
paying women to prostitute themselves in the first place, and so it is utterly delusional to believe that
punters will ever play a major role in helping women they are actively exploiting for their own base and
selfish ends.
“Does SAFE support or campaign for a change in the laws around prostitution? No. SAFE does not
support the legalisation of any currently illegal practices associated with the sex industry; nor does it
support their continued illegality. SAFE is neutral on these issues and will not knowingly engage in

promoting either maintenance or change in the law.”: This statement is a lie. Though the
SAFE/RedlineUK Gang is not going to come right out and say it openly in public, there is no doubt that
the gang is working in pursuit of its objective to bring about the legalisation of brothels. If you were to
survey the general public on the issue of brothels, you would overwhelmingly find that people are either
for or against their legalisation; the matter of the legalisation of brothels is not an issue over which
people sit on the fence. The SAFE/RedlineUK Gang’s belief that it can distinguish between ‘good’ and
bad brothel-keepers carries with it the obvious implication that those brothel-keepers it deems to be
‘good’ should not be criminalised at all.
“There are no other charities in the UK who are working in this way…”: Apart from the fact that the
SAFE/RedlineUK Gang is not registered as a charity, the reason there are no UK charities doing what
the SAFE/RedlineUK Gang is doing is because the gang is actively assisting serious and organised
criminals in going about their business and trying to avoid prosecution.
“We work with the industry to make it safer for all.”: The vice-trade is dangerous; trying to work with
the vice-trade will only end in failure – the true solution is Abolition of the vice-trade.
“We are consulting with HMRC and aim to levy a reasonable membership charge in the future. This is
necessary to cover our future operating costs…”: The SAFE/RedlineUK Gang is looking to take
payments from the criminal brothel-keepers under its protection.
“We are doing a lot of work on a number of fronts to try and get political support for what we are
doing.”
“…we chaired a meeting of The SAFE Network which was well attended by member businesses. We
talked about our rapport with the Home Office, Crown Prosecution Service and Law Enforcement…”
“Yesterday we met with someone from Salford Council who leads on reducing violence against women.
… She wants to support what we are doing and has invited us to a series of meetings with her
counterparts across Greater Manchester, to try and convince them that The SAFE Network should be
applauded and supported…”
“Tomorrow (Friday) we are going to the Home Office to speak to the head of the Human Trafficking
Unit and representatives from the UK Border Agency and the UK Human Trafficking Centre. This
came about after a very positive letter exchange between ourselves and the Home Office Minister for
policing & criminal justice. At the moment it’s merely a discussion about the potential benefits of
SAFE and The SAFE Network in reducing the risk of harm to women; but we know that the reduction
of harm to women and girls is high on the Governments agenda so we are anticipating a constructive
meeting.”
“We make no judgement on those who pay for consensual sex.”: The SAFE/RedlineUK Gang is in
favour of prostitution and the vice-trade in principle.
“SAFE exists for the benefit of all whether you work in or are a client of the sex industry.”
The SAFE/RedlineUK Gang cannot see beyond the vice-trade and completely misses the bigger picture
of the rest of society. The gang is concerned only with serving the interests and furthering the agenda
of the vice-trade, in stark contrast to Abolitionists who have at heart the welfare and the best interests of
every person in British society.
“Welcome to the first SAFE network blog. …we now have a positive relationship with a legal
specialist. She has a proven track record in industry legal representation, which will prove useful. She
will hopefully be coming to the next North West Forum meeting on 27 March, so make sure you come
along to this and take the opportunity to ask her your questions. We met her down in London this week
and she is hugely enthusiastic about what the SAFE network is about, she thinks the approach is long
overdue and wants to help where she can.”
“One member talked very positively about her experience of meeting our recommended legal advisor,
Sandra Mullen and explained how much more reassured she was since joining The SAFE Network.
Unfortunately Sandra wasn’t able to attend the meeting but she’s promised to come to the next
Network meeting on 22 May.”
The SAFE/RedlineUK Gang is associating with solicitor Sandra Mullan.

“…the LBB website…”
“…with the help of Angel…”
“Tonight we met with Angel and he’s given us some really useful advice and guidance and invited us to
post our blogs on the LBB… He continues to provide us with helpful insights and we hope that will
continue.”
“RedlineUK is grateful for the endorsement and support of the LBB.”
“…SAFE, The SAFE Network and RedlineUK.”
The SAFE/RedlineUK Gang appears to see itself as comprising three sub-groups (as above). Whatever
the exact nature of the hierarchy and internal structuring of the gang looks like, we know for certain that
the gang includes criminal brothel-keepers and former police officers, and we strongly suspect that the
gang includes the ‘usual suspects’ from amongst the pro-prostitution lobby (e.g. people from groups
like MASH and UKNSWP). We also know that the SAFE/RedlineUK Gang has associations with
Angel of the LBB website and solicitor Sandra Mullan.
It may be that the notional internal divisions of the SAFE/RedlineUK Gang look something like the
following: (1) the pro-prostitution campaigners are the ‘SAFE’ element, (2) the criminal brothelkeepers are the ‘SAFE Network’ element and (3) the former police officers are the ‘RedlineUK’
element. What is certain is that the gang represents an alliance of people with shared ideology, mutual
interests and a common agenda.

APPENDIX L
Professional Witnesses Limited.
Professional Witnesses Limited27 (aka the Professional Witnesses Group) is a private limited company28
founded in 199729 by Trevor Barton MBE30 and Steven Walsh.31 Trevor Barton was the Chairman of
PWL and a director of the company for 14 years from its formation in 1997 until 2011.32
Trevor Barton was a police officer for 32 years from February 1963 to July 1995 (finishing at the rank
of Chief Superintendent). Trevor’s LinkedIn.com profile states that in his last post at Greater
Manchester Police he: “…was in charge of the ‘X’ Department – Specialist Operations Branch.”
Furthermore, Trevor has been a member of the Rotary Club of Astley since July 1993. PWL cofounder Steven Walsh is the current Chairman, and his fellow company directors are David Ryan33 and
Peter Aaronson.34
Peter Aaronson was employed as a police officer by Greater Manchester Police for 30 years between
November 1975 and December 2005 (finishing at the rank of Superintendent) and, on leaving GMP,
Aaronson joined PWL as a company director (and Vice Chairman) in December 2005. Of his time at
GMP, Aaronson’s LinkedIn.com profile states: “I particularly enjoyed Town Hall partnership working
and my greatest sense of achievement was felt serving the communities of Wythenshawe and Stretford.”
As Aaronson states on his LinkedIn.com profile, he was appointed to his current position as “Chief
Executive Officer at Professional Witnesses Group” in May 2011. CEO Peter Aaronson is PWL’s
Director of Operations – he is the most senior man and has ultimate executive responsibility for the
actions of dozens of PWL operatives.35
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Registration Number: 03385461.
A Private Limited company with share capital.
First registered on 12 June 1997.
Trevor Halliwell Barton (Director ID: 904590522). Born: July 1943.
Steven Jan Walsh (Director ID: 902073981); appointed 12 June 1997. Born: August 1952.
From 12 June 1997 to 28 April 2011.
David Francis Ryan (Director ID: 913326964). Born: June 1954.
Peter Howard Aaronson (Director ID: 911609039); appointed 01 December 2005. Born May 1956.
PWL is described as having “51–200 employees” on Aaronson’s LinkedIn.com profile.

The registered address for Professional Witnesses Limited is Hindsford House, Printshop Lane,
Atherton.36 The company’s activities are classified as ‘Public Security, Law & Order Activities’ (SIC
classification code 7524). PWL is: “…a specialist security company majoring in on … intelligence
gathering and analysis … covert investigations and surveillance … and has a very sophisticated 24/7
Emergency Response Centre.”37

APPENDIX M
Email (headed “Enquiry”) from ‘Enquiries SAFE’ (enquiries@safe.uk.net) received
by Richard Carvath (richardcarvath@ymail.com) at 15:43 on 05 May 2012; the reply
to a message sent by Richard to the SAFE group via its website at 22:09 on 03 May
2012. [In his message to SAFE Richard asked for the full real name of Angel of the
LBB, for the names of all former police officers involved in SAFE and RedlineUK,
and for the name and direct contact details of the man with overall executive control
of SAFE/RedlineUK.]
“Dear Richard,
Thank you for your interest in SAFE. I have reviewed your request and for reasons of operational
security I am unable to divulge the personal details you request. You can be assured however that the
details of all members of the SAFE team are known to Greater Manchester Police, the Crown
Prosecution Service, the Home Office, the UK Human Trafficking Centre and the Charities
Commission. We maintain an ongoing dialogue with all these bodies who are sighted on what we are
doing. We aim to create a hostile environment to human trafficking, forced labour and expoitation of
underage people in the sex industry. This work presents physical risks to employees engaged in the
effort from serious and organised criminals and I'm sure you would agree therefore it would be
irresponsible to disseminate their personal details widely. SAFE is entirely independent of the LBB and
therefore I cannot help you with requests pertaining to that organisation.
Kind regards,
John”

APPENDIX N
The Truth about the Vice-Trade
There are many myths and fallacies relating to prostitution and the vice-trade, of which
several have become well-worn clichés. These myths are perpetuated by vice-traders, proprostitution advocates, pornographers and by mainstream news and entertainment media, and
these myths circulate unchallenged in the thinking of many people when discussing the
subject of prostitution. The following discourse exposes these popular myths and lies in
order to reveal the truth about the vice-trade.

The availability of women’s bodies for sale is an aberration from the normal
functioning of civilised human society in which a woman’s sexual relations with a
man are not driven by the desire for money or conducted only on condition that
payment is made. The norm in civilised human society is for sex to take place without
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Hindsford House, Printshop Lane, Atherton, Manchester, M46 9BJ. (Telephone: 01942 889998)
Source: Trevor Barton’s LinkedIn.com profile.

payment. Sex pre-dates prostitution and usually occurs without an act of prostitution;
therefore whilst sex is essential to the functioning of humanity, the act of prostitution
is completely unnecessary for (and indeed detrimental to) that purpose; it would be
impossible to establish and maintain a civilised human society without sex but entirely
possible without prostitution.
Prostitution then is the deviation from the norm – a cancerous corruption in the proper
functioning of relationships between men and women which poisons civilised society.
The vice-trade offers what is a non-essential ‘service’ because people can and do have
sex quite happily without the need to pay a prostitute; the vice-trade makes money by
provoking an unnecessary want in men (by offering women for sale) and then selling a
woman to any man it has tempted and enticed – and so it is clear that prostitution does
not and cannot offer to serve any legitimate human need but can only ‘serve’ to meet
those depraved wants which are almost entirely bred by the existence of the vice-trade
itself.
The natural inclination of men is to need a sexual partner (i.e. a wife, not a prostitute);
the want for a prostitute is a perversion of the need for a wife. In a civilised society in
which no public manifestation of prostitution is tolerated, the sexual drive of men
naturally leads them to seek a girlfriend or a wife when there is no visible distraction
from the vice-trade seeking to deprave that drive. Furthermore, a civilised society’s
non-toleration of the vice-trade [i.e. Abolition] suppresses the trade, thus minimising
the trade’s ability to supply women for sale, as well as discouraging men who might
otherwise have been tempted by the trade (were it legal and visible in that society)
because of the risk of punishment and social stigma attached to participation in
prostitution in a society hostile to vice, all of which helps to focus men’s natural sex
drive in the right direction of a wife.
The vice-trade is an example of a market in which, for the most part, supply generates
demand (rather than the other way round). Consider that most men have (or can
obtain) a woman as a sexual partner without the need to pay her for her body. Most
men want (and have) a woman who is willing to have sex without payment, whether
she is a casual sexual partner, a long-term girlfriend or a wife. It is therefore the case
that most men harbour no intrinsic demand for a prostitute.
All men intrinsically desire sex – but only a minority of men become so utterly
corrupted at heart as to intrinsically desire and prefer a prostitute ahead of or even
instead of a woman willing to provide sex freely as a gift. Why would a man pay for
sex when he can have it for free? (And why pay for something which is meant to be
freely given, and which is best appreciated and truly experienced only as a gift?) So
then, there is a great heartfelt desire for sex but little genuine demand for prostitution.
A minority of men cannot fulfil their desire for sex with a casual partner, girlfriend or
wife (for whatever reason) over a prolonged period of time (i.e. years) – and it is really
only amongst this minority group that there are found those men who genuinely
harbour an intrinsic desire for the basic commodity of any prostitute (i.e. her body),
because they have no means of obtaining the sexual activity they so desperately desire
other than by paying a prostitute.
It is probable that the majority of acts of prostitution involve punters from amongst
this minority of the general adult male population who are quite simply unable to
obtain sex without paying for it. That being so, it is probable that only a minority of

acts of prostitution involve punters who are able to obtain sex with a casual partner,
girlfriend or wife but who nevertheless desire additional sexual activity (for which a
prostitute is seen as quick and convenient), or else who desire depraved sexual activity
to which no decent woman would consent.
Given that the majority of all men only want and only have sex without payment, it is
easy to see why the availability of prostitutes is little to do with supply meeting
demand but on the contrary is much more a case of supply generating demand. The
only general ‘commodity’ of a prostitute is her body – nothing more – and all women
have bodies; most women are sexually active and most are not prostitutes but are
wives or girlfriends.
Sex was never intended to be bought or sold, and though it is bought and sold, the
supply of prostitution is not and never will be an essential ‘service.’ With food, as
with most other essential products and services, it is true that demand necessitates
supply: a starving man must eat or die. However, where the sale of sex is concerned,
if there is no supply generating the demand for the purchase of sex, then a man simply
goes without sex unless or until he acquires a girlfriend or a wife, and he is none the
worse for having to go without.
In the absence of the availability of a prostitute (whether consenting or a slave), a man
desiring sexual activity (and who would be willing to pay for a prostitute if one were
available) will instead continue to seek for a woman willing to have sex without
payment (or else he will simply go without sex); there is no demand for a prostitute
generated by the man per se – the man’s desire is for a woman who will freely give
sex, not for a prostitute. However, if a prostitute is available – if there is supply – then
it follows that there will also be demand.
The availability of sex for sale is generally tempting and enticing to most men lacking
a sexual partner; foolish men are deceived into believing the fantasy that fifty pounds
spent at Sandy’s Superstars can buy for them an experience with a woman which in
reality can only be received as a free gift (and given in the context of love and
commitment). True sex is a freely given gift not least because it is so precious that it
is beyond price; to believe that what is priceless can be bought for fifty pounds is folly
and delusion.
Sex with a prostitute is not satisfying to the heart of a man. It is like taking a drug: the
pleasurable effect soon wears off and the man has to pay again for another sex fix. As
with all forms of vice, paying for sex with prostitutes is readily addictive and often
becomes a habitual behaviour which controls and consumes its victims. The market
of the vice trade is led by supply. Since supply is mainly responsible for generating
demand, it follows that as supply is suppressed (by law enforcement), so too is the
demand for prostitution – and also the harmful effects.
Total Tolerance of Supply = Harm Toleration + Harm Perpetuation & Proliferation
But, on the other hand…
Zero Tolerance of Supply = No Harm Toleration + Harm Minimisation

Brothels facilitate prostitution in a number of ways: by enabling discreet participation;
by making ongoing habitual participation easier; and by making it easy to entice and
accommodate punters. From a punter’s perspective, visiting a brothel is likely to be
less hassle than trying to pick up a prostitute off the street, and from a pimp’s
perspective, to control a prostitute and to sell that woman again and again in the most
profitable and time-efficient manner is certainly easier from indoor premises than out
on the streets. Depraved acts such as gangbangs (and complementary vices such as
drug-taking) are more difficult to pursue outside of premises on the street. Brothels
also serve as a convenient rendezvous and base for criminals in general; a brothel is a
‘Crime Station’ for criminals just as police have a Police Station. The current
toleration of brothels makes it easier for criminals to keep hold of the women they
already have and easier to draw new women into prostitution, and it helps to
normalise the social and cultural acceptance of prostitution.
Off-street prostitution is not a ‘lesser evil’ than on-street prostitution. Women are as
susceptible to violence, manipulation and exploitation in public brothels as they are on
the street or in private flats – prostitution is an inherently risky business to be involved
in regardless of where it happens. Brothels do not make prostitution any better or
safer for women than being on the street, but brothels do make it easier for serious
organised criminals to control and profit from the sale of women. In fact, prostitution
inside brothels is sometimes more dangerous for women than being outside on the
street. For example, it is much easier to assault and rape a woman behind closed
doors than in broad daylight.
The idea that all-female ‘worker cooperative’ brothels could ever become popular or
even the norm in the vice-trade is sheer fantasy, not least because the concept fails to
recognise that the vast majority of prostitutes are women being exploited by a pimp
rather than women willingly exploiting themselves (free of coercion, free of addiction
and having chosen vice despite being able to get a decent job). It is nonsense to
suggest that the legalisation of brothels would ‘empower’ prostitutes to ‘band
together’ for their own safety and protection (unless, perhaps, they were to locate their
brothel inside a police station). The ‘protection’ and ultimate control of brothels
always has been and always will be in the hands of male criminals. The vice-trade’s
power-brokers are men. Though a woman may be a brothel owner/manager, she is
inevitably dependent upon male criminals for patronage and protection; the puppetmaster pimps of the vice-trade are men. The wellbeing of the tiny minority of women
who really do choose to prostitute themselves is no justification for legalising
brothels. Greedy women choosing to involve themselves in what is well known to be
a dangerous activity have only themselves to blame when they reap a bitter harvest of
harsh consequences. Civilised society makes and enforces laws to discourage risky,
immoral behaviour (and thus minimise harmful consequences) for the common good;
civilised society does not legislate to please a tiny handful of greedy prostitutes to the
detriment of everybody else.
The vice-trade and its advocates are desperate to deceive us with the lie that the sort of
prostitution taking place in organised public brothels like Sandy’s Superstars is a
world away from either street prostitution, or prostitution in private flats, or from

human trafficking and enforced sexual slavery.38 It is not so: the vice-trade is one
trade. Voluntary and involuntary prostitution are ‘two sides of the same coin’ and in
reality there is no such clear-cut distinction. Only a tiny minority of prostitutes are
genuinely willing participants; the great majority of prostitutes are in varying degrees
victims of manipulation, coercion and violence to get them to do what they would not
do willingly otherwise. Furthermore, given that most ‘willing’ prostitutes have
addiction problems or lack the necessary qualifications and skills for proper
employment, it is highly doubtful that many of these trapped women are genuinely
‘willing’ in their hearts to be prostitutes.
Far from discouraging involuntary prostitution or diminishing the demand for it, the
cultural toleration of ‘voluntary’ prostitution actually serves to encourage and
facilitate involuntary prostitution. Indeed involuntary prostitution is certainly going
on in many public brothels which are currently tolerated by the police. The
availability of ‘voluntary’ prostitutes often depraves punters into desiring involuntary
prostitutes since such slaves might be cheaper and/or much younger than ‘voluntary’
prostitutes, and also because involuntary prostitutes are available for perverted and
violent acts which many ‘voluntary’ prostitutes are permitted by their pimps to refuse
(such acts being unnecessary to the pimp making a satisfactory profit out of the
prostitute). Ostensibly ‘voluntary’ prostitution in tolerated brothels fosters demand
for and facilitates access to involuntary prostitution. Furthermore, the existence of
supposedly ‘voluntary’ prostitution in tolerated brothels provides easy opportunity and
the perfect cover for involuntary prostitution.
Perhaps the most popular fallacy about prostitution today, the ‘Underground Myth’ is
regularly trotted out (by vice-trade advocates)39 to justify the toleration of public
brothels by the authorities. According to the underground myth, it is better that
civilised society should tolerate the presence of public brothels and better that
prostitution should be out in the open, monitored and regulated by the authorities,
rather than legislating/enforcing so as to drive the vice-trade underground.
According to the underground myth, if all of the currently-tolerated public brothels
were shut down then the vice-trade would simply carry on ‘underground’ – a less
satisfactory situation than at present, as vice-trade advocates would have us believe,
because: (1) the closure of currently tolerated public brothels would lead to a rise in
street prostitution; and (2) the closure of public brothels would simply and swiftly lead
to their replacement by secret ‘underground’ brothels, and so the vice-trade would
carry on regardless. Such claims are false and unreasonable. Soliciting in a public
place is already a crime and we would certainly not see all or most brothel-based
prostitutes going out on to the streets if all brothels were closed; and the few
prostitutes that might walk the streets could be dealt with quickly and effectively
using the existing law which prohibits soliciting.
It is important to recognise the reality, both in principle and in practice, that the
activities of the vice-trade are and always have been ‘underground’ by their very
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Even taking Sandy’s Superstars as just one example, this supposedly ‘high class’ brothels gang
operates two ‘incall apartments’ (i.e. private flats) and is known to have had more than one prostitute
with a Class A drug addiction on sale in its brothels in recent years. [Sandy’s Superstars quickly
removes any prostitute if a drug problem becomes apparent.]
39
Who may be persons actually engaged in the vice-trade or also pro-prostitution media
commentators, academics, politicians or police.

nature. It is not the case that the current situation (of brothels tolerated in public)
represents a sensible and pragmatic compromise in the best interests of all – a
situation which would only be ruined if vice-traders were compelled to ‘go
underground.’ It is much rather the case that the current situation represents the
underground being permitted to reveal itself openly (because of the police’s misguided
but prevailing policy of non-enforcement – a policy which has resulted in vice-traders
effectively being unafraid of criminal prosecution, or even of any significant
disruption to their daily business activities which regular police interference might
cause to them).
When people think of an ‘underground’ the concept commonly raised in people’s
minds is that of another world or an altogether different realm of reality in which the
norms and laws of civilised human society no longer apply or cannot be enforced.
However the ‘underground’ is not a different world or some sort of parallel universe;
the ‘underground’ is exactly the same world; the ‘underground’ is simply a hidden
part of the whole of society.
All that ‘underground’ really means is Secret – when people speak of ‘the
underground’ or ‘an underground’ the reality of such references is not to a different
world but merely to a hidden aspect of the same world. The ‘underground’ is not a
faraway fantasy land, it is real people in the real world – just in hiding. There is no
real difference at all between a public brothel and an ‘underground’ brothel – both are
brothels; the first brothel is visible and the second brothel is hidden but the nature and
consequences of their trade are the same. The law still applies ‘underground’ and the
police can still enforce the law on persons operating in secret. For the vice trade to
‘go underground’ would not make it any more difficult than it already is for the police
to enforce the law; indeed it would be a clear sign that the police had started to take
seriously the enforcement of the law once again.
When vice trade advocates utter their clichéd claim that zero tolerance of public
brothels would only send vice-traders ‘underground’ all this really means is that vicetraders will be sent back into full hiding. The underground is where prostitution
belongs. The big difference between a tolerated and an un-tolerated vice-trade is that
of scale and profitability: a heavily suppressed ‘underground’ vice-trade inevitably
comprises fewer, smaller brothels.
Most prostitutes in the UK – that is to say most British (or EU) women working as
prostitutes in this country – are subjected in some form or another to the will of a
pimp (upon whom they are partly or wholly dependent). A prostitute without a pimp
of some sort is very much the exception to the rule; the vice-trade has always been and
always will be heavily dominated by male criminals, since the trade is essentially
defined as the organised supply of women for sale to male punters by male vicetraders for profit – and so prostitutes genuinely independent of male control and
‘protection’ are a rarity.
There is little meaningful difference between a pimped woman and a trafficked
woman in terms of the reality of their day-to-day circumstances and experiences; both
women are victims of exploitation and both are effectively sex-slaves – it’s just that
the trafficked woman was moved a large distance from her original location prior to
the commencement of her exploitation as a sex-slave. Though a trafficked woman is
likely to be held as a prisoner during the entire period of her exploitation as a sexslave in the UK, in comparison to a pimped woman who probably has some limited
freedom of movement and association, it would be wrong to think of the criminal

exploitation of the pimped woman as being significantly less serious than the criminal
exploitation of the trafficked woman, which is why the current popular passion for
trying to deal with human trafficking as a single issue without regard to the rest of the
vice-trade is so severely misguided (because trafficking specifically cannot be
separated from prostitution generally – the harm caused by trafficking being a ‘drop in
the ocean’ of the harm caused by prostitution in general – and especially because the
toleration of the vice-trade in general facilitates trafficking and drives its profitability
within the trade, all of which means that the best – indeed, the only – way to deal
effectively with trafficking is to minimise the vice-trade as a whole, by Abolition).
It is probable that the annual total number of women active as prostitutes in the UK
currently runs into the tens-of-thousands, year after year. If we take the broadest
possible view of what it means for a woman to engage in prostitution as an act
against her own free will – including, for example, the many women ‘choosing’ to
enter the vice-trade because of the bondage and poverty of drug addiction (which traps
them in an ongoing dependence on and indebtedness to manipulative drug dealers) –
then it is reasonable to assert that the majority of prostitutes in the UK are involved in
the vice-trade on what is essentially an involuntary basis; however, if we restrict our
consideration of involuntary prostitution to just the genuine victims of human
traffickers, then it is probable that less than 5% of all prostitutes in the UK are foreign
women who are trafficked in to this country against their will for the purpose of sexslavery. Though more than 5% of the total population of prostitutes in the UK are
foreign women, most of these foreign prostitutes are not trafficked40 in to Britain but
rather come here willingly, and, of these willing41 foreign participants in the British
vice-trade, some arrive here legally (e.g. EU passport holders), whilst others are illegal
immigrants, as in the case of those who pay smugglers to sneak them in to the country.
It is probable that the total number of foreign women trafficked in to the UK against
their will for the purpose of sex-slavery in any one year is never more than a few
hundred. Though trafficking is an integral and inseparable aspect of the vice-trade,
and though such sex-slavery is understandably the most objectionable of all facets of
the vice-trade, we should recognise that in terms of the number of women involved the
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The word ‘trafficked‘ (and the concept of ‘trafficking’) does require some clarification, as there is
confusion over the issue of trafficking due to different understandings and applications of the word. It
can be unhelpful to include smuggled [willing] prostitutes together with trafficked [unwilling]
prostitutes – though of course neither smuggling nor trafficking are good – when estimating the number
or proportion of women considered to be victims of genuine trafficking in the UK vice-trade; women
willingly smuggled into the UK and willing prostituting themselves here should not be considered in
quite the same way as those unwillingly trafficked and unwillingly prostituted women who are suffering
genuine and absolute sexual slavery. Here in this report the term ‘trafficking’ is applied precisely to
outright sexual slavery and does not include the smuggling of willing prostitutes. However, it is
important to note that in the eyes of the law [as well as in popular misunderstanding] the criminal
concept of ‘trafficking’ does encompass both the trafficking of unwilling women and the smuggling of
willing women (and rightly so, for the law should punish and suppress both trafficking and smuggling).
41
Though a foreign woman is willingly prostituting herself in the UK the fact that she is ‘willing’ to
prostitute herself is not a good thing, and neither should her ‘willingness’ be taken at face value – most
foreign women prostituting themselves in the UK are doing so in a desperate attempt to escape severe
poverty in their country of origin. Prostitutes smuggled into the country are illegal immigrants and are
thus very easy to manipulate and exploit on account of their fear of arrest and deportation; a willing
prostitute smuggled into the country is easily enslaved into a form of involuntary prostitution no
different to that of a trafficking victim.

trafficking victims enslaved in the British vice-trade represent only a minor aspect of
the total number of women engaged in prostitution in the UK. In considering the
overall impact of the devastation and destruction inflicted by prostitution in the UK,
not only in the lives of individuals directly caught up in the vice-trade but also more
broadly across the whole of British society, it has to be said that in recent years there
has been a huge over-emphasis placed upon the issue of trafficking by politicians and
the media, and by various misguided interest groups which have sought to arouse and
exploit popular hysteria around the trafficking issue in pursuit of their broader antiprostitution aims. Though trafficking is undoubtedly a very serious crime, it is not the
‘big issue’ or the main problem with the British vice-trade. At present the primary
problem with the British vice-trade is that the various public manifestations of
prostitution are not being effectively suppressed (either because they are currently
legal, or because they are generally tolerated despite being illegal). Trafficking is not
the problem as such with prostitution in the UK; the problem is simply prostitution
itself. Trafficking is already illegal, as it should be; all other aspects of the vice-trade
ought to be illegal too. The sooner the whole vice-trade is outlawed the sooner it can
be suppressed to best effect, thus minimising the number of participants in the trade
and minimising the harm caused by the vice-trade to participants and broader society.
Prostitution is morally wrong and it destroys people. The vice-trade is an anti-social,
dishonourable and shameful business which exploits, harms and corrupts people. The
victims of the vice-trade are not only those directly involved, but there are many
innocent victims too. The promiscuity which defines the vice-trade is a major source
of illness and disease. Criminals active in the vice-trade are often actively engaged in
other types of crime as well. Prostitution is closely related to other vices such as
gambling and pornography (which is prostitution-by-proxy) and the devastating
impact of the lust and greed behind all of these vices is everywhere evident in
contemporary British society. The ubiquity of tolerated public brothels is mirrored by
the abundant evidence of dysfunction and deterioration across British society. For any
society in which brothels are either legal or else illegal-but-tolerated, their toleration is
a curse let loose in their host communities.
Prostitution has a hugely destructive effect upon human relationships – directly for
those participants immediately involved in the vice-trade, but also bringing wider evil
consequences for marriages, families, children and hence the whole of society.
Though a man freely consents to buy and a woman freely consents to sell sexual
activity just between the two of them, their act of engagement in prostitution is
certainly not a private matter when viewed in terms of the considerable harmful
consequences not only to themselves but also to society as a whole – indeed the
harmful effect of numerous, regular acts of such ‘voluntary’ prostitution upon British
society is undeniable.
Given the immense damage inflicted upon society by prostitution, though most acts of
prostitution occur as a private transaction, the vice-trade is very much a public
concern and, moreover, the suppression of the vice-trade is clearly in the public
interest. The most effective way to minimise the vice-trade is to make prostitution
itself completely illegal (and to enforce that law).
Total tolerance of Vice = Harm Toleration + Harm Proliferation & Harm Perpetuation
Zero Tolerance of the Vice-trade = Vice-trade Minimisation + Harm Minimisation

